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dear authors, esteemed readers,

it is a particular pleasure to be able to address the readership of the Pro-
ceedings of the Third regional student Conference GlAs, which was
held in ljubljana, slovenia, between the 14th and 16th of July 2017.

The idea to organise an annual international students’ meeting GlAs
(Graecae latinaeque Antiquitatis studentes) was born in 2014 within a
circle of exceptional students of classical languages at the University of
Belgrade, serbia. Their fundamental aim was to bring together students
of Classics from the wider region and promote a scientific and cultural
dialogue among them. This would be achieved by creating a casual schol-
arly environment where everyone would be given a chance to speak about
their latest research or else contribute to a lively and thought-provoking
debate. The idea briskly gained momentum, seeing the very first GlAs
conference organised in July 2015 at the Faculty of Arts in Belgrade. since
then the enthusiasm has only grown, resulting in two succeeding interna-
tional conferences.

in 2016, the baton was handed over to our Bulgarian colleagues at the
University of st. kliment ohridski in sofia. in the meantime, the word
of the conference’s success had spread, inviting more and more interest.
in the course of an informal socialising event in sofia it was decided to
found The international GlAs Committee comprised of the delegates
from each of the participating universities, whose vital task would be to
facilitate the organisation of future GlAs conferences.

in 2017, the third and now already traditional GlAs conference was
organised in ljubljana, slovenia, by the members of the GlAs 2017 or-
ganising Committee: Blaž Božič (delegate and chairman), Ana Bembič,
Anja Božič, Jakob Grčman, klara Marija keršič, rok kuntner, nataša
Martina Pintarič, lara Potočnik, Maja rotter, and lara Unuk. it was a
tremendous honour and a great enjoyment for all of us to have been able
to actively take part in continuing this nascent academic tradition and pro-
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6 Rok Kuntner

moting the exchange of knowledge, experience, and methodological ap-
proaches in the field of Classics and other tightly related linguistic and
literary disciplines.

We are also exceptionally proud to be able to publish the print version
of the Conference Proceedings. let us here express sincere thanks to all
our fellow participants who submitted their papers and contributed gen-
erously to the editorial process. our deep gratitude goes also to the de-
partment of Classics of the University of ljubljana, to the societas
sloveniae studiis Antiquitatis et Humanitatis investigandis, and to the
student Council of the Faculty of Arts for their generous financial sup-
port.

it is our wish that this publication remain a referential resource of cre-
ative and original ideas presented at the GlAs 2017 as well as an enduring
reminder of the pleasant scholarly atmosphere at the conference. The at-
mosphere that nurtured our unrelenting passion for antiquity and that made
us, as students of Classics, even more eager and dedicated to our unwa-
vering pursuit of wisdom.

Rok Kuntner, Co-editor
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Aleksandar Anđelović
University of Belgrade

Characteristics and Physical Descriptions
of Trojan Heroes in John Malalas’
Χρονογραφία

At the beginning of the sixth century in his hometown of Antioch John
Malalas, a chronicle writer of the early Byzantine period, writes Chrono-
graphia (Χρονογραφία) in 18 books, under the influence of the so-called
monastic chronicles. The fifth book of his Chronicle is concerned with the
history of the Trojan War. This work is interesting from several aspects, start-
ing with language and the author’s use of sources, all the way to its various
translations and the manuscript tradition itself. However, one of the most in-
teresting parts of Malalas’ writings is that in which he describes the charac-
teristics and the physical appearances of the heroes and heroines who fought
at Troy. This cannot be found anywhere else but in Malalas. in spite of the
fact that the majority of the extant Malalas’ sources are mere fragments,
chances are that those descriptions are pure Malalas’ innovation. it was not
enough for our author to leave out Homer as the source for the history of Tro-
jan war (he used a translation of a Phoenician document written by a certain
dictys of Crete instead), he most certainly gave his own contribution as well.
We will thus give overview of these descriptions from Agamemnon through
odysseus to Polyxena so as to show the way in which Malalas imagines Tro-
jan heroes. Being unrecorded in other works of antiquity, this phenomenon
can reveal much of Malalas’ mind as well as the reception of ancient myth in
late Antiquity/early Byzantine literature.

Keywords: Byzantine literature, reception, descriptions, Trojan War, Malalas

Malalas was born around 490 Ad аnd, given the way in which he de-
scribes Antioch in his work and the amount of information he gives about
this cosmopolitan city where syrian1 mingled with Greek and latin,2 it is
pretty clear where he grew up and where he received his education. His
floruit was during the middle of the sixth century. The author of the work
which we should pay more attention to—Malalas—relating events from
the Creation to his own time, indubitably considers the Trojan War as

1 Malalas’ very nickname is of semitic origin: malolo, meaning "rhetor, orator".

2 e. Jeffreys, M. Jeffreys and r. scott, Introduction: The Chronicle of John Malalas (Melbourne: Australian
Association for Byzantine studies, 1986), 22.



well, and it would be interesting to see how a person living in the sixth
century sees the Greeks and Trojans, which sources they use, and why.

What would our understanding of the Trojan War be like, if we did not
know of Homer? or at least if we did not imagine Brad Pitt when thinking
of Achilles? Malalas certainly did not imagine Brad Pitt, but neither did
he picture the heroes who fought at Troy the way they had been described
by Homer. The epic tradition does not imply the form, so Malalas used
dictys of Crete, a certain participant and eyewitness of the Trojan War,
who had many admirers and readers during the Middle Ages.3 Further-
more, Malalas uses many other sources, most of which are unknown to
us, such as certain domninus and sisyphos from kos. That is why even
today, the problems arise in academic study concerning Malalas.4 in this
paper we will try to give an overview of the descriptions of the heroes
who fought at Troy.5

Although i have stated in the abstract that these descriptions cannot be
found anywhere but in Malalas, that is, however, somewhat untrue. As a
matter of fact, i have come across further physical descriptions of the he-
roes at Troy by another (probably fictitious!) author—dares Phrygius—
and his work concerning the destruction of Troy.6 This work is a subject
of great controversy because it remains unknown whether its author even
existed. The same goes for dictys, the author whom Malalas used the
most. dares and dictys have been mostly published together throughout
the course of the manuscript tradition. it is believed that dares’ work orig-
inated either in the fifth or the sixth century. The date of the work is very
important for us in order to know whether Malalas used dares as a source
or vice versa.7

Below we will provide an account of the physical characteristics of
nine Greek and six Trojan heroes and heroines (Mal. 5.9–10):8

Οἱ ἡγεμόνες τῶv ἐπὶ Ἴλιον τὴ πόλιν ἐξελθόντων τοιοῦτοι τὰ ἡλικίας ἦσαν.

Ὁ βασιλεὺς Ἀγαμέμνων μέγας ἦν, λευκός, εὔρινος, δασυπώγων, μελάνθριξ,
μεγαλόφθαλμος, ἀπτόητος, εὐγενής, μεγαλόψυχος.

3 The best laid-out research about dictys Cretensis is given in P. Gainsford, "diktys of Crete," The Cambridge
Classical Journal 58, (2012): 58–87.

4 A very good overview with explanations related to the sources used by Malalas is given in e. Jeffreys, Ma-

lalas' Sources, Studies in John Malalas, (sydney, 1990), 167–216.

5 Although i have chosen to write "Trojan Heroes" in the title, it goes without saying that we are going to con-
sider both Greeks and Trojans; it was left this way because of the analogy to the term Trojan War.

6 Here we are going to use F. Meister's critical edition of dares (see Bibliography).

7 For dating, translation, reference to dictys Cretensis, and the entire knowledge of dares see J. Cornil, Dares
Phrygius' de Excidio Trojae Historia: Philological Commentary and Translation (Gent: Universiteit Gent,
2011–2012).

8 Here we are going to use i. Thurn’s critical edition of Malalas’s Chronographia (see Bibliography) as it
seems to be the most thorough so far.
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king Agamemnon was large, fair-skinned, with a good nose, bushy beard, black hair,
large eyes, he was well educated, noble and magnanimous.

Ὁ Μενέλαος, ὁ τούτου αὐτάδελφος, κονδός, εὔστηθος, πυρρός, ἰσχυρός, δασυπώγων,
εὔριν, εὐπρόσωπος.

Menelaus, brother of the aforementioned Agamemnon, was short, with a good chest,
red head, strong figure, bushy beard, good nose, and good face.

Ὁ Ἀχιλλεὺς εὔστηθος, μέγας τὸν ὄγκον τοῦ σώματος, μακρόσκελος, σπανός, ξανθός,
εὐπρόσωπος, οἰνοπαής, γοργοὺς ἔχων τοὺς ὀφθαλμούς, πολύθριξ, μακρόρριν, τοὺς
πόδας ὠκὺς καὶ τοῖς ἅλμασι δόκιμος, δεινὸς πολεμιστής, εὔχαρις, φιλήδονος,
μεγαλόψυχος καὶ καλλίφωνος. ταῦτα τούτου τὰ ἰδιώματα, τὰ μὲν τὴν τούτου
δραστηρίαν ἐνέργειαν τεκμαιρόμενα, τὰ δὲ τοῦ φυσικοῦ θυμοῦ καὶ προαιρετικοῦ τὴν
ὀξύτητα.

Achilles had good chest, large and massive body, long legs, thin (beard), he was
blonde, had good features, wine-coloured and grim eyes, thick hair, long nose, he
was quick and skilled in jumping, he was a fierce warrior, a charming, pleasure-lov-
ing, and magnanimous man with a beautiful voice. Those were his characteristics
that attest to his vigorous energy, innate temperament, and sharpness of will.

Ὁ δ’ αὖ τούτου διάπυρος φίλος Πάτροκλος παχὺς τὸ σῶμα καὶ ἰσχυρός, τὴν ἡλικίαν
σύμμετρος, ὑπόξανθος, λευκόπυρρος, εὐπρόσωπος, εὐόφθαλμος, εὐγενής, δυνατὸς
πολεμιστής, κατεσταλμένος, εὐπώγων.

Patroklos, his (sc. Achilles’) stout friend was fat and powerful, of medium height,
with fairish hair, fair to ruddy skin, with a good face and good eyes; he was noble, a
strong fighting man, toned down, with a good beard.

Αἴας ὁ Τελαμώνιος μεγαλόσωμος, εὔσχημος(?), πλήρης(?), ἰσχυρότατος,
μεγαλόψυχος, μεγαλόφθαλμος, οὐλόθριξ, εὐπώγων, μέλας, εὔρινος, σύνοφρυς,
μελάγκορος, εὐθύς, πολεμιστὴς δυνατώτατος.

Ajax Telamonios was large, well-built, gorged very strong, magnanimous, with large
eyes, curly hair, a good beard, dark skin, a good nose, eyebrows that met, and black
pupils; he was a forthright and a very powerful fighting man.

Ὁ Ὀδυσσεὺς διμοιριαῖος, λευκὸς τῷ σώματι, ἁπλόθριξ, εὐπώγων, μαλακόχρους,
μιξοπόλιος, σύνοφρυς, εὔρινος, μεγαλόψυχος, δυνατὸς πολεμιστής, προγάστωρ,
ἠθικός, εὐόμιλος.

odysseus was of medium height, with fair skin, straight hair, with a good beard, soft
skin, grey hair, with eyebrows that met, with a good nose; he was a magnanimous
man, a strong warrior and had a large belly; he was a wise man and an eloquent talker.

Ὁ Διομήδης τὴν ἡλικίαν τετράγωνος, ἰσχυρός, ξανθός, εὔσχημος, μελίχρους,
εὐπρόσωπος καὶ ὑπόσιμος, ξανθοπώγων, οἰνοπαὴς τοὺς ὀφθαλμούς, σώφρων καὶ
κονδοτράχηλος.

Characteristics and Physical Descriptions of Trojan Heroes in John Malalas’ Χρονογραφία 11



diomedes was four-square in stature, powerful, with a good face, blonde hair, honey
skin, beautiful face, a slightly upturned nose, blonde beard, and wine-coloured eyes;
he was chaste and had a short neck.

Νέστωρ, ὁ γηραιὸς καὶ μέγας τοῖς Ἕλλησι κατὰ σύνεσιν σύμβουλος, μέγας τῇ ἡλικίᾳ,
κατάρινος, ὑπόπυρρος, πολιόθριξ, γλαυκόφθαλμος, πολιοπώγων, μάκροψις,
εὐσύμβουλος, φρόνιμος.

nestor, the old man and the great counsellor according to the common opinion of
the Greeks, was large in stature, had a large nose, a rather ruddy complexion, grey
hair and beard, and large bright eyes; he was a wise man and a good counsellor.

Πύρρος ὁ καὶ Νεοπτόλεμος εὐῆλιξ, εὐθώραζ, λεπτός, λευκός, εὔρινος, πυρρόθριξ,
οὖλος, ὑπόγλαυκος, μεγαλόφθαλμος, ξάνθοφρυς, ξανθοαρχιγένειος, στρογγυλόψις,
προπετής, τολμηρός, εὔσκυλτος, πικρὸς πολεμιστής. οὗτος δὲ ὑπῆρχεν υἱὸς τοῦ
Ἀχιλλέως ἐκ Δηιδαμείης, θυγατρὸς Λυκομήδους, ὅστις μετὰ τὴν τελευτὴν τοῦ ἰδίου
πατρὸς εξεπέμφθη ὑπὸ Θέτιδος καὶ Πηλέως, πάππου αὐτοῦ, αἰτηθεὶς ὑπὸ τῶν
Ἀχαιῶν, ὡς τοῦ Ἀχιλλέως δόλῳ φονευθέντος, ἐκδικῆσαι τὸ πατρῷον αἷμα. καὶ
ὁπλισάμενος ἐπεστράτευσεν εἰς τὸ Ἴλιον σὺν ναυσὶν κβ’ ἐκ τοῦ Πηλέως λαβὼν ἴδιον
στρατὸν Μυρμιδόνων, τὸν ἀριθμόν ,αχν’. καὶ ἀποπλεύσας κατέλαβε τὴν Τροίαν καὶ
εὗρον εἰς τὰς σκηνὰς τοῦ ἰδίου πατρὸς Ἀχιλλέως Ἱπποδάμειαν τὴν καὶ Βρισηίδα,
φύλακα τῶν τοῦ Ἀχιλλέως πάντων. ἥντινα ἀποδεξάμενος εἶχεν ἐν πoλλῇ τιμῇ,
αἰτήσας αυτὴν φύλακα εἶναι καὶ τῶν ἑαυτoῦ ἐν τῇ πατρῴᾳ σκηνῇ. καὶ μετ’ ὀλίγον
καιρὸν τελευτᾷ ἡ Βρισηὶς νόσῳ βληθεῖσα.

Pyrrhos neoptolemos was well-grown, with a good chest, slender, fair-skinned, with
a good nose, red curly hair and large greyish eyes, fair eyebrows, the beginnings of
a fair beard, and a round face; he was impulsive, bold, quick-moving, and a fierce
fighting man. He was Achilles’ son by deidameia, lykomedes’ daughter; after the
death of his father he had been sent by Thetis and Peleus, his grandfather, at the
Achaians’ request, to avenge his father’s death, since Achilles had been killed by a
trick. He took up arms and set out against ilion with 22 ships and his own army of
Myrmidons, 1650 in number, supplied by Peleus and, setting sail, he reached Troy
and found Hippodameia Briseis in the encampment of his father Achilles, guarding
all his possessions. He greeted her and treated her with great respect and asked her
to guard his possessions, too, in his father’s tent. But a short time later Briseis was
stricken by an illness and died.

Τῆς δὲ Τροίης οἱ ἄριστοι ἄνδρες οὗτοι.

Πρίαμος τῇ ἡλικίᾳ εὐμήκης, μέγας, καλὸς τὸ πρόσωπον, πυρρόχροοs, ὑπόγλαυκος,
μακρόρρινος, σύνοφρυς, εὐόφθαλμος, πολιός, πολύθριξ, κατεσταλμένος.

in stature Priam was of good height, large, handsome, with a ruddy skin, greyish
eyes, a long nose, eyebrows that met, good eyes, and he had thick grey hair; he was
a sedate person.

Ἕκτωρ μελάγχροος, μακρός, πάνυ εὔογκος, δυνατὸς ἐν ἰσχύϊ, εὔρινος, οὖλος,
μελάνθριξ, εὐπώγων, στραβός, ψελλός, εὐγενής, φοβερὸς πολεμιστὴς καὶ
βαρύφωνος.

12 Aleksandar Anđelović



Hector was dark-skinned, tall, extremely sturdy, of great strength, with a good nose,
curly dark hair, a good beard, a squint, and a stutter; he was a noble, outstanding
fighter with a deep voice.

Πάρις ὁ καὶ Ἀλέξανδρος, εὐῆλιξ, εὐσθενής, λευκός, εὔρινος, εὐόφθαλμος,
μελάγκορος, οὐλόθριξ, μελάνθριξ, ἀρχιγένειος, μακρόψις, κάτοφρυς, μεγαλόστομος,
εὔχαρις, ἐλλόγιμος, εὐκίνητος, τοξότης εὔστοχος, δειλός, φιλήδονος.

Paris Αlexander was well-grown, strong, fair-skinned, with a good nose, good eyes,
black pupils, dark curly hair, the beginnings of a beard, a long face, beetling eyebrows
and a large mouth; he was charming, eloquent, athletic, an accurate archer, timorous,
and pleasure loving.

Αἰνείας κονδοειδής, παχύς, εὔστηθος, ἰσχυρός, πυρράκης, πλατόψις, εὔρινος, λευκός,
ἀναφάλας, εὐπώγων, γλαυκός, νουνεχής, φρόνιμος, εὐσεβής.

Aeneas was short, fat, with a good chest, powerful, with a ruddy complexion, a broad
face, a good nose, fair skin, receding hair, a good beard, and grey eyes; he was dis-
creet, wise, and pious.

Ἀνδρομάχη διμοιριαία, λεπτή, εὔστολος, εὔρινος, εὔμασθος, εὐόφθαλμος, εὔοφρυς,
οὔλη, ὑπόξανθος, ὀπισθόκομος, μακροχαράκτηρος, εὐτράχηλος, γελασίνας ἔχουσα
ἐν ταῖς παρειαῖς, εὔχαρις, γοργή.

Andromache was of medium height, slender, with a good figure, a good nose, good
breasts, good eyes, good eyebrows, curly fairish hair combed back, a long face, a
good neck; she had dimples in her cheeks and was charming and quick.

Πολυξένη μακρή, καθαρία, λευκὴ πάνυ, μεγαλόφθαλμος, μελάνθριξ, οὔλη,
ὀπισθόκομος, εὔρινος, λεπτοπρόσωπος, εὐπάρειος, μικρόστομος, ἀνθηρόχειλος,
μικρόπους, παρθένος, εὔχαρις, ὡραία πολύ, οὖσα ἐνιαυτῶν ιη' ἐσφάγη...

Polyxene was tall, refined, very fair-skinned, with large eyes, black hair combed
back, a good nose, slender face, good cheeks, small mouth, red lips, and small feet;
she was a virgin, charming and very beautiful. she was 18 years old when she was
slain…

... καθῶς ό σοφώτατος Δίκτυς ὁ ἐκ τῆς Κρήτης ὑπεμνημάτισεν μετὰ ἀληθείας τὰ
προγεγραμμένα καὶ τὰ λοιπὰ πάντα τῶν ἐπὶ τὸ Ἴλιον ἐπιστρατευσάντων Ἑλλήνων.

... as the most learned dictys of Crete says, who recorded truthfully what has been
mentioned above and everything else that happened later to the Greeks who attacked
ilion.9

9 To review all the adjectives in Malalas’ work, see Jeffreys, Studies in John Malalas, 232–240. For a very
detailed review of descriptions with a special review of the slavic translation of Chronographia, see Д. Пеев,
"Портретни описания и личностни характеристики в Хрониката на Йоан Малала," Преславска
книжовна школа Т. 9. (2006): 270–293.
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As evident from the last paragraph, Malalas attributes these descrip-
tions to dictys of Crete, whom we know from the prologue of a certain
lucius septimius’ latin translation of Ephemeris belli Troiani,10 which
states that dictys was, as idomeneus’ fellow-soldier, an eyewitness of the
Trojan War, and whose grave was discovered after the earthquake in Crete
during nero’s reign. dictys’ work, at first written in Phoenician script,
was subsequently translated into Greek.11 Today dictys is best known pre-
cisely through this latin translation, and it has been proven that the orig-
inal is Greek—the fragment of dictys in Greek was found among the
oxyrhynchus papyri (Poxy. 4943). After this discovery, upon comparing
the texts, it was concluded that the translation was very similar to the orig-
inal and could be of use when it comes to dictys.

since Malalas attributes these descriptions to dictys, while they are
not present in dictys, it can be assumed that they have been lost among
the fragments. However, the problem is that they do not even appear in
latin translation, which is, as we have said, authentic. We have noted that
similar descriptions can be found in dares Phrygius (§ 12–13) who is, un-
like Malalas, although their descriptions agree in many cases, more atten-
tive to personality traits than to physical description. it could be said that
these two authors had used the same source, and that it might be some
later version of dictys. it is, however, unlikely that Malalas used dares
as his source, and to state this it should suffice to compare Malalas’ afore-
mentioned description of neoptolemus Pyrrhus with that written by dares:

neoptolemum magnum, virosum, stomachosum, blaesum, vultu bonum, aduncum,
oculis rotundis, superciliosum. 
(dares § 13)

neoptolemus was large, robust, and easily irritated. He lisped slightly and was good-
looking, he had hooked nose, round eyes, and shaggy eyebrows.12

Although there are obvious similarities between Malalas’ and dares’
descriptions,13 it is clear that the former at least added something of his
own, for he gives us much more information14 than dares. However, the
entire story is intertwined with a certain sisyphos of kos, whom Malalas
10 dictys of Crete. Ephemeridos Belli Troiani Libri a Lucio Septimio ex Graeco in Latinum Sermonem Tran-
slati Accedunt Papyri Dictys Graeci in Aegypto Inuentae. ed. W. eisenhut, (stuttgart and leipzig: Teubner,
1994).

11 it is obvious that this is fiction, аnd the whole story with the Phoenician script, the discovery of the grave
is a well-known convention among the ancient pseudo-documentary works, see k. ni Mheallaigh, "Pseudo-
documentarism and the limits of Ancient Fiction," American Journal of Philology 129, (2008): 403–431.

12 dictys of Crete and dares the Phrygian. The Trojan War: The Chronicles of Dictys of Crete and Dares the
Phrygian, trans. r. M. Frazer (Jr.) (Bloomington: indiana University Press, 1966).

13 Cf. Malalas’ καλὸς τὸ πρόσωπον and dares’ vultu bonus.

14 Cf. sup. Malalas’ description of neoptolemus among the leading men of the Greeks who attacked Troy.
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mentions three times in his work (Mal. 5.18, 5.19, 5.29). dowden15 thinks
sisyphos is the source for these descriptions. The problem is that sisyphos
is only mentioned by Malalas.16

There is no doubt that the same tradition is present both in Malalas’
and dares’ work; nevertheless, we believe that Malalas followed the con-
vention and took some descriptions from his source, but that he certainly
left much to his imagination, too. in favor of this speaks an undeniable
similarity of vocabulary in The Chronicle from beginning to end—both
Helen of Troy and Justinian, for example, had good noses and curly hair.17

All this might, after all, be just a small piece of mosaic which com-
prises the reception of the story of Troy in the early Byzantium/late An-
tiquity. The textual reconstruction of John Malalas’ Chronicle is
undoubtedly an extremely complicated task, but in our opinion these de-
scriptions are somehow related to Malalas’ fiction, for he knew that writ-
ing about stories of distant past, e.g. world chronicle, is far from mere
listing the facts, even though it seemed so.

in conclusion, let us mention Umberto eco’s Baudolino (2000): Bau-
dolino is a knight who saves the Byzantine historian niketas Choniates
during the sack of Constantinople in the Fourth Crusade; and the part
where a bishop gives young Baudolino an advice on what to do if he ever
feels an urge to write his own history: "if you want to become a man of
letters and perhaps write some Histories one day, you must also lie and
invent tales, otherwise your History would become monotonous."18
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Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim or Middle Ages
Challenging Terence

Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim was a tenth century Benedictine canoness and au-
thor. she wrote poems and prose, but she is best known as the first renowned
female dramatist. she wrote plays inspired by Terence’s comedies, which
were very popular in her time. Her ambition was to compete with the famous
roman comediographer and to offer her contemporaries a more appropriate
amusement. she was determined to praise virtue of holy virgins rather than
lust of voluptuaries since she was convinced God’s power can best be seen in
the victory of female weakness over male brutality. she wanted to use her
gift in the service of God in order not to waste it. This paper focuses on Abra-
ham, one of her six short dramas. Abraham is an eremite who devotes his
niece Maria to God. However, due to certain circumstances she gives in to
sin and becomes a prostitute. Here Hrotsvitha creates a unique scene that
mimics the one frequently found in Terence’s comedies: a brothel, a prostitute,
and her client. still, she uses Terence’s motives with the aim of achieving ver-
bal and situational humour, adding it to the salvation of the soul theme. Her
plays are undeniably too schematical for a modern reader, however, if one
reads them carefully and considers the context, they will see Hrotsvitha as a
talented author and her work as intriguing. Hrotsvitha's plays might not have
had a big impact on literary history, yet they are still a curiosity worth read-
ing.

Keywords: Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim, drama, Terence, Middle Ages,
comedy

Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim was a Benedictine canoness and writer of the
tenth century. she wrote poems and prose, but she is mostly known for
writing plays inspired by Terence's comedies. she lived and wrote during
the ottonian renaissance—the period of rule of the first three Holy
roman emperors of the ottonian (saxon) dynasty (936–1002). Culture
was flourishing at the saxonian court and Antiquity had an influence on
cultural and literary life of that period due to the contacts with italy and
Byzantium. The bonds with Byzantium became more intense when otto
ii married Byzantine princess Theophanu.



At that time abbeys were cultural centers. in saxony they had mostly
been founded by kings to serve, at least in theory, as their residences.
Women of high nobility were becoming abbesses and had a considerable
economical and political influence.

Gandersheim Abbey was founded around 850 by duke liudolf of sax-
ony and his wife oda with their daughter as the first abbess. in
Hrotsvitha’s time the abbess of Gandersheim was Gerberga, the niece of
otto i.

Hrotsvitha’s life is not well known. she was a noblewoman and lived
between 932 and 1003. it is assumed that she knew, in addition to the
Bible, also the works of the Church Fathers and certainly the lives of
saints. Among the classical authors known to her were, besides Terence,
also virgil, Plautus, ovid, most likely lucretius and Horace, and perhaps
also Prudentius and Boetius. Her works were soon forgotten and then re-
discovered in 1493 by the German humanist Conrad Celtes in the Bene-
dictine monastery of st. emmeram in regensburg. He published the first
edition of her works in 1501.

The emmeram manuscript is composed of three parts. The first part
consists of eight poems about saints in leonine hexameters: Maria—His-
toria Nativitatis Laudabilisque Conversationis Intactae Dei Genetricis,
De Ascensione Domini, Passio Sancti Gongolfi Martiris, Passio Sancti
Pelagii, Lapsus et Conversio Theophili, Basilius, Passio Sancti Dionisii,
Passio Sanctae Agnetis, Virginis et Martiris.

The second part is composed of six plays (same number as that of the
extant Terence’s plays: Conversio Gallicani Principis Militia (Galli-
canus), Passio Sanctarum Virginum Agapis, Chioniae et Hirenae (Dulci-
tius), Resuscitatio Drusianae et Calimachi (Calimachus), Lapsus et
Conversio Mariae Neptis Habrahae Hermicolae (Abraham), Pafnutius
vel Conversio Thaidis Meretricis (Pafnutius), Passio Sanctarum Virginum
Fidei, Spei et Caritatis (Sapientia).

The third part is a panegyric to otto i (Gesta Ottonis) and an unfinished
chronicle of the Gandersheim abbey (Primordia Coenobii Gander-
sheimensis).

Drama in Middle Ages

Hrotsvitha of Gandersheim is an interesting author not just due to the fact
that she was a female writer in Middle Ages, but also because she was
writing plays in times when drama was the most abandoned of all literary
genres. Theatre was understood as a shallow and sensual amusement. This
belief was especially strong for comedy, which existed only in the form
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of a street theatre. They were performing farces and the still existing mimi
from Antiquity. Among the serious genres they were putting on stage
morality, mystery (miracle) and liturgical plays, e.g. passions.1

Those plays had no influence whatsoever on Hrotsvitha, who was
rather influenced by the classical tradition, especially by Terence. How-
ever, since she did not have any influence on the development of theatre
in subsequent periods, she remains a mere curiosity for literary history.

Today we see her works as schematical, superficial, and featuring shal-
low characters. That is due to the fact that the aim of her and other Me-
dieval works was to be didactical, which we now consider as the opposite
of art. Hrotsvitha is not an exception; she wants to give examples of a vir-
tuous life and not to create a work of art in the modern sense.

it is not fully clear, whether her plays were written to be put on stage
or to be only read aloud: "[…] these little dialogues with their sometimes
elaborate, discursive stage directions must be considered as moral disqui-
sitions, to be read aloud—there was no silent reading in this era—along
with other didactic and devotional literature such as sacred history and
saints’ lives. […] so far as we know, she had nothing to do with the litur-
gical drama, nor with any other plays that might have been acted."2 The
way Hrotsvitha’s plays are written is making them difficult to put on stage;
there were, however, several attempts in the modern times.

Hrotsvitha’s Prologue

in the prologue Hrotsvitha presents her intention: she, Clamor Validus
Gandershemensis or strong voice of Gandersheim (translation of her name
hroth-swith), will use all her abilities and take a stand against Terence’s
works, which are far too popular among Christians. They enjoy profane
comedies instead of contemplating Holy scriptures. she is determined to
praise the virtue of holy virgins instead of the lust of voluptuaries. Her
core tenet is that the power of God can be seen most clearly in the victory
of female weakness over male brutal force since it is weakness that needs
God’s help.

Prologue is followed by the letter to patrons of the book. Here is a frag-
ment from this letter:

inter haec diversis affectibus, gaudio videlicet et metu, in diversum trahor; deum
namque, cuius solummodo gratia sum id quod sum, in me laudari cordetenus gaudeo;
sed maior, quam sim, videri timeo, quia utrumque nefas esse non ambigo, et gratui-

1 d. Poniž, Komedija in mešane dramske zvrsti. (ljubljana: Znanstveno in publicistično središče, 1995), 91–96.

2 d. H. ogden, The Staging of Drama in the Medieval Church (newark: University of delaware Press, 2003),
152.
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tum dei donum negare, et non acceptum accepisse simulare. Unde non denego praes-
tante gratia creatoris per dynamin me artes scire, quia sum animal capax disciplinae,
sed per energian fateor omnino nescire. Perspicax quoque ingenium divinitus mihi
collatum esse agnosco, sed magistrorum cessante diligentia incultum et propriae
pigritia inertiae torpet neglectum. Quapropter, ne in me donum dei annullaretur ob
neglegentiam mei, si qua forte fila vel etiam floccos de panniculis, a veste
Philosophiae abruptis, evellere quivi, praefato opusculo inserere curavi, quo vilitas
meae inscientiae intermixtione nobilioris materiae illustraretur et largitor ingenii tanto
amplius in me iure laudaretur, quanto muliebris sensus tardior esse creditur. Haec
mea in dictando intentio, haec sola mei sudoris est causa; neque simulando me nescita
scire iacto, sed, quantum ad me, tantum scio, quod nescio.

still, i am torn by conflicting feelings. i rejoice from the depths of my soul that the
God through Whose grace alone i am what i am should be praised in me, but i am
afraid of being thought greater than i am. i know that it is as wrong to deny a divine
gift as to pretend falsely that we have received it. so i will not deny that through the
grace of the Creator i have acquired some knowledge of the arts. He has given me a
perspicacious mind, but one that lies fallow and idle when it is not cultivated. That
my natural gifts might not be made void by negligence i have been at pains, whenever
i have been able to pick up some threads and scraps torn from the old mantle of phi-
losophy, to weave them into the stuff of my own book, in the hope that my lowly ig-
norant effort may gain more acceptance through the introduction of something of a
nobler strain, and that the Creator of genius may be the more honoured since it is
generally believed that a woman's intelligence is slower. such has been my motive
in writing, the sole reason for the sweat and fatigue which my labours have cost me.
At least i do not pretend to have knowledge where i am ignorant. on the contrary,
my best claim to indulgence is that i know how much i do not know.3

Hrotsvitha emphasizes, that her work is meant only as the praise to
God and that she has no personal ambitions whatsoever. nevertheless, she
thinks it is highly important not to reject her ability of writing, for it is a
gift of God. Today this reasoning could appear strange, but it fits to the
Medieval world view. Hrotsvitha was a clever and gifted woman, who
chose a high goal and found a philosophical-theological argumentation
for it. it is not important, whether this was her actual belief or just an apol-
ogy for her entertainment in front of her patrons or herself.

Working with texts played an important role in the monastic life. of
even greater significance was it for the Benedictine life, since the text is
enabling meditative reading of words of God. For cenobites it was usual
to find an eschatological reason for all their doings.4

This is what Hrotsvitha claims in the prologue: she is not writing dra-
mas for her entertainment or for entertainment of others, but in order not
to waste the God’s gift in her. This is how a life of a Benedictine cenobite

3 Hrothsvitha, The Plays of Roswitha. Trans. C. st John. (london: Chatto & Windus, 1923), 29–30.

4 ibid., 32.
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should be: dedicated only to the search of God and to no public benefit.
Monk has to please only God.5

Abraham

in the following paragraphs we will take a closer look at the Hrotsvitha’s
play Abraham. As in all her plays, the fabula is very simple and it is dif-
ficult to imagine the possibility of performing it on a traditional stage. it
is a very short text composed of several scenes with no unity of space and
time. in the first scene we meet Abraham and effrem, two eremites, en-
thusiastic about the idea to dedicate Abraham’s niece Maria to God, since
her name is fitting for this role. At the time, the girl is seven years old and
Hrotsvitha fittingly portrays her as a naïve child. she agrees upon their
plan, though her answers make it obvious that she does not understand
the conversation, which hides a certain verbal humor. eremites explain
her that her name means the star of the sea that shows sailors the way.
The girl does not understand the metaphor and therefore fails to see her
connection with the star; she is only able to perceive the concrete world.

next scene takes place about thirteen years later: Abraham is com-
plaining to effrem, how his niece ruined herself and ran away with a
rogue. At first she repented, but then fell into even worse a sin and became
a prostitute. Abraham appears not to be a particularly good guard, since
rather than with the education of his niece he was busy with his visions,
which were telling him that his niece would fall into sin but then rise out
of it. He decides to find her and he is ready for the worst tests: he will
pretend to be a client in a brothel and, if need be to make his disguise even
more convincing, he is also prepared to eat meat and drink wine.

The next moment he is already in the brothel. This is the part of the
play where we can observe Hrotsvitha’s bright mind, though her plays
may appear too simple to a modern reader. Here she uses the conventions
of roman comedies like those of Terence but in a changed context: dis-
guise, anagnorisis, aside speech, and a typical topos for a comedy—tav-
ern, hetaera, client/lover, and tavernkeeper. The situation is typical, but
nothing is as it seems. Terence’s comedies would feature a young lover
coming to his girl who became a hetaera due to the circumstances and
eventually they would run away together; or, in case of The Eunuch, the
young man comes to the girl he wants disguised as a eunuch.

Here, on the contrary, the "client" is old and his goal is to take the pros-
titute back to the love of God. Here Hrotsvitha plays with two different
concepts of love. in the beginning it is about carnal love, though the smell
5 ibid., 32.
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of the "client" reminds Maria of her childhood and her chastity of those
times. To stay disguised, Abraham even says:

non, ut tua tecum peccata plangerem, adveni, sed ut tuo iungerer amori.

i came here to make love to you, not to weep with you over your sins.6

These words are ironical, since what he is denying is the very reason
why he came to her. Hrotsvitha builds an interesting situation humor. They
go to the room, to "unite in love", which is again a double entendre. Abra-
ham is afraid somebody would catch them—not in the physical union, but
in fight for Maria’s soul, in the act of him reminding her of the love of
God. The debate becomes more metaphysical. When he asks her, who se-
duced her, the answer is not concrete as expected, but she answers with
the more correct one: it was the one who brought damnation to the human
race: the Tempter himself "who deceived our first parents."7 When Abra-
ham reveals himself, Maria immediately repents her sins. This is not so
extraordinary in her case, since she was regretting them before, she just
could not find the way how to refrain from sinning. Abraham offers her
his love as support—the other love, the father’s love, which brings her to
God—and He is love itself. ergo, Abraham truly came to her because of
love, only that love in this particular case has a completely different mean-
ing, which is definitely a smart twist.

At the end she leaves all her profane belongings and goes with Abra-
ham and does penance in her cell. Abraham tells effrem about his suc-
cessful mission and they celebrate together and praise the God.

Conclusion

Hrotsvitha is close to Terence with the purity of her hetaera, which is a
contradictory characteristic, but typical for Terence, whose characters are
good in their core. Hrotsvitha, as well as Terence, searches for what is
human (especially in Abraham)—it is human to sin, but it is always pos-
sible to rise from the damnation with the help of God’s love and mercy.

it is true that Hrotsvitha’s plays are hardly interesting for a modern
reader, for whom her world is far more distant than that of Terence. still,
her works are interesting, if we consider the context. she is using some
interesting twists in her writing like the changing of the meaning of love
in Abraham. even though she didn’t have any influence on the develop-
ment of theatre in the subsequent periods, she was still a unique writer.
originality was her gift of God and she did not throw it away.
6 ibid., 84.

7 ibid., 85.
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First Slovenian Patristic Translation: Philological
and Theological Approach of Fr. Klemen
Velikonja (1752–1830)

A great theological and translational work of the Franciscan Friar, Fr. klemen
velikonja (1752–1830), includes perhaps the oldest substantial patristic trans-
lation in slovenian language: Duhounu resloshenje tih psalmov v duhovni
sastopnosti is Svetiga Avgushtina usetu v leitu MDCCXCVIII ukup spisanu.
His work was very little known until nowadays when we are starting to dis-
cover his translational approach and his own theological trace. only his man-
uscripts and a few copies have come down to us (national and University
library, ljubljana: Ms 1254, Ms 1255, Ms 1256, Ms 1257, Ms 1258, Ms
1259; Franciscan Friary ljubljana: 2 i 58, 10 C 117, i d 75). The research ex-
amines his entire corpus, but concentrates on the philologically and theolog-
ically most interesting parts, taken mostly from his translation of Enarrationes
in Psalmos of Augustine. Apart from the latter, the work of Fr. velikonja also
includes translations of various other latin patristic authors, such as Gregory
the Great, Jerome, and Ambrose. Through the analysis of his translational ap-
proach in comparison to the original texts, we can grasp some of his genuine
philological and theological contributions to the tradition of slovenian pa-
tristic translations.

Keywords: Patristics, translations, manuscripts, klemen velikonja,
slovenian

1. Introduction

An extensive opus of perhaps the first slovenian patristic translations, al-
though still in fragments, genuine commentaries of Holy scripture and
various other various works has been recently discovered and dated, after
Fr. klemen velikonja (1752–1830) was identified as author of several
manuscript notebooks. His person and his important work have been al-
most unknown up until now.

in 1853, a slovenian writer and publisher luka Jeran announced the
first slovenian printed translation of a patristic work in its entirety—Au-



gustine’s Ennarationes in Psalmos. However, as it turned out, the print
was unfortunately impossible and so the work of Fr. velikonja sank into
oblivion. The manuscripts were lost and due to the fact that they were not
signed, the name of Fr. velikonja was completely forgotten. He cannot be
found in any theological-biographical lexicon or in the history of sloven-
ian translational work.1

A great work regarding the recent discoveries was done by Jasna
Hrovat, who, within her MA thesis in 1997, identified Fr. velikonja as the
author of manuscripts from slovenian national library (nUk). on the
basis of analysis of different biblical quotes within the text as well as on
the basis of certain historical indications, she also managed to set the ap-
proximate date of the six manuscript notebooks.2 recently, i have been
able to examine further the opus of Fr. velikonja, which can be found also
in the three other Franciscan friaries, and of which we can still believe to
discover something more.3

in this paper i would first like to present in brief the life and work of
Fr. klemen velikonja. Then i will try to differentiate between his transla-
tional and authorial work, although this will not always be an easy task.
in the concluding part, my attention will be pointed towards the consid-
eration of the relation between authorship and translation, regarding the
ancient and patristic thought. This meta-translational level, using the ex-
ample of velikonja’s work, will provide us with the interesting and critical
theoretical reflection about the absolute value of genuineness, about the
modern infinite striving for originality and about the holistic, organic
method crucial for patristic period. Throughout this consideration some
interesting theological and philological aspects will come up.

1 A. Furlan, "Pisatelji frančiškanske hrvatsko-kranjske pokrajine sv. križa," Časopis za zgodovino in narodo-
pisje 21, (1926): 29–57; M. smolik, "Teologija in slovenci (razstava teološke knjige 1462–1962 o prispevku
slovencev k bogoslovni znanosti)," in Zbornik razprav Teološke fakultete v Ljubljani, ed. stanko Cajnkar,
372–387; M. špelič, "Prevajanje besedil patrističnih avtorjev (zgodovinski pregled, principi in perspektive),"
Keria 2, no. 2 (2000): 31–35; nrss (contemporary researches on the field of the unknown slovenian manus-
cripts have not discovered the work of Fr. velikonja, cf. Neznani rokopisi slovenskega slovstva 17. in 18. sto-
letja [nrss]. register slovenskih rokopisov. ljubljana: ZrC sAZU <http://ezb.ijs.si/nrss/>).

2 J. Hrovat, “rokopisni patristični prevodi klemena velikonje iz zapuščine ivana vrhovnika” (master's thesis,
Faculty of Arts, University of ljubljana, 1997); J. Hrovat, "Besede sv. Avguština in slovenci." Tretji dan 27,
no. 4 (1998): 41–48; J. Hrovat, "slovenski prevodi del sv. Avguština." ibid., 49–50.

3 J. d. Bogataj, "rokopisni opus patrističnih prevodov in avtorskih del p. klemena velikonje (1752–1830)."
in Rokopisi slovenskega slovstva od srednjega veka do moderne (simpozij obdobja 36), edited by A. Bjelčevič,
M. ogrin, and U. Perenič, 137–144. ljubljana: Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete, 2017.
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2. Life of Fr. Klemen Velikonja

Fr. klemen (Jožef) velikonja4 was born on 22 March 1752 in Tolmin. He
entered the order of st. Francis on 11 september 1771 and went to school
in novo mesto. After the priestly ordination he lived in ljubljana (1778–
80), Jaska (1780–83), nazarje (1783–85), and again in ljubljana. in the
time of Josephinian reforms he left the friary and lived as a secular priest
in several towns. Perhaps the most important period for him was when he
lived in Hotič (1787–1803 and 1806–1812). At that time, he probably wrote
most of his works. in 1815 he returned to Franciscans and died as a friar in
Brežice on 21 december 1830.

We have one testimony in which one of his contemporaries describes
him as "weak in the body, but strong in the spirit, excellent speaker, zealous
and pious priest. He did not please people because he was too obstinate."
Another one writes: "A man of special inner holiness. People still talk about
him and his zeal. Also some of his manuscripts, full of pious features, show
that people admired his work."5

in the archive of Franciscan province we can observe a note beside his
name: "Jansenistica labe suspectus".6 The details are not precisely known
but his attitude towards Jansenism is rather ambiguous. on one side his
commentaries are exactly opposite to Jansenist thought (cf. Ms 1254, f. 7–
9) and the Franciscans were also known for their opposition to Jansenism,
on the other hand, however, he can be considered as a rare positive fruit of
this spiritual movement because of its strong emphasis on importance of
the Holy scripture and Church Fathers.7 As a Franciscan he strove to trans-
mit the spiritual wealth of the rich Christian tradition to the simple, plain
people, which was, of course, the original intention of the Church Fathers.8

4 Biographical data, which is not yet complete, was gathered from the documents in the Franciscan provincial
archive in ljubljana, Franciscan archive in novo mesto and the archive of the Hotič parish (nšAl/ž Hotič).

5 F. Pokorn, "šematizem duhovnikov in duhovnij v ljubljanski nadškofiji l. 1788," Zgodovinski zbornik 65,
(1908): 1032; l. Jeran, "razlaganje psalmov sv. Avguština v slovenskim jeziku, kdor ga če," Zgodnja Danica
31, no. 6 (1853): 126; J. Hrovat, "rokopisni patristični prevodi klemena velikonje iz zapuščine ivana vrhov-
nika": 16–18.

6 Status personalis Provinciae S. Crucis Croatiae-Carnioliae fratrum minorum S. Francisci Ref. conspectus
initio anni 1830.

7 Cf. J. Hrovat, "rokopisni patristični prevodi klemena velikonje iz zapuščine ivana vrhovnika": 140; r. če-
bulj, Janzenizem na Slovenskem in frančiškani (ljubljana: Frančiškanska provincija slovenije, 1922); Hosp,
e. Die theologischen Lehrbücher der josephinistischen Zeit in Österreich (Wien: katholische Akademie, 1976);
U. l. lehner and M. Printy, ed. A Companion to The Catholic Enlightment in Europe (leiden/Boston: Brill,
1853): 22.

8Cf. M. orožen, "slovenska duhovščina in slovensko jezikoslovje v 18. in 19. stoletju" in Vloga Cerkve v slo-
venskem kulturnem razvoju 19. stoletja, ed. F. M. dolinar, et al. (ljubljana: slovenska matica, 1989): 107–
126; J. Gregorič, "Prispevek duhovnikov k slovenski kulturi." ibid., 127–143.
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3. The Manuscript Opus

Most of Fr. velikonja's works were probably produced in years 1798–1822.
regarding the physical or formal characteristics they can be divided in two
major parts: his autographs and later copies from the years 1860–62. All
works are in a shape of manuscript notebooks.

3.1 AUTOGRAPHS

3.1.1 Ms 1254
Lepe, inu potrebne reʃnize te vere, inu tiga sadershanja; is ʃvetih ozhakou,
Ambrosha, Auguʃhtina, Gregoria papesha, inu Bernarda usete. K'letim
pride ʃhe perstauk iz ʃvete Teresie divize.

Made after 1801, includes slovenian translations of various excerpts
from patristic text of Ambrose (f. 1–21): De Virginitate, De Virginibus, De
Paenitentia, Sermones etc.; Augustine (f. 22–55): Confessiones, Soliloquia,
Expositio Evangelii Secundum Joannem etc.; Gregory the Great (f. 56–
106): In Expositionem Beati Iob Moralia, Regulae Pastoralis Liber etc.
and the works of Bernard of Clairvaux (f. 107–135) and Teresa of Ávila
(f. 136–166).

3.1.2 Ms 1255 
Resloshenje Viʃoke Pejʃmi is ʃvetih Ozhakou, Gregoria papesha, inu Ber-
narda.

velikonja's commentary on song of songs (f. 1–111), perhaps from
years 1798–1802, is written in the spirit ("v duhouni zastopnosti") of the
Gregory the Great’s commentary. it also includes the translations of Gre-
gory's work Dialogorum Libri (f. 112–139) and the works of Bernard of
Clairvaux (f. 140–151).

3.1.3 Ms 1256
Resloshenje Bukuv ʃvetiga Joba v' duhouni saʃtopnoʃti is ʃvetiga Gregoria
papesha, Ozhaka te zerkve, usetu.

Manuscript is dated in the years 1801–1804 and includes a short ve-
likonja's commentary on the Book of Job (f. 1–289), which is a brief reca-
pitulation of the work Moralia in Job by Gregory the Great.
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3.1.4 Ms 1258
Resloshenje Vʃih Pʃalmou v' duhouni saʃtopnoʃti iz ʃ. Auguʃtina. Druge
Bukve. LXXXIX–CL.

The manuscript, which should perhaps be dated in the years after 1798,
features two different works: a commentary of Psalms (Ps 89–150; first
part is unfortunately not known) is based on Augustine's work Enarrationes
in Psalmos, but includes velikonja's own style of interpretation (f. 1–230),
which is different from the one in Ms 1257, and a rather faithful translation
of 49 Ambrose's and 132 Augustine's excerpts of their commentaries on
Psalms entitled Perʃtauk k' Pʃalmah <sic!> is ʃs. Ozhakou Ambrosha, inu
Auguʃtina. (f. 231–306).

3.1.5 Ms 1259 
Resloshenje ʃkriuniga Rasodenja ʃvetiga Joannesa, usetu is vuzhenikou.

dated in 1822, this manuscript includes the commentary on the Book
of revelation (f. 1–219), a compilation of different commentaries of
Jerome, Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory the Great, Bruno of Cologne and
two other biblical exegetes from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
notebook includes also an example of biblical interpretation of lk 11,5–
14, Perʃtauk iz ʃvetiga Evangelia (f. 220–228).

3.1.6 2 i 58
Resloshenje Visoke Peismi u duhouni sastopnosti.

This is an unfinished commentary of the song of songs, an authorial
work of Fr. velikonja from the end of the eighteenth century. it is differen-
tiated from that one in Ms 1255, where we have a complete commentary,
but it is the same as in the copy 1 d 75.

3.1.7 10 C 117 
Molitve zerkovne za mertve...

This manuscript notebook—velikonja's own work dated to 1798—in-
cludes various prayers, Bible translations and translation of the hymn Te
Deum.
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3.1.8
Shivlenje CIX. Svetnikou Sledniga Stanu, inu Spola, use tu is pismarjou
v’tej rezhi narsastopnishih, susebnu is Joannesa Mabilona, inu Teodorika
Ruinarda, Benediktinarjou. (FSKAM)

Manuscript, although without direct indication to Fr. velikonja, is writ-
ten with the same script and includes various lives of the saints through
the liturgical year (f. 1–345).

3.1.9 Ae 8 41

Documenta moralia Sancti Ambrosii, Annotationes eruditae Sancti
Auguʃtini in Evangelium Sancti Joannis, Expositiones, et documenta Sancti
Auguʃtini in Pʃalmos, Sententiae morales Sancti Gregorii Magni, Precepta
morum Sancti Bernardi C, Sanctae Theresiae, dicta quedam, et facta, ex
ejusdem Scriptis.

The notebook—found only recently—contains various latin excerpts
from works by Ambrose (f. 1–22): De Virginibus, De Paenitentia, Ser-
mones, In Psalmos etc., by Augustine (f. 23–204): In Iohannis Evangelium
Tractatus, Confessiones, Soliloquiorum Libri Duo, In Psalmos etc., by Gre-
gory the Great (f. 205–250): Sententiae Morales, by Bernard of Clairvaux
(f. 251–288), and Teresa of Ávila (f. 289–310). it was handwritten by Fr.
velikonja.

3.2 LATER COPIES

some manuscripts are later copies produced between 1860 and 1862 by
Tomaž eržen, a copyist from ljubljana.9 in the library of the Franciscan
friary in ljubljana one may find further manuscripts produced by the same
copyist, but with the content that is not related to our subject (sign. 6 c 115,
7 c 54, 2 i 60, 2 i 106).

3.2.1 Ms 1257
Duhounu Resloshenje Tih Pʃalmou is ʃvetiga Agushtina <sic!> usetu v'
Leitu MDCCXCVIII ukup ʃpisanu. Perve bukve.

Work contains velikonja's commentary on Psalms (f. 1–516) dated to 1798
in a copy from 1860. The text is different from the one in Ms 1258, even
though it is also made on the basis of Augustine's Enarrationes in Psalmos.
9 J. Hrovat, "rokopisni patristični prevodi klemena velikonje iz zapuščine ivana vrhovnika": 20–21.
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3.2.2 1 d 75
Bukve resloshenih Pʃalmou; Resloshenje Viʃoke Peiʃmi u' duhouni
saʃtopnoʃti.

A notebook with 1250 pages includes a commentary on Psalms (f. 1–
657), almost identical to that in Ms 1257, a commentary on the song of
songs (f. 657–738), a copy from 2 i 58 and other various texts that we
hold to be velikonja's spiritual texts: Premiʃhluvaine od te Lubesni Boshje,
zhes nikatere beʃede te viʃoke Peʃmi ʃalamona (f. 738–852), Duhouni
Teʃtament (f. 852–966), Podvuzheine sa eniga bounika, and other texts (f.
977–1095) including Branje is ʃvetiga Piʃma sa uʃak dan meʃza (f. 1095–
1250).

4. Theological and Philological Aspect of Velikonja's
Work

if we try to sum up and analyse velikonja’s extensive work, we must, al-
most artificially, draw a line between his patristic translations and his own
original interpretational texts.

4.1 TRANSLATIONAL WORK

The first slovenian patristic translation is considered to be the translation
of Augustine's Enchiridion from 1781, which is ascribed to Fr. Marko
Pohlin, but unfortunately it is not preserved; all we have is one indication
in Bibliotheca Carnioliae (nUk, Ms 171, f. 69, from the library of žiga
Zois). The first complete printed patristic translation in slovenian lan-
guage is Augustine's work Confessiones from 1932, made by our famous
translator Anton sovrè (špelič, Prevajanje besedil patrističnih avtorjev,
32). later F. ks. lukman started with the extensive plan of translating
fifty complete patristic works, but unfortunately the World War ii inter-
rupted the project at its beginning.10

Fr. klemen velikonja is therefore regarded as the author of the first
slovenian patristic translation—some lengthier excerpts, e.g. Augustine’s
Confessiones, Soliloquia etc.—and two unique translations with commen-
taries on Psalms based on Augustine’s Enarrationes in Psalmos. Before
him the use of translated patristic quotes inside the homiletic manuals was
only fragmentary, selective, and argumentative.11 We can find his literal
10 F. ks. lukman, "Cerkvenih očetov zbrana dela in še kaj," Zbornik Teološke fakultete 3, (1953): 167–169.

11A. skaza and A. vidovič-Muha, ed. Obdobje baroka v slovenskem jeziku, književnosti in kulturi, (ljubljana:
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translations in: Ms 1254 (f. 1–166), Ms 1255 (f. 112–151), Ms 1258 (f.
231–306), and Ms 1259 (f. 1).

As an example we can present his translation of Augustine’s Enarratio
in Psalmum 138 in original graphems:

Cum Mojse loquebatur deus per nubem, quia temporaliter loquens utique per
aʃumptam creaturam aliquam corporalem loquebatur per' quam voces illae fierent,
et humanis auribus perʃonarent. sic loquebatur deus, non, quomodo loquitur in
ʃubʃtantia ʃua. nam locutis dei in ʃubʃtantia ʃua verbum dei eʃt. verbum dei Chriʃtus
est ʃecundum divinitatem. verbum illud non ʃonat, nec transit, ʃed ʃemper inco-
mutabiliter manet verbum. locutis vero illa Mojsem fiebat per ʃyllabus, per transe-
untes ʃonos. non autem fierent iʃta, nisi deus aʃsumeret talem creaturam, per quam
ʃermonem, et voces emitteret.

(Ae 8 41, f. 190–192, n. 393)

Bog je z’ Mojzeʃam ʃkuzi oblak govoril. sakai, ker je zhaʃnu govoril, je ʃkusi eno
teleʃno ʃtvar govoril, ʃkusi katero ʃo ʃe beʃede ʃturile, inu v' zhloveʃhke vuʃheʃsa
oglasila. Taku je Bog govoril, ne, koker govori v' ʃvojim bitju. sakai boshje govor-
jenje v' ʃvojim bitju je vezhna Beʃeda boshja. leta Beʃeda ni glaʃna, inu ne prejde,
ampak uʃelej neʃpremenlivu oʃtane Beʃeda. Unu govorjenje pak k Mojseʃu ʃe je
godilu ʃkusi zherke, inu ʃkusi memugredozhi glaʃs. letu bi ʃe pak ne sgodilu, aku bi
ʃe Bog take ʃtvari ne poʃlushil, ʃkusi katero bi govorjenje, inu glaʃs vun ispuʃstil.«

(Ms 1258, f. 301–333, n. 173)

Translation is relatively faithful to the original text, which velikonja
had at hand, as he had previously copied it single-handedly—it is pre-
served in another manuscript. The language as attested in the slovenian
translation is a typical Carniolian literary language from the end of the
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century—it is very much
influenced by the language of Japelj’s translation of the Bible. His sloven-
ian is simple, but yet it shows some sacral characteristics.

4.2 AUTHORIAL WORK: RESLOSHENJE V' DUHOUNI SAʃTOPNOʃTI

His own work is so deeply marked with the patristic thought, as we have
said, that he writes most of his work v duhouni zastopnosti or in the spirit
of original patristic texts. He wrote two commentaries on Psalms (Ms
1257 [f. 1–516] and Ms 1258 [f. 1–230 /Ps 89–150/]) and on the song of

Filozofska fakulteta, 1989); M. ogrin, "slovenska frančiškanska pridiga baročne dobe. Pisatelji Anton Brešan,
evgen lauer in Adavkt nikel ter njihove rokopisne pridige." in Neznano in pozabljeno iz 18. stoletja na Slo-
venskem, edited by M. Preinfalk. el. ed. ljubljana: slovensko društvo za preučevanje 18. stoletja; Zgodovinski
inštitut Milka kosa ZrC sAZU; inštitut za slovensko literaturo in literarne vede ZrC sAZU, 2013. For an
examination of the separate patristic quotation within the homilies and other religious literature up until nine-
teenth century, cf. J. Hrovat, "rokopisni patristični prevodi klemena velikonje iz zapuščine ivana vrhovnika":
154–168.
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songs (Ms 1255 [f. 1–111] and 2 i 58 [f. 1–43]), a commentary on the
Book of Job (Ms 1256 [f. 1–298]) and on the Book of revelation (Ms
1259 [f. 1–219]). Partly he is just translating or summarising patristic com-
mentaries, but nearly throughout the entire text he is adding his own em-
phases in order to express his personal interpretation.12

5. Conclusion: Challenges for Translating the Antique
Texts

velikonja also translated a part of Augustine’s commentary on the Psalm
130, where he uses the syntagm duhouna zastopnost or spiritual under-
standing and elaborates the term further:

veliku jih je, kateri duhounu saʃtopnoʃt resniz, inu ʃkriunoʃt ʃvetiga piʃma, katere
pod zherko teh beʃed, inu pod pripoviʃti tizhe, le sa to jiʃhejo, de jo v' vuzhenoʃti
poʃedejo, ne v' shivlenju; ne, de bi ʃe v' veri uterdili, inu po leteh najdenih reʃnizah
shiveli, temuzh, debi is saʃtopnoʃti tejʃtih prasno hvalo, inu zhaʃt od ludi doʃegli, ali
enu preusetnu dopadajenje, de ʃo vuzheni, ushivali. (Ms 1258, f. 301, 171)

Perhaps velikonja’s perceptive remark included an old patristic method
of translating, or better, subsuming the thought of predecessors in order
to avoid the danger of individualism, subjectivism and autoreferentiality.
His work is still pre-modern, in a sense that he still does not know the tex-
tual criticism and critical method and does not apply it in the process of
translating.

Fr. klemen velikonja was in this aspect a true successor of the antique
patristic author, whose method and way of thinking was still organic, con-
nective, inclusive. Patristic literature is full of biblical citations and hints
to other fathers, because this organic thought grows and expands without
the emphasis on the originality and uniqueness. Translating and writing
was not autotelic—with an end in itself—which would predominantly pro-
mote the author. The purpose of theological thought is never in itself, but
always grows from the roots, integrates tradition and tries to express the
mystery in a new light and with a new approach.

in this sense we can stress his approach with another brilliant insight
of Augustine. We can find velikonja’s translation of a short excerpt from
Augustine’s work De Genesi ad Litteram, which is, in our manuscript, in-
correctly labelled as a part of his commentary on Psalm 103 (Ms 1258, f.
293–294, 156). in this text velikonja translates Augustine's conception of

12 A deeper analysis of the exact proportion between faithful translation and his own contribution would be
appropriate for another study. At this point we can add that J. Hrovat did this on only a few parts of the text.
This remains a task for further research.
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three gradual heavens, which represent three steps of vision: pozhutlivo,
duhounu inu saʃtopnu or visio corporalis, spiritalis, intellectualis (De
Genesi 12). Perhaps it is not a coincidence that velikonja chose to use the
syntagm duhouna zastopnost to designate his own method of theological
and translational work. if the literal or faithful translation corresponded
to the corporeal vision (sensus), which transmits raw content, then ve-
likonja’s method would go even further than semantic, communicative,
or idiomatic translation, or even translation as adaptation.13 His work, from
the perspective of the translational theory, can be truly named as he called
it: spiritual understanding. it is not only a dynamic translation, but what
he did was indeed a spiritual understanding of the scriptures in a dialogue
with the rudimental patristic commentaries, which then formed for him
the foundation and inspiration for his understanding of the scriptures and
the writings of the Church Fathers.

Through his comprehensive opus he proved that he mastered latin and
classical translation brilliantly and with this capacity he laid the founda-
tion for further slovenian patristic translations. However, maybe it is no
less important that he managed to invent a new method, which in a sense
corresponds to the original patristic approach of organic growth of the
thought. He knew original texts, he translated them, but he also used them
to make new commentaries and new texts.

Without diminishing the importance of modern textual criticism, we
can conclude that Fr. klemen velikonja certainly left a mark in our history
of translation as well as in the context of classical, exegetic, and patristic
studies. it is finally time to put him on the map of these scientific branches,
in order to further invent and develop new methods for understanding,
translating, and transmitting ancient texts to our modern time.
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Evolution of Humanistic Autobiography in
Letters: Petrarch's Epistola Posteritati as the
Humanist's Model for Self-Representation

The paper deals with an interesting phenomenon that occurred in neo-latin
Humanism deriving from anthropocentrism. The self-representation of one’s
intellect makes it to the forefront and humanists are willing to invest consid-
erable means in modelling their reputation in the surrounding intellectual so-
ciety. An overwhelming change is taking place as certain concepts such as
striving for earthly fame (fama, gloria), pride in intellectual accomplishment,
demonstration of self-consciousness, and a general interest in the individual
personality suddenly transform into positive values compared to medieval
moral negativism. some particular literary genres—especially the ones con-
venient for self-representation—flourish immensely. The leading amongst
them is certainly epistolography, especially private letters in prose. Petrarch’s
Epistola Posteritati is a text of central importance for the subsequent progress
of the mentioned genre. in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, it emerged as
an authoritative model for the humanist’s intentional formation of their own
persona such as they wanted it perceived through their letter or general pro-
duction. i shall try to show the mentioned process on the example of the pre-
sented letter of Petrarch, in which the author delivers his self-portrait through
the chronological review of his life. This represents Petrarch’s legacy on the
theme of self-representation on the base of numerous literary paradigms de-
riving from the classical authors, yet carefully emendated according to the
new values of the Christian surroundings.

Keywords: Petrarch, Epistola Posteritati, Humanism, epistolography,
self-representation

I.

Although Petrarch is commonly known as one of the earliest humanists,
he is usually considered as an italian scholar and poet—one of those on
whose works the later model for the modern italian language is based.1 in

1 Pietro Bembo proposes Petrarch and Boccaccio as models of italian style in his Prose della volgar lingua
(1525).



public he is rarely thought of as an author of numerous works in classical
latin and is therefore seldom recognised as one of the most important
promoters and experts in classical literature. nevertheless, when listing
his works, one can easily perceive the prevalence of latin as customary
amongst the humanists.2 one of the genres Petrarch was most productive
in is certainly epistolography—his numerous letters were widely collected
by his correspondents, devotees, and later enthusiasts,3 and he himself
tried to design two carefully outlined collections. His outline of the edited
letters represents a somehow different concept from the common, me-
dieval one and sets the model for many later scholars.

Petrarch's manner of delivering the content derives out of certain al-
ternated perspectives that manifested through his contemporariness. At
the edge of the Middle Ages, the occurrence of the neo-classical human-
ism brings changes that universally affect the literary production. Amongst
multiple other influences anthropocentrism sets in the foreground the im-
portance of one’s self-representation. Humanists are inclined to expend
immense efforts in order to achieve desired public reputation and reassure
their position in the intellectual society of their time.4 one of the "levers"
used in the process is shaping one’s image such as one desires it perceived
amongst the readers through their own literary production. Following this
tendency, the writers develop a far deeper interest for one’s individual
personality compared to the views of the past centuries as well as their
contemporaries. Unlike the pessimistic moral evaluation of the Middle
Ages striving for fama and gloria of this world, strong self-consciousness
and pride in one’s intellectual achievements advance, and the previously
despised notions now convert into positive values. (enenkel, 2003, 93.)

Therefore, at the beginning of the fifteenth century certain literary gen-
res that were especially suited for self-representation start flourishing. What
is happening is in fact a process of reinventio, as similar forms were already
present; nevertheless, in contrast with medieval practice of unaffected self-
less documenting (ars dictis), humanists transform these forms according
to their own needs. Amid these predominately belong personal letters in
2 Petrarch’s latin works: Africa, Carmen Bucolicum, Epistolae Metricae, De Viris Illustribus, Rerum Memo-
randarum, Itinerarium Syriacum, Secretum Meum (De Contemptu Mundi), De Vita Solitaria, De Otio Reli-
giosorum, De Remediis Utriusque Fortunae, Invectivae in Medicum Quemquam, De Sui Ipsius et Multorum
Ignorantia, Invectiva in Gallum (Invectiva Contra Eum qui Maledixit Italiam), Epistolae: Familiares, Seniles,
Variae, Sine Titulo (italian works: Il Canzoniere [Rerum Vulgarium Fragmenta], I Trionfi).

3 Barbato da sulmona, for example, in 1362 honestly writes to Petrarch, that he is desperately trying to collect
even the smallest possible fragment of his writings. (l. l. Westwater, "The Uncollected Poet [lettere di-
sperse]," in Petrarch: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works, ed. victoria kirkham and Armando Maggi
[Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009], 301).

4 in harsh invectives, they defended their position against their intellectual enemies; with every word published
they strove for a well-respected position within the networks of the international Respublica litteraria. (k.
enekel, "in search of Fame: self-representation in neo-latin Humanism," in Medieval and Renaissance Hu-
manism: Rhetoric, Representation and Reform, ed. stephen Gersh and Bert roest [Boston and leiden: Brill,
2003], 93).
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prose, dedication letters, autobiographies, comentarii (historiography from
personal point of view), and autobiographical elegies—all of the above,
obviously, in latin. Because of humanistic desire to document their repu-
tation and fame, autobiographies and especially biographies became of
considerable importance—through the sixteenth and seventeenth century
a wide number of massive biographies is released, for example Paolo
Giovio, Fulvio orsini, Théodore de Bèze, nicolaus reusner, Johannes Mi-
raeus, and Johannes Meursius. (enenkel, 2003, 93.) However, there is also
a huge amount of volumes of letters composed, many of which do not exist
in a public edition or are still not listed.

II.

As already mentioned, Petrarch’s letters were dispersed and collected far
and wide; often they were copied and preserved also by those to whom
they were not addressed—the occurrence that undoubtedly demonstrates
his growing fame, yet interferes with his main intention: an accurate draft-
ing of his own image such as he wanted it transmitted to the posterity. His
main means were the two collections of letters—Familiares and Seniles—
for which he carefully selected only those letters that he himself wanted
published. These intentions were not concealed, in fact he openly confessed
that the mentioned volumes did not contain the letters which he had actually
sent. (G. Constable, 1976, 11.) in the introduction to the Familiares he
clearly stated that, in order to form a coherent unit, he had to eliminate the
contrasts, reiterations, unimportant trivialities, and boring personal details
out of the letters. This can be demonstrated by the original versions (trans-
missiva or version γ) of those letters that were actually sent, but were af-
terwards transformed for edition. These letters are known as Lettere
disperse or Epistulae Variae and are rare sections of Petrarch’s works that
have escaped his careful polishing. vittorio rossi describes the alleged pro-
cess of Petrarch’s polishing, first he formed an outline of the letter, then
followed the addition, elimination and correction; and finally he created
two versions of a single letter: a transmissiva that he sent to the addressee
and transcriptio in ordine which he retained in his posession.5 indeed, this
conclusion cannot be taken as an absolutely constant practice. nevertheless,
the adjustments made can lead to deeper inquiry: what are the details that
suffered the exclusion from a singular letter in the intended edition and
why have certain letters not been selected at all? The process of emendation
and election unveils individual prospects of Petrarch’s self-representation
and development of storytelling through time.

However, in all Petrarch’s letters it is possible to sense an omnipresent
awareness of the reader. This is one of the general characteristics of Pe-

5 in l. l. Westwater, "The Uncollected Poet (lettere disperse)", 463.
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trarch’s literary production that becomes even more obvious upon the re-
alisation of the wide circulation of his letters. especially through the Mid-
dle Ages one’s letters were considered a sort of literary document, often
dedicated to more than only one reader. (G. Constable, 1976, 11.) even
though Petrarch deviates from the medieval epistolography practice,6 he
still considers the possibility of larger audience even in his most quotidian
letters—much more understandable as a consequence of lively collecting
activity, his writing is constantly directed into shaping a public image. Yet
Variae still remarkably differ from the letters previously intended for edi-
tion. While in Variae he adapts his writing to the contemporary readership,
in the volumes that are intended for edition he designs the past and also
creates his portrait the way he desires it to be passed on. Therefore, his
manner becomes a common habit of autobiographic writing in the hu-
manistic intellectual world.

III.

There are a few specific arguments that are most frequently found in the
autobiographic writing of the Humanist Age regardless of the genre: "rep-
utation, fame, posterity, immortality of the intellectual [and] the role of
the humanist in the contemporary social and intellectual context […]."7

The mentioned technique can be openly distinguished through careful ob-
servation of the two Petrarch’s edited epistolography collections. in Fa-
miliares (1350) he uses the form of letters to design a story of his life
transformed into a personal odyssey: he distributes the letters into twenty-
four books (although he primarily planned only twelve), he keeps men-
tioning his travels, he laments his disability of finding a home, he includes
the world of death by addressing antique figures such as seneca and Ci-
cero, etc. He successfully shapes the collection into a form of an epic jour-
ney and referring to a well-known myth of Arachne—comparing his style
to a spider’s web,—he doesn’t even try to conceal it.8 With this technique
he cunningly draws parallels between himself and a character of an an-
tique epic, analogously attributing the immortality to himself.9 His other

6 Westwater states that he refuses the ars dictaminis of the Middle Ages and mostly follows classical examples
of more personal and open writing (idem., 463).

7 states enekel, after a close investigation of four different texts with the same autobiographical intention:
Petrarch’s Letter to the Posterity (ca. 1370), two of raffaele reggio’s dedicatory letters to his commentary on
ovid’s Metamorphoses (1493), and eobanus Hessus’s autobiographical elegy Eobanus Posteritati (1514)
(enekel, In Search of Fame, 95).

8 "Hec igitur tibi, frater, diversicoloribus, ut sic dicam, liciis texta dicaverim; ceterum, si stabilis sedes et
frustra semper quesitum otium contigerit, quod iam hinc ostendere se incipit, nobiliorem et certe uniformem
telam tuo nomine meditor ordiri." (Familiares i,1,48 from Francesco Petrarca, Opera omnia, ed. Pasquale
stoppelli [roma: lexis Progetti editoriali, 1997]).
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collection Seniles (ca. 1374) is different: it is more serious and themati-
cally the letters vary from discussions about contemporary events to com-
pletely existential debates. This volume is even more intentionally
designed than Familiares: every letter was subject to careful polishing
that sometimes meant even an entirely new copy, although it mainly con-
sists of letters written especially for the occasion. These, however, reflect
Petrarch’s image as a complicated and deeply contemplative character
and, through a wide range of addressees, also as a man of firmed and long-
reaching reputation of a distinguished scholar and cultural figure.

The collection closes with Petrarch’s probably most famous letter—
later entitled Posteritati (To the Posterity)—that represents a purposed
conclusion of the collection as well as a display of Petrarch’s own guide-
lines of self-representation. As pointed out by enenkel, Petrarch himself
is one of the most important paragons of humanistic letter production and
his Epistula Posteritati is actually a role model followed by the later hu-
manist writers of personal letters. As a matter of fact, it is a genre outlined
pronominally by Petrarch’s writing, directed into shaping a public repre-
sentation desired. (enenkel, 2003, 95.) His main motivation supposedly
originates in his misinterpretation of Cicero’s purpose in his Letters to At-
ticus, that Petrarch came across in 1345 in verona.10 He copied them and
studied them carefully, imagining that Cicero had them written with an
intention of edition in his mind. Convinced that Cicero’s true ambition
was actually to use the letters as an instrument of literary autobiography,
he decided to follow his fashion and set upon a similar task—forming his
own intellectual autobiography in the form of an extensive collection of
letters, representing his portrait just the way he wanted his contemporary
and future audience to perceive it.

IV.

The letter discussed consists of two parts: in the first part Petrarch de-
scribes his intellect, character, and physical appearance, while in the sec-
ond part he chronologically recounts the story of his life. This form of
literary autobiography has its origin in the two main antique sources: bi-
ographies of the Alexandrine philologists and ovid’s literary autobiogra-
phy in the Tenth Elegy of his Fourth Book of Elegies (Tristia). As enenkel
notes, "The philologists from Alexandria had made the writer’s biography

9 G. F. Mazzotta, "Petrarch’s epistolary epic: letters on Familiar Matters (rerum Familiarum libri)", in Pe-
trarch: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works, 312.

10 The Letters to Atticus were shown to him by Guglielmo da Passtrengo; datation by victoria krikham in Pe-
trarch: The Critical Guide to Complete Works, 309.
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an indispensable constituent of their critical editions of 'classical' authors.
roman grammarians, including Aelius donatus took over this habit …
via donatus’s editions the combination of opera and biography of clas-
sical authors was transmitted to the Middle Ages." (enenkel, 2003, 97.)
in using this model of adding his own biography to his work, Petrarch
sets himself side by side to the classical authors such as virgil and Horace,
which matches perfectly with his poetical programme of becoming the
modern vergil in poetry and modern Cicero in prose. (enenkel, 2003, 97.)

As already mentioned, Petrarch’s second model was ovid. Apart from
using the shape of the letter by his elegy, Petrarch adopts:

1. THE ADDRESSEE: THE POSTERITY11

Petrarch starts by addressing a possible reader of a future age and dis-
cusses his wish to know something about the author and his works. ovid
similarly addresses the later reader already in the first verse:

ille ego qui fuerim, tenerorum lusor amorum,
quem legis, ut noris, accipe posteritas.
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.1–2)

listen, future ages, to find out who i was,
that playful poet of tender loves whom you read.

2. THE IDEA OF THE AUTHOR’S SEAL OR sphragis

Petrarch recounts—truthfully—his own life, he mentions facts, real places
and people that he himself was connected with, and the details that had to
do with his own life:

Honestis parentibus, florentinis origine, fortuna mediocri, et – ut verum fatear – ad
inopiam vergente, sed patria pulsis, Arretii in exilio natus sum, anno
huius etatis ultime que a Cristo incipit MCCCiv, die lune ad auroram kalendas Au-
gusti. (Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.13)

My parents were honourable folk, Florentine in their origin, of medium fortune. They
had been expelled from their native city, and consequently i was born in exile, at
Arezzo, in the year 1304 of this latter age which begins with Christ's birth, July the
twentieth, on a Monday, at dawn.

11 english translations from A. s. kline, Poetry in Translation: Ovid, Tristia. Free Poetry Archive, 2003; Pe-
trarch: The First Modern Scholar and Man of Letters. ed. H. robinson (new York: G.P. Putnam, 1898).
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similarly, ovid too narrates about his life with detailed realism:

sulmo mihi patria est, gelidis uberrimus undis, 
milia qui noviens distat ab urbe decem
editus hic ego sum, nec non, ut tempora noris,
cum cecidit fato consul uterque pari... 
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.3–6)

sulmo’s my native place, rich in icy streams
and ninety miles distant from the City.
There i was born: if you want to know the date,
it was when both Consuls died at Mutina.

3. A WISH FOR ETERNAL GLORY

Through the whole letter Petrarch expresses a constant, although humbly
concealed wish for his name to remain recognisable even after his death.
His presuming of a subsequent renown is perceivable already in the first
lines, when he hopes for a reader of whatever future age to desire a further
knowledge about himself or at least of his survived works:

Fuerit tibi forsan de me aliquid auditum; quanquam et hoc dubium sit: an exiguum
et obscurum longe nomen seu locorum seu temporum perventurum sit. et illud for-
sitan optabis nosse: quid hominis fuerim aut quis operum exitus meorum, eorum
maxime quorum ad te fama pervenerit vel quorum tenue nomen audieris.
(Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.1)

it is possible that some word of me may have come to you, though even this is doubt-
ful, since an insignificant and obscure name will scarcely penetrate far in either time
or space. if, however, you should have heard of me, you may desire to know what
manner of man i was, or what was the outcome of my labours, especially those of
which some description or, at any rate, the bare titles may have reached you.

Hope for a post-mortem preservation of his reputation is also expressed
by ovid:

si tamen extinctis aliquid nisi nomina restat,
et gracilis structos effugit umbra rogos.
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.85–86)

But if something of the dead remains besides a name
and a thin shade escapes the heaped pyre.
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4. SELF-REPRESENTATION AS AN ExILE

Petrarch adopts ovid’s ethos of an unfortunate exile and depicts himself
as a foreigner and a newcomer by claiming his parents to be exiled from
Florence (for citation see Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.1). He keeps the spirit of
foreignness as well by expressing his inconstancy to stay anywhere for
long and his disharmony with the contemporary age. ovid likewise con-
tinually refers to his exile and frequently drifts into the sufferings caused
by it:

Felices ambo, tempestiveque sepulti,
ante diem poenae quod periere meae!
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.81–82) 

scite precor, causam – nec vos mihi fallere fas est–
errorem iussae, non scelus, esse fugae.
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.89–90)

But lucky to have been buried at the right time
dying before the days of my punishment!

i beg you (it would be a sin to deceive you)
the cause of the exile decreed was an error not a crime.

V.

nevertheless, however upfront Petrarch claims himself to come forth in
the letter—"vestro de grege unus fui"12—his alleged exile was de facto
not genuine. He was certainly not held back from moving to Florence; on
the contrary, more than once he was even entreated to return. (enenkel,
2003, 89.) Petrarch is evidently overreacting, using a euphemism in order
to transform ovid’s actual situation into a literary concept. it is a manner
used purposely and previously planned, with one intention only: self-rep-
resentation in a selected context—namely, the conventions of his sur-
roundings. Although the discontinuity of the negativistic moralism and
impersonal treating of the Middle Ages was already coming forth, some
of the virtues (fama and gloria) that a classical poet—and therefore Pe-
trarch as well—should strive for still seemed inappropriate in the strictly
catholic context of Petrarch’s background. To blur the contrast of concen-
trating on one’s singular persona with pietas and humilitas of the Christian
discipline, it was necessary to employ certain figures. Transforming
ovid’s physical situation of exile into his spiritual state is not the only

12 Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.3.



method Petrarch makes use of. in order to express the identification with
a poet of antiquity while staying inside the safe borders of modesty, Pe-
trarch uses three main levers:

1. OVID’S ETHOS OF FATE’S ADVERSITY

in faithful adaptation Petrarch follows the literary ethos of ovid’s elegy,
which is extremely convenient for autobiographic portraying in Christian
context, considering that ovid frequently illustrates his life as a chain of
unhappy events. This method passes extremely handy for an author ex-
pected to follow the concept of humilitas. Petrarch even intensifies the
concept of exile by lamenting his inconstancy and inability to settle
down—he calls himself ubique peregrinus,13 and his travels error—wan-
dering, straying from the right way. The only place he could have finally
settled was the home of Giacomo Carrara: "et ad summam, si vita sibi
longior fuisset, michi erroris et itinerum omnium finis erat."14 The motive
of an exile, however, is not the only thing that Petrarch adopts from ovid,
he identifies himself with the roman poet also in his wealth and family
background, for example stating that his parents never had much posses-
sion ("Fortuna mediocri, et—ut verum fatear—ad inopiam vergente."),15

while ovid says that, despite his family’s reputation, he was never given
the fortune of the equestrian order: "si quid id est, usque a proavis vetus
ordinis heres, / non modo fortunae munere factus eques."16 The poets also
share the emphasising of their parents’ adversity towards the poetical vo-
cation they felt. Petrarch states that he abandoned his law studies imme-
diately after freeing himself of dependency on his parents’ support ("ego
vero studium illud omne destitui, mox ut me parentum cura destituit,"17

while ovid comparably complains of his inability to escape the call of
Muses despite his parents’ exhortations to oratory practice:

Frater ad eloquium viridi tendebat ab aevo,
fortia verbosi natus ad arma fori;
at mihi iam puero caelestia sacra placebant,
inque suum furtim Musa trahebat opus.
saepe pater dixit "studium quid inutile temptas? 
Maeonides nullas ipse reliquit opes."
(ovid, Tristia 4.10.19–22.)

13 About Petrarch’s illustration of himself as a persistent traveller see k. enekel, "Modelling the Humanist:
Petrarch’s Letter to Posterity and Boccaccio’s Biography of the Poet Laureate," in Modelling the Individual:
Biography and Portrait in the Renaissance, with a Critical Edition of Petrarch's "Letter to Posterity," ed. k.
enekel and B. de Jong-Crane (Amsterdam: Peter leibregts, 1998): 21–32.

14 Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.38.

15 ibid. 18.1.13.

16 ovid, Tristia 4.10.7–8.

17 Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.17.
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My brother gravitated towards oratory from his early years, at home among the harsh
weapons of the wordy forum, but i, even as a boy, took delight in the heavenly rites,
and the Muse was stealthily drawing me to her work. often my father said: 'Why try
a useless vocation? even the Maeonian left no wealth.'

in the style of both poets we can follow a sort of world-weariness, a
constant feeling of personal disharmony with the world. Petrarch declares
the reason for his interest in antiquity to be a repelling feeling towards his
own age. The feeling made him wish to have been born in any other period
than his own and put him into a constant strife to spiritually place himself
in other ages, "incubui unice, inter multa, ad notitiam vetustatis, quoniam
michi semper etas ista displicuit; ut, nisi me amor carorum in diversum
traheret, qualibet etate natus esse semper optaverim, et hanc oblivisci, nisus
animo me aliis semper inserere."18 He also expresses hate towards city life,
emerging into a continual search for an oportunity to escape into nature,
"inde etiam reversus, cum omnium sed in primis illius tediosissime urbis
fastidium atque odium, naturaliter animo meo insitum, ferre non possem,
diverticulum aliquod quasi portum querens…"19 Meanwhile ovid conveys
similar dissonance while describing the immensity of his suffering, "Totque
tuli terra casus pelagoque quot inter occultum stellae conspicuumque
polum..."20 The only way he managed to endure those troubles was by es-
caping into poetry writing:

ergo quod vivo durisque laboribus obsto,
nec me sollicitae taedia lucis habent,
gratia, Musa, tibi: nam tu solacia praebes,
tu curae requies, tu medicina venis. 
(ovid, Tristia 4.10. 115–118)

so the fact that i live, and struggle against harsh suffering, not filled with weariness
by the anxious days, is thanks to you, my Muse: you grant me solace, you come as
a rest from, and a cure for, care.

Petrarch therefore unites all ovid’s unfortunate circumstances and uses
them in construction of a concept by which he legitimates his self-paral-
leling with an antique poet, and at the same time does not break the codex
of Christian humility. (enenkel, 2003, 98.)

18 ibid. 18.1.10.

19 ibid. 18.1.23.

20 ovid, Tristia 4.10.107–108.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF HIS PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Apart from the motive of foreignness in the world that Petrarch adopts
from ovid, he uses another original method to compromise with the con-
vention of humilitas. He practices an approach by which he can justify
equation to the antique classics and simultaneously express doubts about
it. For this purpose, he fictionally splits his personality in two: the younger
Petrarch, who almost shamelessly covets the virtues of a roman poet, and
the older, mature Petrarch that disapprovingly criticises and looks down
on himself. The young Petrarch accepts his laureation in rome,21 enthusi-
astic about fama and gloria it reflects. The mature Petrarch still possesses
the skill of a classical poet, but, on the contrary, resents the prominence
and popularity it has induced and continuously denounces his juvenile as-
pirations, commenting his decisions as conceited and vain, "ibi igitur
pueritiam…sub parentibus, ac deinde sub vanitatibus meis adolescen-
tiam totam egi,"22 "quibus ego iuveniliter gloriabundus…parumper
tamen hesitavi cui potius aurem darem,"23 and "et quamvis ego, more iu-
venum, rerum mearum benignissimus iudex essem…"24 (enenkel, 2003,
99.)

3. DOUBLE VALUES

Added to the references about his antagonistic comprehension during
young and mature age, Petrarch introduces another form of duality: a yet
transparent pride of his lasting status of an established poet and classical
scholar and a contrasting constant labour to hide the self-satisfaction and
present himself in a completely different light. The mentioned endeavour
is sometimes so hugely emphasised that it becomes nearly obvious, most
clearly in his attitude towards laureation; on several places he asserts un-
worthiness of the honour bestowed by the wreath: "Hodie et ipsius et meum
et omnium idem sentientium iudicium non probo."25 While at the same
time he offers to the description of the event almost half of the narrative
about his life.

21 Petrarch accepted the title of poet laureate on roman Capitol in 1341 with a formal public speech (collatio
laureationis). His speech in the form of medieval sermon is considered the first manifesto of renaissance and
an obvious transition from the Middle Ages. (e. H. Wilkins, "Petrarch’s Coronation oration", PMLA 68, no.
5 (1953): 1244.)

22 Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.16.

23 ibid. 18.1.27.

24 ibid. 18.1.26.

25 ibid. 18.1.32.
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Moreover, as already mentioned, the actual act of writing an autobiog-
raphy and therefore focusing on himself as an individual and an exception
could oppose the humble context and the contempt of the earthly (con-
temptus mundi) deserving an accusation of vanitas. Petrarch however set-
tles with this already in the letter’s third sentence by clearly stating his
awareness of physical world’s vainness:

Adolescentia me fefellit, iuventa corripuit, senecta autem correxit, experimentoque
perdocuit verum illud quod diu ante perlegeram: quoniam adolescentia et voluptas
vana sunt; imo etatum temporumque omnium Conditor, qui miseros mortales de
nichilo tumidos aberrare sinit interdum, ut peccatorum suorum vel sero memores se
se cognoscant (Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.3.). 

My youth was gone before i realised it; i was carried away by the strength of man-
hood; but a riper age brought me to my senses and taught me by experience the truth
i had long before read in books, that youth and pleasure are vanity; nay, that the Au-
thor of all ages and times permits us miserable mortals, puffed up with emptiness,
thus to wander about, until finally, coming to a tardy consciousness of our sins, we
shall learn to know ourselves.

Petrarch’s inclination toward humbling his figure through seemingly
modest self-representation is evident also from his address to the reader in
the beginning of the letter; there he expresses doubts about the later
reader’s awareness of his name and insecurity of the continuance of his
reputation: "Fuerit tibi forsan de me aliquid auditum; quanquam et hoc
dubium sit: an exiguum et obscurum longe nomen seu locorum seu tem-
porum perventurum sit."26 At the same time his conviction about his post-
mortem fame is more than obvious as he probably wouldn’t have started
writing the letter intended for the posterity without hopes for later renown.
nevertheless, he immediately disclaims any reference to eternity by stress-
ing his mortality:

"vestro de grege unus fui autem, mortalis homuncio…"27

He keeps the illustrated posture through the entire letter trying by all
means to convince the reader of his own humility. He denies to have ever
felt proud of himself, only of others, "sensi superbiam in aliis, non in me;
et cum parvus fuerim, semper minor iudicio meo fui,"28 and describes his
virtues only by means of quoting others: "eloquio, ut quidam dixerunt,
claro ac potenti; ut michi visum est, fragili et obscuro."29 He uses the same

26 ibid. 18.1.1.

27 ibid.

28 ibid. 18.1.9.

29 ibid. 18.1.12.
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method to justify his acceptation of the poetical wreath, stating that he
became inclined towards it only because of the adorations of so many il-
lustrious figures, "et me dignum iudicans quo me dignum tanti viri iudi-
carent, nec meritum meum sed aliorum librans testimonia,"30 thus shifting
the responsibility from himself to the others. Also meaningful is the com-
ment on his reputation amongst illustrious individuals of his age. every
remark of an invitation from an important contemporary figure is followed
by his acknowledgment of his unworthiness of such an honour (at least at
his ripe age), and expresses an immense bewilderedness upon their sur-
prising actions: "Maximi reges mee etatis et amarunt et coluerunt me; cur
autem nescio: ipsi viderint;"31 "ibi ergo iam nosci ego et familiaritas mea
a magnis viris expeti ceperat; cur autem nescire nunc me fateor et mirari,
tunc equidem non mirabar, ut qui michi, more etatis, omni honore dignis-
simus viderer;"32 "a quibus accitus, et michi nescio an et nunc, sed tunc
certe indebito in honore habitus, ab illustri et incomparabili viro iacobo
de Columna;"33 "a quo qualiter visus, et cui quam acceptus fuerim, et ipse
nunc miror et tu, si noveris, lector, puto mirabere;"34 "diuque et Parme et
verone versatus, et ubique deo gratias carus habitus multo amplius quam
valerem."35

in this fashion Petrarch creates a kind of demonstration of both his
wide estimation as an established poet as well as his virtuous personality,
harmonious with the Christian codex. He does not leave out even the most
quotidian features and what is more, he cunningly masquerades descrip-
tions of his righteous qualities by expressing them through remarks about
his personal preferences—instead of describing his own virtues, he sub-
jectively comments on agreeable and despicable attributes as though they
were somehow abstract. (enenkel, 2003, 102.) He stresses out the con-
tempt of material wealth, "divitiarum contemptor eximius,"36 denounces
huge banquets, "Convivia que dicuntur— cum sint comessationes mod-
estie et bonis moribus inimice—semper michi displicuerunt;"37 recounts
his personal renunciation of physical love, so that it seemed as though he
had never set eyes upon a woman, "non solum factum illud obscenum,
sed eius memoriam omnem sic abieci, quasi nunquam feminam aspexis-
sem;"38 describes himself as a forgiving—offensarum obliviosissimi—and

30 ibid. 18.1.27.

31 ibid. 18.1.22.

32 ibid. 18.1.18.

33 ibid. 18.1.19.

34 ibid. 18.1.29.

35 ibid. 18.1.38.

36 ibid. 18.1.5.

37 ibid. 18.1.6.

38 ibid. 18.1.7.
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truthful friend—amicitiarum appetentissimus honestarum et fidelissimus
cultor. Accompanying these examples is also his explanation of resigning
the practice of law: he says that the numerous references to roman antiq-
uity that he came upon while studying delighted him greatly, yet he felt
the profession much degraded by those who had practised it. He claims
himself being incapable of acquiring an art which he would not have been
able to practise dishonestly but could hardly hope to exercise otherwise
without his scrupulousness being ascribed to simplicity: "non quia legum
michi non placeret autoritas, que absque dubio magna est et romane an-
tiquitatis plena, qua delector; sed quia earum usus nequitia hominum de-
pravatur. itaque piguit perdiscere quo inhoneste uti nollem, et honeste vix
possem, et si vellem, puritas inscitie tribuenda esset."39

His humble position persists as well on the subject of his intellectual
achievements. As already mentioned, he expresses doubts about future
recognisability of his works, and when mentioning his intellect, he goes
on emphasising his well-balanced character much more than admitting
his brightness, "ingenio fui equo potius quam acuto,"40 he judges the
knowledge acquired in younger age, "inque his duabus aliquantulum gra-
matice dyaletice ac rethorice, quantum etas potuit, didici; quantum scilicet
in scolis disci solet, quod quantulum sit, carissime lector, intelligis,"41 and
comments on his own ignorance—ignorantia mea—in discussion with
king robert. likewise, he keeps criticising his persistence and resentfully
confesses frequently abandoning the projects he had otherwise easily set
on:42 "Multa michi facilia cogitate, que executione difficila pretermisi,"43

although this critique may seem a bit insincere considering the previous
statement about his not so much keen but constant and stable character.
Although more straightforwardness would be expected from him as an
initiator of Humanism at least on the topic of his intellectual achieve-
ments, Petrarch avoids even so legitimate self-recognition. This subject
consequently shows his loyalty to the context of humilitas and the ethos
of autobiographical letter most plainly. it is evident that the entire letter
demonstrates an integrated whole out of very thoughtfully arranged ele-
ments, all of which share a purpose of representing the very figure Pe-
trarch wanted.

39 ibid. 18.1.17.

40 ibid. 18.1.11.

41 ibid. 18.1.16.

42 About his epic Africa, for example, he claims himself lucky for its early renown—even before it was writ-
ten—as he soon got distracted and broke off his work: "Poeticum aliquid heroico carmen scriberem… quod,
tunc magno ceptum impetu, variis mox distractus curis intermisi." (Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.26)

43 Petrarch, Seniles 18.1.24.
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The Role of the Letter in Euripides’
Hippolytus and Xenophon’s Ephesian Tale

ever since writing has been invented, there has been a need to record infor-
mation. Whether it was simply for personal reasons or if information needed
to be given to someone else. Thus, letters were invented. over time, letters
were more and more used to give information to someone secretly or because
the recipient was far away. Moving on, art has always been there to take
everyday things people would see and then combine them with imagination.
so naturally, letters would come to be used in literature; in this case, they
started being used as a plot tool. letters would be usually used to either
thicken the plot or unravel it at the end. The objective of my paper concerns
the tragedy Hippolytus by euripides and the novel The Ephesian Tale—the
only surviving work of Xenophon of ephesus. in both of these works, a letter
was used as a key plot device. The task was to read and study these two works,
in order to discern the roles of letter in both of them.

Keywords: Greek epistolography, euripides, Hellenistic novel, Greek
tragedy, Xenophon of ephesus

What is a letter? A letter is a message from one person (or more) to another
person (or more). That message is written down on some kind of tactile
material and delivered to the addressee. letters are usually used when the
receiver is far away or when the message is private and meant only for
the addressee to read. over the years, letters have adopted a certain form.
A standard letter has an epistolary greeting, such as dear Sir, a body,
where the message is written, a conventional closing, such as kind regards,
a signature, and sometimes a postscript (P.S.).1 Today, letters are used less
and less due to the greater efficiency of the internet.

in ancient times letter was used, as described, for information exchange
over a large area. Although in time, letters came to be written for the sake
of publishing—the letter became a literary form. That led to publishings
1 P. A. rosenmeyer, Ancient Epistolary Fictions: The Letter in Greek Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2001), 20.



of fictitious letters, that were written by fictitious or famous people from
the past. These kinds of letters were usually published in collections.2

it is not needed to delve into euripides' biography, as it is well known.
However, few words about Xenophon of ephesus should be said, as he is
not a well known author. He was a Hellenistic novelist of the second cen-
tury Ad. nothing is known about his life—even his name is thought to
be fake—except that he wrote a romance novel called The Ephesian Tale.
The novel survives until today and is comprised of five books. However,
the lexicon Suda gives us the information that the novel originally con-
sisted of ten books. in addition, it is clear from the text that some pieces
are missing or have been abridged through years of transmission.3

Moving onto the plots of the two works, the plot of Hippolytus will be
tackled first. Theseus is away and his illegitimate son Hippolytus is being
enticed by Phaedra, Theseus' lawful wife. For the first half of the plot, she
hesitates to reveal her feelings, but her handmaid ultimately reveals them
to Hippolytus. He rejects her and she is hurt. she exacts her revenge by
killing herself after leaving a letter for Theseus stating that Hippolytus
has tried to seduce her, which was the reason for her commiting suicide.
Theseus finds the letter and Hippolytus is wrongly accused. in the end,
Hippolytus dies after Theseus finds out the truth from Artemis. it has to
be said that the original plot of euripides' Hippolytus differs vastly from
the version we have and know today. in that version, Phaedra tries to en-
tice Hippolytus in a much more direct manner.4

The plot of The Ephesian Tale is much longer and more complicated,
so i will stick only to the parts that matter to our subject. Hellenistic ro-
mance novels have long and complicated plots that end in a happy ending.
The protagonists of this novel are Anthia and Abrocomes, who are
teenagers from two wealthy ephesian families. The plot begins in ephesus
where the two start falling in love. eventually, they fall in love and when
they get married, they receive a prophecy. This prophecy tells them that
they will experience many toils before their eventual happily ever after.
in order to stop the prophecy, their parents send them to egypt via ship.
on their journey, Anthia and Abrocomes make a vow that they will remain
faithful to each other before being abducted by pirates and ultimately sold
to a nobleman called Apsyrtus, who made them his servants. He had a
daughter called Manto, who fell in love with Abrocomes. she sends Abro-
comes a letter in which she professes her love. Abrocomes then writes

2 M. Trapp, Greek and Latin Letters: An Anthology with Translation (new York: Cambridge University Press,
2003), 2–5.

3 n. G. l. Hammond and H. H. scullard, The Oxford Classical Dictionary (oxford: oxford University Press,
1970), 1144.

4 A. lesky, Povijest grčke književnosti, trans. Z. dukat (Zagreb: Golden Marketing, 1999), 368.
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back to her declining her offer. Manto gets angry, so she makes the same
move Phaedra made but without killing herself. Abrocomes is thrown into
a dungeon and Manto gets married to a syrian man. Anthia accompanies
Manto as a servant to syria. Manto eventually sends Anthia away to be
married to a goatherd. Anthia convinces him not to consummate the mar-
riage.5 in the end, Apsyrtus discovered the letter that Manto wrote to Abro-
comes. He then apologises to Abrocomes and makes him one of his
household managers. As the plot progresses, Anthia escapes to Cilicia and
Abrocomes pursues her all the way before they eventually reunite.

Moving on, the roles of the letters in these two works will be discussed.
it has to be said that a major difference appears only when looking at the
kinds of literary forms these works are. Hippolytus is a play and the letter
is silent, i.e. not read aloud. in The Ephesian Tale, the letter is present in
its entirety and the reader can revisit it whenever they want.

Moreover, Phaedra's letter in Hippolytus is an instrument whose func-
tion is to drive the plot to an end by finally shifting the spotlight from
Phaedra to Hippolytus. The letter sets in motion sort of a morbid clock
that is ticking towards Hippolytus' death. Also, the letter is used as a tool
by Phaedra to communicate, in a way, after her death. she writes the lies
and strengthens them by killing herself. it is impossible for Theseus to be-
lieve Hippolytus when all he has are words. Here we can see how clever
euripides is. if he simply left Phaedra alive and had her lie to Theseus in
person it would not have been as convincing as in the case where she com-
mits suicide. Hippolytus, being a man, could have easily overpowered
Phaedra and made Theseus believe him. in those times the discrepancy
between the rights of men and women was much bigger than it is today,
so a male opinion would have overpowered a female one much easier than
today.6 Also, a letter gives away no body language or other telltale signs
of lying.

in The Ephesian Tale, the letter forms a tale within a tale or an episode.
The role of that letter is to separate Anthia and Abrocomes. in this instance
no one dies, as opposed to Hippolytus where both he and Phaedra die. Un-
like in euripides' play, the letter actually appears twice here. First, it sets
a plot in motion and when it reappears it becomes a tool to close the plot.
Another difference is that in this case there is a correspondence—Manto
writes to Abrocomes and he writes back to her. However, a major differ-
ence here is that Phaedra's letter tells lies while Manto's letter, on the other
hand, states true facts. Phaedra uses the letter to lie while Manto uses it to
reveal her emotions, and lies in person. later on, Apsyrtus finds the letter

5 This part of the plot reminds us of electra—another play by euripides.

6 P. A. rosenmeyer, Ancient Epistolary Fictions: The Letter in Greek Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2001), 95.
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and then it becomes the instrument which later on allows Abrocomes to
travel on and find Anthia.

in conclusion, the letters in these two works have very similar roles,
but they differ in some key points. it can be said with certainty that
Xenophon was inspired by euripides. However, Xenophon was also
clever enough not to use the letter in the same way and put his own twist
on it. it looks as though Xenophon is paying homage to euripides.
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Θεά ἀπὸ μηχανῆς in Euripides' Hippolytus

euripides, together with Aeschylus and sophocles, forms the Canon of Attic
Tragedy. However, euripides’ opus varies greatly from that of the other two
playwrights. euripides is identified with theatrical innovations that have pro-
foundly influenced drama down to modern times, especially in the represen-
tation of traditional, mythical heroes as ordinary people in extraordinary
circumstances, and with that is connected the plot device deus ex machina.
in my paper i am going to write about the plot device of deus ex machina
and its use, focused on euripides’ Hippolytus. i am going to discuss the im-
portance and purpose of it and compare two goddesses, Aphrodite and
Artemis, and two different approaches, which euripides uses to make or solve
the problem of the tragedy.

Keywords: euripides, Hippolytus, deus ex Machina, Aphrodite, Artemis

in my essay i am focusing on the plot device deus ex machina,1 a typical
element of euripides’ tragedies, whereby a seemingly unsolvable problem
is suddenly and abruptly resolved by the inspired and unexpected inter-
vention of some new event, character, ability, or object. As a research base
i am taking euripides’ tragedy Hippolytus. i am going to discuss the pur-
pose and the importance of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς, compare the two god-
desses—Aphrodite and Artemis—as well as two different approaches,
which euripides uses to make or solve the problem of the tragedy.

euripides (481–406) is a widely known author not just among classical
philologists and literature scholars but also commonly, therefore i will
not write much about his biography, but only point out a few facts, which
will help us understand him as the inventor of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς and
which are important for understanding Hippolytus.

His life had disappointed him, and so euripides was lonely, miserable,
and embittered in his old age, but that does not mean he did not under-

1 despite the well known later latin calque deus ex machina, i will be henceforth using the more authentic—
Greek—term θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς, which was in use at least from Aristotle's time on.
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stand people and was not capable of having relationships. He had an ex-
treme sense for understanding human beings, society, and life. He was an
excellent psychologist and therefore also a master of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς,
which is a very complex psychological concept.

euripides was passionate about education, sophism (in a very positive
sense and not that found in Plato), and its critical judgement. His passion
and intellect is noticeable in θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς passages. He is the inven-
tor of the discussed plot device and represents at the same time also the
peak of its usage. He thus invented as well as overcame the basic function
of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς.

The youngest writer of Attic Tragedy Canon is believed to have been
atheist. The term atheism in ancient times is problematic. Having doubts
about religion did not mean to believe that gods did not exist, but only to
be sceptical about their anthropomorphic nature. That is also manifest in
euripides’ tragedies, where gods have a complex nature and sometimes
represent an idea rather than a living immortal. For example, Artemis
could be seen as an idea of purity and Aphrodite an idea of passion and
love. euripides did not have an intention of showing old myths, he only
used them as a frame, inside of which he built a modern tragedy. More-
over, he wanted his tragedies to be a reflection of society, which was also
difficult due to the fact that tragedies were part of a public ceremony. This
could be one of the reasons why his tragedies were not accepted among
Athenian society—a fact substantiated by the modest number of his
prizes.

The last fact important for understanding Hippolytus is euripides’ way
of describing woman’s nature. He was the first to compose the woman’s
soul, which is beautifully shown in Hippolytus’ passages, when Aphrodite
and Artemis appear on stage.2

in Mastronarde’s opinion, the most beautiful display of θεός ἀπὸ
μηχανῆς is the one in Hippolytus. on the one hand it is a perfect school
example of the discussed plot device, but it is also much more—it is a
pure display with a sense for a complex masterpiece. in general, θεός ἀπὸ
μηχανῆς is Artemis, but it could also be Aphrodite or even both of them.
it is a motif, in which gods are not only observers or helpers but are also
active in interaction with characters and sometimes even with audience.
We recognise three functions of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς, namely the technical,
dramatic, and theological function.

2 recapped in the translator's preface to euripides. Medeia, Hipolitos, Ion, trans. F. Bradač, 5–16.



1. Technical Function

it is extremely hard to say anything about the mechanism, which helped
the actor during θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς performance to speak from a lifted
place. The sources are of three kinds: (1) the archaeological remains,
which actually do not exist due to the fact that the mechanism was prob-
ably wooden; (2) descriptions from comedies, which cannot always be a
relevant source due to the nature of comedy; (3) lines in tragedies, which
are the most revealing of all. Usually they refer to a lofty or lifted position
of an actor, who plays θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς.

2. Dramatic Function

it is usually believed that in times after euripides θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς served
simply as a resolution of a seemingly insoluble problem; especially among
its critics—Antiphanes, Plato, Aristotle, and Horace—it is understood as
a consequence of playwright's artistic inability. But is it really so? euripi-
des finds the discussed plot device different. in his dramas, θεός ἀπὸ
μηχανῆς gives blessing or introduces aetiology. in Hippolytus, for exam-
ple, Aphrodite is surely not the one who solves the problem, but rather the
one who generates it. Tragedy is, in euripides’ view, based on a man’s de-
cision, on man’s actions, and that is the reason why god needs to appear
only at the beginning and/or at the end of a drama.

The prologue and the epilogue of the drama are connected to each
other, but can be also read as separated. "The symmetry of the two god-
desses, whose appearances frame the disastrous action, is a striking formal
device, which must be significant."3 There are two divine forces and their
spheres of activity contradict each other. one of the possible readings is
that euripides describes an idea and that god is just a personalisation of
that idea, which is brought on the stage. it is a fight between two god-
desses, two ideas. Mortals—especially Phaedra—are only collateral dam-
age. nevertheless, the choice, which goddess or which idea is better, is
not unambiguous. every idea, every character in the play is a complex
structure itself.

3 r. P. Winnington-ingram, "Hippolytus: A study in Causation," in: Oxford Readings in Classical Studies:
Euripides, ed. J. Mossman (oxford: oxford University Press, 2003), 201 –217.
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2. 1. APHRODITE’S APPEARANCE

Aphrodite is the first deity and the first character to appear on stage in
Hippolytus. A prologue god is a very typical figure for euripides.
Aphrodite appears and does not talk with other characters—she merely
presents the causa tragoediae. "Aphrodite tells us not only what will hap-
pen but announces her responsibility and explains her motives. it is a com-
plete explanation and one which we are bound to accept."4 she uses future
indicative in her speech, because she is absolutely sure about her predic-
tions. The goddess explains the plot, characters, place and time of the
drama, and "the sense of full 'dramatic illusion' is reached only at the end
of monologue."5 This is the point where prologue ends and the actual
drama begins.

The purpose of the monologue is to introduce the background of the
drama plot to the audience, and to put them in medias res. Aphrodite pres-
ents herself as a goddess who takes revenge. The audience is immediately
faced with the cruel image of the goddess. she gives them an insight into
the future—an element which is, in fact, typical for endings, yet here it
occurs at the beginning. surprisingly, this will not spoil the audience’s
dramatic illusion, but will make them as spectators much more involved.
The audience is already privy to the plot and that is why they feel much
more scared in helplessly watching the characters who do not yet know
what is about to happen. Although the audience respects and believes the
goddess, her words make them uncomfortable. "When the prologue-
speaker is god, the audience’s perspective on the unfolding action is sig-
nificantly affected by the superior knowledge and the power of a divinity.
The audience shares this superior knowledge and thus is differentiated
from the chorus and characters in level of awareness, and the power as-
serted by the god hangs over the speeches, choices, and actions that the
audience subsequently observes."6 But there is one significant difference
between the god and the audience. While "gods cannot be held responsi-
ble, and they are frequently exempt from the softer human qualities of
empathy, regret, or forgiveness,"7 the audience can. so the audience has a
privilege of god’s knowledge and power to feel with the characters. The
audience is a unique bridge between the world of gods and the world of
characters.

4 knox's quote in r. P. Winnington-ingram, "Hippolytus: A study in Causation," 210.

5 d. J. Mastronarde, The Art of Euripides: Dramatic Technique and Social Context (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 175.

6 ibid., 176.

7 ibid., 178.
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2. 2. ARTEMIS’ APPEARANCE

Artemis is the second deity on the stage and her appearance introduces
the epilogue. she is the actual θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς. Unlike Aphrodite,
Artemis does speak with mortals and, in fact, she leads an important dia-
logue which solves the problem of the drama. speech of θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς
usually—and also in Hippolytus—contains genealogical and aetiological
elements. Her words are very simple and clear. The goddess directs char-
acters’ actions in the present and also predicts the future; sometimes she
even gives mortals orders for future actions. As θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς,
Artemis plays a role more important than that of Aphrodite. Her presence
is "extended over several scenes. As she first (1283–1341) speaks to The-
seus alone, then (1342–88) stands by in silence during Hippolytus’ aria,
and finally (1389–1443) participates in a three-way stichomythia with
Hippolytus and Theseus before a final rhesis that fulfils the future-directed
functions of her role."8

The superior knowledge of gods, which can be seen in Aphrodite’s
monologue, is in the final scenes manifested through the actions and words
of Artemis, who sees, understands, and leads the final action. The goddess
enjoys her triumphant power very much. But her moral ethics are ques-
tionable. she has a goal and she will fulfil it no matter what it takes. Hip-
polytus is a rear tragedy, where θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς is free of any moral
norms. Artemis plays the role of a judge, which is in contradiction with
the view of a spectator, who clearly sees her as a patron of Hippolytus and
an opponent of Aphrodite. Artemis surpasses moralisation of everyone’s
actions, but on the other hand accuses Aphrodite—a display of double
ethics.

sometimes the audience can get the feeling that the characters would
have done the same without god’s intervention. For example, when
"Artemis instructs Theseus to embrace his son and Hippolytus not to hate
his father. This is a human gesture on Artemis’ part, softening somewhat
the harsh impression created earlier when she browbeats Theseus and
promises revenge on Aphrodite’s favourite. But is seems clear from a pre-
vious dialogue (1403–14) that the final reconciliation of father and son
arises as much from their own inclinations as from the divine command."9

What is tragic in tragedies is a problem which could be feasibly solved in
a favourable way, but is unfolded in the most tragic manner. Gods excuse
it by destiny, and that kind of gods’ explanation is easier to be accepted
by the audience. "There is a certain ethical or emotional satisfaction to be
obtained by an audience when it observes the wrongdoers or the sufferers
8 ibid., 190.

9 ibid., 187.
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reaching a fuller awareness of what has happened to them… A particularly
satisfying instance of this function is found in Hippolytus. To complete
the movement begun by Aphrodite’s prologue, Artemis’ epiphany is es-
sential, for only she can tell Theseus what the oath-bound Hippolytus and
chorus could not reveal, and only by her revelation can Hippolytus move
from a generalized complaint of undeserved suffering from the gods to a
specific diagnosis."10

3. Theological Function

From the theological point of view there are four readings i would like to
present. First reading suggests understanding tragedy as a mirror trans-
position of personal and political relations onto Mount olympus. observ-
ing the analogous patterns of relations help Athenian audience understand
the world they are living in.

The second possible reading is a study in causation, propounded by
Winnington-ingram.11 in Aphrodite’s monologue the future causes and
consequences are very clearly presented. The drama could easily continue
without the θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς. Wilamowitz claims, "Aphrodite is not nec-
essary for our understanding of the action."12 The cause of what took place
is neither Aphrodite’s nor Artemis’ problem. despite the fact that they are
enemies, they both agree on that. so, what would happen, if prologue and
epilogue were cut off? lesky sees Hippolytus as a "tragedy of a double
destiny,"13 namely a general destiny and a destiny played among mortals.
Phaedra’s speech is essential for understanding the causation of the
tragedy. According to Winnington-ingram, every human’s decision is
based on their own heredity (φύσις) and environment (παιδεία). especially
environment is "an essential factor in the causation of the tragedy."14 Why
Phaedra has to deal with strong feelings of passion, is written in her hered-
ity—she is a daughter of Pasiphae and a sister of Ariadne. Her environ-
ment is the royal palace of Troezen. "Phaedra is a lady, a queen, and
belongs essentially to the palace. There she lives surrounded by her ser-
vants. she has nothing to do, but passes her time in sweet idleness, in long
gossiping conversations and introspective reflections upon human life.
she lives in a house upon which αἰδώς lies like a burden."15 she has to

10 ibid., 185.

11 r. P. Winnington-ingram, "Hippolytus: A study in Causation," 201–217.

12 ibid., 201.

13 ibid., 209.

14 ibid., 204.

15 ibid., 205.
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feel what she feels because of her heredity and is not able to act in any
other, less tragic, way.

The third reading views the drama with the θεός ἀπὸ μηχανῆς as an
important part of it, but not so important as it seems. Goddesses are the
frame of the tragedy but not the force of it. Because of the tragedy we un-
derstand gods and not the other way around. especially the moral of the
gods makes them less important as they could be. There is a continuing
feeling of the audience during the play that gods are only playing with
mortals. A life without gods is not necessarily less moral, maybe even
more. or we can also understand goddesses as two possible ways of life—
while all other characters are only running away from situations, they are
within. Therefore, it is the ideas they personalize and not the goddesses
themselves that are essential for the drama.

The last reading presents an idea of free will as an illusion. Watching
a tragedy like that the audience finds out that Hippolytus does not expe-
rience any catharsis. He stays strong and true to himself. (Maybe the only
character who does go through some kind of catharsis is Theseus.) Are
we really capable of changing ourselves or is it just an illusion? Phaedra
says in her speech: "What we know and understand to be noble we fail to
carry out."16 so what is real is the fight between passion (Aphrodite) and
intellect (Artemis), and it is a mere illusion, that a moral character can win
in a way that will be good for them. our freedom is only an illusion.
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A Brief Introduction to Gesta Danorum by
Saxo Grammaticus and Its Position among
the Literary Sources for Norse Mythology

sixteen books of Gesta Danorum by saxo Grammaticus form one of the most
significant documents of medieval danish literature, the first nine of them
being a treasure of pagan mythological lore. The discussed work is an exten-
sive source of norse mythology (important also for the mention of slavic
deities in the Baltic region), yet at the same time many parallels can be found
with the antique literature and myth. The following article examines some
fundamental classical and medieval sources of information associated with
pagan beliefs of the Germanic peoples and scandinavians (strabo, Caesar,
Tacitus, Jordanes, Paulus diaconus, Adamus Bremensis...) to define the im-
portance of Gesta Danorum in this perspective. For instance Gesta Danorum
incorporates some tales of norwegian or icelandic origin of which no other
testimony remains as well as those that can be found here in a purer, elder
form in comparison to icelandic sagas. Gesta Danorum presented much ma-
terial not found in other historical texts and therefore the work had been
widely copied and read after its publication, but quickly became obsolete,
since its language and style were inspired by the classical roman literature.
When humanist ideals reached northern europe, saxo's text became relevant
again and even erasmus of rotterdam admired it and gave it a positive men-
tion in his dialogue Ciceronianus of 1528.

Keywords: Medieval latin historiography, saxo Grammaticus, Gesta
Danorum, 12th century, norse studies

The Author

very little is known about the author,1 we learn the most from his own
Preface to Gesta Danorum, where saxo mentions his employment with
Archbishop Absalon.2 saxo’s employer Absalon was a powerful arch-

1 Facts about the Author, composition, and its structure, language, models, and sources summarized from the
most current critical edition Friis-Jensen, karsten and Peter Fisher, ed. and trans. Saxo Grammaticus: Gesta
Danorum: volume 1, i–lXXX, and Fisher, Peter and Hilda ellis davidson, Saxo Grammaticus (1980), 1‒16;
except where otherwise indicated or an opinion of a specific author is being mentioned.

2 Cum cetere nationes rerum suarum titulis gloriari uoluptatemque ex maiorum recordatione percipere soleant,



bishop and one of king’s most trusted counsellors at lund in the late 12th

century (1177‒1201). lund is believed to have been founded in late 10th

century in the south of sweden, but it was a part of the kingdom of den-
mark. it soon became a major ecclesiastical and secular centre of Baltic
regions, at a time when the area was still a frontier for Christian mission,
and within scandinavia and especially denmark during the Middle Ages.
A saxo which should be identified with the author is mentioned in Absa-
lon’s will as a secretary (clericus), but it is probable that he was also a
canon of the cathedral chapter and that he taught at the cathedral school.3

From saxo’s dedication to king valdemar ii in the Preface it can be dis-
cerned that he came from a military family and was perhaps a younger
son of a landowning family who was intended by his parents for an ec-
clesiastical career.

The most important information about saxo’s life and background is
derived from his work. This also holds good for an estimate of the dates
of his birth and death, which is closely connected to an estimate of the
time of the composition of Gesta Danorum. With circumstantial reasoning
we can conduct that the time of the composition is about 1188‒1208, and
that he was born in 1163 at the latest.4 When it comes to the question of
saxo’s education all evidence is of indirect nature, obtained by analysis
of his work. From the 12th century onwards young danes went abroad in
increasing numbers in order to study at the famous centres of learning in
Western europe. Traces of a specific, high-level knowledge of theology,
law, or the disciplines of quadrivium in saxo’s work and his mastery of
two dozen classical quantitative metres have led scholars to believe that
the most likely location for saxo’s education is France in the late 1170s
and 1180s, possibly reims.5

saxo’s epithet became Grammaticus, perhaps inspired by the writer of
Compendium Saxonis (c.1345), who calls him »quidam egregius Gram-
maticus origine Syalandicus nomine Saxo«,6 or simply because his style
aimed at close imitation of the roman classics and is very refined for the
era.

danorum maximus pontifex Absalon patriam nostram, cuius illustrande maxima semper cupiditate flagrabat,
eo claritatis et monumenti genere fraudari non passus mihi comitum suorum extremo ceteris operam abnuen-
tibus res danicas in historiam conferendi negocium intorsit, inopemque sensus maius uiribus opus ingredi cre-
bre exhortationis imperio compulit. Praefatio, 1.1 (»Because other nations are in the habit of vaunting the
fame of their achievements, and joy in recollecting their ancestors, Absalon, archbishop of denmark, had al-
ways been fired with passionate zeal to glorify our fatherland; he would not allow it to go without some noble
document of this kind and, since everyone else refused the task, the work of compiling a history of the danes
was thrown upon me, the least of his entourage; his powerful insistence forced my weak intellect to embark
on a project too huge for my abilities.« Trans. Peter Fisher.)

3 Friis-Jensen and Fisher, Saxo Grammaticus: Gesta Danorum, iXXX‒XXX.

4 ibid., XXXiv.

5 More extensively ibid., XXXii‒XXXiii.

6 ibid., XXXvi.
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The Composition of gesta Danorum

Gesta Danorum is divided into Preface and 16 books, out of which book
comprises more than a quarter of the entire text. This book division may
be considered original. The work is prosimetrical and only the first half
(books i–viii) contains poetry.

The narrative is chronological, beginning with the first ruler of den-
mark, dan, the founder of the royal dynasty, and ending with the reign of
king valdemar i and his son. The narrative thus ends in 1185. The number
of books is atypical in comparison with the more canonical of twelve of
the Aeneid, it has been suggested that saxo may have been influenced by
the sixteen books of Paul the deacon’s Historia Romana. There have been
various attempts of understanding the organizational principles of Gesta
Danorum which have been made challenging by the author’s reluctance
to refer to external chronology. in the first half of the work there are only
two clear references to an external event, namely the birth of Christ cor-
responding to the peace of Frothi (v.5.3) and Charlemagne’s christianiza-
tion of the saxons (viii.16.5). The books were most probably organized
in halves and quarters and attempts have been made to connect them to
central events in the history of Christendom and its position in denmark.7

The latest undertaking by Friis-Jensen has been to relate them to the stages
of the roman empire.8 For example, the founders of the royal dynasty
dan and Angel could be interpreted as saxo’s parallel to the brothers ro-
mulus and remus; and king Frothi the Peaceful to emperor Augustus.
saxo’s decision to incorporate vernacular poems in latin translations into
the first half of his Gesta Danorum could be interpreted as the most no-
ticeable feature of this synchronism, making a point that the Ancient
danes possessed poetical literature comparable to roman poets. in this
way the history of denmark in sixteen books is introduced by a lengthy
section dealing with the danes before the birth of Christ, while Books v–
viii cover the period down to the establishment of the Christian Church
in denmark. Books iX and X enter the historical viking Age. The last
seven books of this work, which seem to have been written first, trace the
history of denmark from the mid-tenth century up to saxo’s own time
and seem to be based on wholly danish sources; but the first nine books
contain much pagan mythological lore. Their sources appear to have in-
cluded icelandic oral traditions, though it is not easy to distinguish ice-
landic-based from danish-based material in saxo’s work.9

7 The first to suggest such principles was inge skovgaard-Petersen.

8 For the more detailed account see Friis-Jensen and Fisher, Saxo Grammaticus: Gesta Danorum,
XXXvi‒XXXiX and Xliii‒Xlv.

9 orton, Pagan Myth and Religion, 307.



Language and Models

We have reason to believe that the chapter library was well stocked in
manuscripts according to the standards of the time, particularly in regard
to annalistic and historiographical work. Moreover, as archbishop’s sec-
retary, saxo had sufficient standing to be able to borrow books from other
ecclesiastical institutions.10 in addition, numerous delegations from abroad
stayed in lund and visited its court, among which there would have been
connoisseurs of latin literature and men well versed in vernacular oral
traditions from many areas, including norway and iceland.

in saxo’s case the classical inspiration for his prose came mainly from
the historians Curtius rufus and Justin, and from the writer of historical
exempla valerius Maximus. saxo’s imitation of his prose models is so ex-
tensive that they in turn serve as important parallels when it comes to
emending errors in saxo’s text due to faulty transmissions.11 in his verse
the most important models are Horace and virgil. saxo decided to insert
vernacular poems translated into classical quantitative metres. A mixture
of prose and poetry was very common in the old norse oral narrative tra-
dition and the sagas. Also latin texts from late antiquity and Middle Ages
are sometimes composed as prosimetra, the examples being Martianus
Capella’s De nuptiis Mercurii et Philologiae and Boethius’ Consolatio
Philosophiae.

saxo may be discussed as a representative of those medieval historians
who wrote in the origo gentis genre. Those are for example Jordanes with
his De Origine Actibusque Getarum, Gregory of Tours’ Historia Franco-
rum, moreover saxo himself mentiones Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica
Gentis Anglorum and Paul the deacon’s Historia Langobardorum. saxo
must have been inspired by such works to follow the history of the danes
from the legendary times to their integration into the Christian world and
his own time. since historical events, legends and fiction intertwined in
medieval historiography, the latter can be distinguished from fiction only
to a limited extent.

Perhaps the most evident feature of saxo’s vocabulary is his systematic
avoidance of specifically medieval terms, he likewise avoids specifically
Christian words, primarily ecclesiastical technical terms such as presbyter
or episcopus, diaconus. instead he uses a paraphrase or a classical latin
word, even if they refer to pagan institutions such as antistes or pontifex
for bishop and pontifex maximus for archiepiscopus. saxo’s language has
been thoroughly studied and there even exists a dictionary to Gesta Dano-

10 Friis-Jensen and Fisher, Saxo Grammaticus: Gesta Danorum, XXX.

11 ibid., Xlvi.
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rum.12 saxo wrote in an acquired language and he therefore probably ex-
pressed himself in standard idioms more than authors writing in their
mother tongue would have done. Furthermore, he was a follower of a
twelfth-century literary fashion which aimed at a close imitation of the
roman classics. As a rule saxo places attributive adjectives before the
nouns they qualify, including cases where classical latin would place the
adjective after noun – vernacular influence may be at work here. He also
uses ablative absolutes more freely than is allowed by classical standards.13

Most Probable Latin and Vernacular Sources

danish historical writing in latin from the period before saxo is modest
in quantity, but he probably knew all the texts which have been preserved
and used the information. His most detailed source for danish history be-
fore c.1075 is Adam of Bremen’s Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pon-
tificum (which is also full of descriptions of religious customs in sweden
at the beginning of Christianisation), but his use of it is influenced by his
fundamental dislike of the archdiocese of Hamburg–Bremen.14 He seems
to have had no reliable sources for British history, and his knowledge
about Anglo-saxon rulers is erratic. saxo greatly relied on vernacular writ-
ten and oral traditions about ancient scandinavia, in prose and verse. At
that time sagas of norwegian and danish kings began to be written down,
but we do not know to what extent saxo knew them.

A Brief Survey of Literary Sources for Norse and Teuto-
nic Mythology

We now turn to the mythology associated with pagan beliefs of the Ger-
manic peoples and scandinavians, beginning with a brief overview of
the primary sources of information to outline the value of Gesta Dano-
rum in this perspective. saxo Grammaticus makes it clear in his Preface
that he is an admirer of both roman and danish antiquity. in particular,
he mentions that earliest denmark’s literature appeared in inscriptions
scratched on stone using the runic alphabet and that the Ancient danes,
though unacquainted with the latin tongue, composed poems about
their great deeds.

12 ibid., Xlvii.

13 ibid., lXii‒lXviii.

14 ibid., XliX.



We face many difficulties in the attempt to interpret the main features
of scandinavian religion and norse myth. The written sources are com-
paratively late, fragmentary, confused and of uncertain reliability. The me-
dieval historians thought that the main purpose of history writing is moral
education. Pagan gods in these texts are therefore often subjected to de-
monization or historicization. There was considerable variety among the
religions of the different Germanic tribes, who had no universal faith or
church. Moreover, outside influences affected the heathen peoples: firstly,
from the pagan Mediterranean area, secondly, from the West, and thirdly,
from the Christian Church. We must avoid the error of supposing that the
myths which we know grew out of a fixed and permanent heathen faith
shared by the whole Germanic world.15

The literary sources for old norse mythology consist mainly of ice-
landic texts in either prose or verse. The written sources date roughly back
to the period from the end of the tenth to the thirteenth century when a
process of religious and cultural change was already going on. our knowl-
edge of ancient scandinavian religion is thus primarily based on sources
that have passed through the intermediary of medieval Christian culture.
in addition these written sources originate almost exclusively from iceland
and norway. There is also an imbalance in the transmission of relevant
texts.16 Although Christian writers may stress the less admirable features
of the pagan gods, and represent them as corrupt or flawed this is still a
part of the earliest surviving material.

However, a study of pre-Christian beliefs in northern europe also can-
not overlook a few texts in Greek and latin which mention pagan prac-
tices. scholarly discussion of related Germanic pagan beliefs and practices
can scarcely neglect the Germania of Tacitus, written in the final years of
the first century Ad. strabo reports of terrible rites practiced by the Celtic
tribe in close relation to the Germans – Cimbri. Caesar made some judi-
cious observations of Germans in Comentarii de bello Gallico. orosius,
writing in the fifth century also gives a vivid account of Cimbri’s actions
after they have won a great victory. As for early medieval records, Pro-
copius and Jordanes, both writing in the sixth century, give relevant de-
scriptions of worship given to the god of war. Few myths concerning the
earlier Germanic Wodan or the Woden of the Anglo-saxons have sur-
vived, but there is one related by Paul the deacon, in his eighth-century
Historia Langobardorum, probably taken from an earlier work, the Orbo
Gentis Langobardum, which also relates a story about a pair recognizable
as odin and Frigg.17 The lives of irish and Anglo-saxon missionaries who

15 davidson, Gods and Myths of Northern Europe, 14.

16 Hultgård, The Religion of the Vikings, 212.

17 davidson, Gods and Myths of Northern Europe, 52‒60.
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worked among Germanic tribes on the Continent also provide some in-
formation about pagan customs. Finally, we are able to expand our knowl-
edge of scandinavian pagan practices and ideas with Adam of Bremen’s
report on the temple and sacrificial rites to pagan gods at Uppsala in swe-
den in Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum (4. 26–30). on the
other hand, as classicists we must be aware that the powers of the main
deities in northern europe were not clearly defined, and that situation was
very different from that in the roman empire, where a sophisticated state
religion had been established for the highly literate ruling class with a
simple framework for the working populace. To look for a similar frame-
work among Germans and Celts might well lead us astray.18

As for scandinavian literary sources, there are references to lost tales
and occasional snatches of somewhat obscure narratives about the gods
in early icelandic skaldic verse of the pre-Christian period, and in eddic
poems which deal with mythological subjects. skaldic poetry is a term
usually applied to the works of named poets (skalds) during the viking
Age, often composed in praise of historical kings or other powerful per-
sons, and much of it preserved as quotations in icelandic prose works of
various kinds, including the sagas. The earliest skalds whose names we
know were ninth-century norwegians, but much of the extant skaldic po-
etry is by icelanders.19 eddic poetry refers to a corpus of icelandic verse,
some of it mythological in subject matter, that scholars call the Poetic
Edda. About 35 eddic poems survive, all of them in icelandic manuscripts,
the most important of which is the Codex Regius, written towards the end
of the thirteenth century and probably copied from a somewhat earlier ex-
emplar.20 The small vellum book of forty-five leaves contains both mytho-
logical and heroic poetry. The first unbroken series of mythological poems
in the Codex Regius gives an outline of the entire history of the universe
from its creation to its eventual destruction and rebirth and the activities
and adventures of the pagan gods and goddesses, as well as other types
of supernatural beings, especially giants. Although the eddic poems con-
tribute greatly to our knowledge of scandinavian pagan mythology, they
survive in manuscripts written long after the conversion of iceland, and
contain very little clear indication of their age and origins. some of them
show the influence of Christian mythology. nonetheless, it is believed
that they must contain earlier material, but there is no reliable procedure
for identifying features that have been added to pagan narrative during
either oral or written transmission.21 There also exist tales of gods and

18 davidson, The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe, 157. More about the viewpoint of medieval Christian scho-
lars and the dangers of assumption for those trained in classics in davidson's chapter “The interpreters”.

19 orton, Pagan Myth and Religion, 307.

20 ibid.



goddesses in prose literature, some clearly late, others likely to be based
on earlier sources. A number of myths has been collected and retold in
the Prose Edda of the icelander snorri sturluson (1179–1241) and in
many cases they come from poems still extant, so that we can compare
the two versions, but there are others whose sources are lost. The work
survives in a number of medieval manuscripts, the earliest dating from
the early part of the fourteenth century. snorri sturluson is also credited
by modern scholars (with varying degrees of confidence) with the com-
position of a number of the icelandic prose sagas, including Egils Saga
and the series of sagas about the early scandinavian kings known as Heim-
skringla.22

The Importance of gesta Danorum in Mythology and
Culture

Gesta Danorum is regarded as important for information on cultic prac-
tices and mythological traditions. Archbishop Absalon commissioned the
work to create a written monument to the achievements of the danes, and
one that would be a match for similar existing works about their neigh-
bours. The long series of successive danish kings (who the author claims
are genealogically related to each other) functions as the chronological
backbone running through the work. There is a particular focus on kings,
dynastic legitimacy and military valour, however, the importance of the
text lies also in description of a broader populace, such as women, and
often Gods are also present in the narrative. Grammaticus, a near contem-
porary of snorri, historicized and regarded the gods euphemeristically in
the first part of his Gesta Danorum. saxo, by his own admission, was de-
pendent on the people of iceland for a good deal of his legendary material,
and a number of his sources were almost certainly old norse poems that
he had learnt from icelanders and turned into latin. Gesta Danorum in-
corporates some tales of the norwegian or icelandic origin of which no
other testimony remains as well as those that can be found here in a purer,
elder form in comparison to icelandic sagas. saxo, however, was a Chris-
tian writer well grounded in the latest teaching of european universities
of the twelfth century, who cannot be wholly relied on to pass on an old
tale in the form in which he received it.23 We should also be warned that
minor latin works may have influenced his presentation of native legends.
For instance, his story of the golden statue of odin in the first book could

21 ibid., 308.

22 ibid.

23 davidson, The Lost Beliefs of Northern Europe, 65.
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well originate from his familiarity with the work of valerius Maximus,
who refers to men stealing gold from statues of the gods. At the same time
it is important to remember that such borrowings may have been
prompted in the first place by a resemblance already existing between the
native and the classical tradition.24

Moreover the mention of slavic oracles in the Baltic region and the
description of the temple at Arcona which is given by saxo Grammaticus
in Book Xiv of his History is also of interest for the study of slavic Pa-
ganism (Polabian slavs, G.D Xiv, 39, 3‒7). of shrines and temples
erected in the pre-Christian period in northwestern europe, we in fact
know very little. king valdemar i’s campaigns in the slav regions on the
south coast of the Baltic began as retaliation for pirate attacks in denmark,
but with the danish conquest of rügen in 1168 and its final Christianiza-
tion the danes became a more permanent presence in the region. Gram-
maticus got the account from his danish informants, who were present at
the destruction of the temple at Arcona in 1186. saxo Grammaticus’ ac-
count concerns a ritual of divination connected to the rugian cult of a
deity. it has been found that the nature of this account is authenticated by
William of Malmesbury in his Gesta Regum Anglorum.25

Gesta Danorum is also relevant for research on women in old norse
literature, the social position of women in scandinavia and about the de-
gree to which their representation in literary works might have been af-
fected by the Christian context of textualization. in certain circumstances
in old norse literature a woman could assume the social powers of a man,
and be praised for her vigour and assertiveness. There is a strong case for
saxo's familiarity with the medieval traditions of amazons and viragines
and his echoing of those traditions in the representation of his own shield
maidens. Many mentions of such women can be found in Gesta Danorum,
for example one of saxo's several shield maidens is lathgertha, whom
ragnar lothbrok encounters on his visit to norway (iX, 4.2).

Influence of the gesta Danorum

With the introduction of Christianity, latin became the predominant lit-
erary language and denmark’s first great contribution to world litera-
ture—the Gesta Danorum of saxo Grammaticus—was written. during
the Middle Ages the Gesta danorum probably never reached the interna-
tional readers for whom it was intended. in denmark a number of later

24 ibid., 157.

25 słupecki and Zaroff, William of Malmesbury on Pagan Slavic Oracles: New Sources for Slavic Paganism
and Its Two Interpretations, 9‒20.



medieval historical writings show clear traces of influence from saxo, es-
pecially vetus chronica sialandie from c.1300 and Compendium saxonis
from c.1345.26

Gesta Danorum presented much material not found in other historical
texts and therefore the work was widely copied and read, but has become
hopelessly old-fashioned, since its language and style were inspired by
the classical roman literature. When humanist ideals of the latin lan-
guage written according to classical standards reached northern europe,
saxo's text became relevant again. Christiern Pedersen's editio princeps
was published in Paris in 1514 and even erasmus of rotterdam admired
it and gave it a positive mention in his dialogue Ciceronianus of 1528.
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Topoi of the Roman Love Elegy in Branko
Radicevic's poetry

scholars consider Branko radicevic to be the founder of modern serbian
lyric poetry. The formal classification of his work has often been the subject
of discussion and has caused many disagreements among the connoisseurs
whether it belongs to realism or romanticism and does it fall closer to the
european artistic movement or rather to serbian folk songs. Finally, among
all the scholars' doubts, the question arises: is radicevic's poetry a part of
the new literature's revolutionary movement, or is it rather the product of the
old literature which has been influenced by classicism. This particular ques-
tion will be the subject of the research paper. Following the statement ac-
cording to which radicevic uses the language of common folk, but artistic
themes and motifs, in order to achieve poetry’s universality — which is also
the aim of the whole european romantic movement — we will highlight the
elements of classical literature in radicevic's poetry which, intentionally or
not, exist as they are an inseparable part of and formulate the universality of
his poetry. We will analyze radicevic's poetry from the romanticism’s stand-
point, and since this artistic movement depicts reality through reflections on
the poet's personal experience, it would be easy to make a parallel between
it and the roman love elegy. in selected radicevic's poems (Beloved (Draga),
Sadness and Warning (Tuga i opomena), Two Stones (Dva kamena), Drowned
girl (Utopljenica)) we will find and analyze characteristic topoi of roman
elegy – fidelity, journey, death – and examine their importance for under-
standing and more precise classification of his poetry.

Keywords: roman love elegy, Branko radicevic, fidelity, journey, death

1.Topos of journey and fidelity

romanticism is a type of literary movement characterized by its emphasis
on poet’s emotional experience of reality and by poet’s own reflection on
it. According to many scholars, romantic writers have turned away from
mimesis of reality, based on its true and real facts, and they have found a
new way of poetic expression through personal views and feelings (Prole,
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2013: 20). it would be a simple task to notice the same intention in both
poetry – romanticism and latin love elegy: the world and people tend to
be represented in a subjective manner. This obvious characteristic enables
us to make a parallel between the two mentioned literary genres despite
their remoteness in time. one of the most prominent motifs in latin elegy
is doubtlessly the problem of lover’s fidelity,1 since it represents the main
annoyance for every roman elegiast. For example, the complete collec-
tion of Propertius’ poetry has been made by mosaics of poet’s suspicion
and doubts about partner’s fidelity. However, that particular question of
(in)fidelity actually makes Propertius’ poetry dynamic and vivid. radice-
vic, as well, very successfully exploits poetic potential produced by basic
difference between male and female principles,2 in whose encounter and
eventual union a love poem always arises. in radicevic’s poem Beloved
(Draga) we are going to illustrate topos of fidelity and poet’s suspicion
thrown upon it: „oh, lass, they can take you away, / […] / Bonny lasses
are a-plenty,/ But like you there are none, / My heart is yours, / […] / Be
as faithful as i am to you.“3

We see in both radicevic’s and Propertius’ poetry in the same way
formed background for fidelity topos and for a reflection of its powerful
conflict between two mentioned principles, often shown in context of
lovers’ separation — departure from rome always disrupts love. Prole
(2013: 41) has described and explained concept of difference between
gender principles, in the following way: “male lover has been obsessed
with a strangeness and a distance, while his lady strongly believes in
everything domestic she is familiar with.” We see this in Propertius (1.6.):

“i’m not afraid to discover the Adriatic with you, Tullus, or set my sail, now, on the
briny Aegean: i could climb scythian heights, or go beyond the palace of ethiopian
Memnon. But, clinging there, my girl’s words always hinder me, her altering colour:
her painful prayers. […] What use is it for me to discover wise Athens, or see the an-
cient treasures of Asia, only for Cynthia to cry out against me when the ship’s
launched, and score her face with passionate hands, and declare she owes kisses to
the opposing winds, that nothing is worse than a faithless lover?”4

1 see Prop. 2.6.

2 Janan, 2012, 375 etc.

3 o mome, mogu mi t’ oteti, / […] / krasni’ moma ima dosta, / ko ti nigde i nikada, / kod tebe mi srce osta,
/ […] / verna budi kano ja (radičevic, 1999: 28). All radicevic’s poems cited in this paper are given in author’s
english translation.

4 non ego nunc Hadriae vereor mare noscere tecum, / Tulle, neque Aegaeo ducere vela salo, / cum quo rhi-
paeos possim conscendere montes / ulteriusque domos vadere Memnonias; / sed me complexae remorantur
verba puellae, / mutatoque graves saepe colore preces. / […] / an mihi sit tanti doctas cognoscere Athenas /
atque Asiae veteres cernere divitias, / ut mihi deducta faciat convicia puppi / Cynthia et insanis ora notet ma-
nibus, / osculaque opposito dicat sibi debita vento, / et nihil infido durius esse viro? (1–6;13–18). Translated
by A. s. kline.
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Poet has decided to choose a new kind of life, and not to be a part of
the accepted social order, in which the main male role was to be a soldier.
That’s the reason why Propertius decides to “live a love”. it’s not surpris-
ing to discover that similar concept, although with a slight differences, is
also found in romanticism, whereas the one of the main characteristics of
the romantic movement is that “a journey and strangeness are privileged
space foreseen for achieving a romantic freedom” (Prole, 2013: 39).

in the poetry of romanticism next to the urge to travel a long-distance
stand nostalgia and homesickness. Although separations from places are
in radicevic much emotionally harder than separations from persons, the
second ones participate in forming the autopoetic elements of his poetry.
They are certainly not of a lower intensity if we compare them with sep-
arations found in Propertius’ verses, which are sometimes transformed
into escape from unrequited love: “i’m compelled to set out on the long
route to learned Athens, so the journey’s distance might free me of love’s
burden.”5

The high amplitudes of radicevic’s emotional intensity caused by sep-
arations, but also its calm frequency, are meticulously expressed in Sad-
ness and Warning (Tuga i opomena):

“When you are with me my darling heart, / The whole wide world is mine / but when
your visage, darling, is away / the sky spreads the star wreaths all in vain / the green
woods offer their bounty in vain / Zephyr whispers its light flight in vain / The varied
flowers bloom then all in vain / for then all for me is in vain. / [...] / i must venture
into a far away land / and leave the beloved home land behind me / the forests, val-
leys, even the high hills / where my youth bloomed in May / and leave behind all the
hearts content / the precious heaven of my life / to leave behind the faithful, starry
eye / it deeply pained me to do so. / inside i thought, „it had to be“/ and went in
search of my darling heart. / i could not hide all this from her. / „Before the morning’s
face is shown today“ / „i have to leave you“, said i to her; / but do not trouble your
heart too soon, / for, i hope, not too many days will pass / and your darling will be
here with you again. / My soul too, was in pain, / And my heart was heavy with each
beat / And gazing at her, i cried as well, / whatever i uttered, my tongue was tied. /
And still, whatever i may feel, / and though my heart may well break in two, / i had
to leave her behind, / i had to go forth in search of my goal.”6

5 Magnum iter ad doctas proficisci cogor Athenas, / ut me longa gravi solvat amore via (Prop. 3.21.1–2).

6 “kod mene kad si milo zlato moje, / Golemi tade vas imadem svet, / daleko kad je, dragi, lice tvoje / zaludu
nebo širi zvezda splet / krasote zalud lisna gora svoje / Zefira zalud šapće laki let / uzalud cveta onda cveće
razno, / kad onda sve je, sve je meni prazno. / […] / Ja moram ići u daljnu pokrajinu / i ostaviti mili zavičaj /
doline, gaje, brda još visinu / di zače živit mog života maj / i ostaviti srca svu milinu / života moga dragoceni
raj / ah ostaviti sjajno verno oko, / a to je mene tištalo duboko. / U meni mišlja “tako mora biti”, / i ode te
potraži drago moje. / od nje ja ovo nisam mogo kriti. / “pre neg što jutro lice ukaže svoje, / Ja”, reče, ”moram
tebe ostaviti; / al zato ne pečali srce tvoje, / jer neće, velja, sila dana proći / i dragi će ti, zlato, opet doći. / i
meni duši nije bilo lako, / A srce moje teško meni kuca / Ja gledeć u nju, sam sam s njome plako, / što god
sam reko jezik meni muca. / A opet zato, bilo makar kako, / Mada mi srce tužno kako puca, / Ja zbogom njojzi
morao sam reći, / na moje delo morao sam teći.”



But in Propertius, despite a great similarity in the use of fidelity topos,
we still recognize a trace of originality and difference manifested in gender
reversals inherent in roman love elegy: “mutat via longa puellas”7 (Prop.
1.12.11). Therefore, the woman has the role of odysseus,8 she is a traveller
who goes on long-distance journeys. A strong fear could be seen in roman
elegist when his lady’s departure and her potential infidelity comes to be
considered:

“Are you mad, then, that my worries do not stop you? Am i less to you than chilly
illyria? does he seem so great to you, whoever he is, that you’ll go anywhere the
wind takes your sails without me? […]‘say in what harbour my girl is confined?’
crying ‘Though she lives on Thessaly’s shore, or beyond the scythian, yet she’ll be
mine.’ […] she’s here! she stays, she promised! discontent, vanish, i’ve won: she
could not endure my endless entreaties. let eager envy relinquish illusory joy. My
Cynthia’s ceased to travel strange roads. i’m dear to her, and she says rome’s best
because of me, rejecting a kingdom without me.” (Prop. 1.8.1–4;24–30)9

nonetheless, (in)fidelity topos doesn’t exclusively refer to a lady, but
it can be also related to the poet himself. in the previously mentioned
poem, 1.6, the topos of infidelity has been once again included in a fol-
lowing verse: “[Cynthia…dicat sibi…] et nihil infido durius esse viro?”
(v. 18). infidelity seems to be characteristically attributed to a man, to
Propertius himself. Although nothing similar we can find in radicevic’s
Sadness and Warning, the topos can be recognized in radicevic’s poem
Two Stones. With that poem we have been introduced to a new theme, also
well-known in classical literature – lovers’ tragical ending. Besides ovid-
ian sensibility and topics which dominate throughout the verses, the poem
reveals one of the best-known motifs from ovid’s poetry – metamorpho-
sis. in the beginning of the poem, the male lover goes far away and leaves
his darling – “White storks have flown away, / And took my darling with
them, / oh, far, too far away!”10 – but the climax of the story is when the
lady ends up transformed into a stone. radicevic doesn’t just intend to tell
his reader an ordinary and typical love story, but deepens its complex
theme by inserting a self-aware poetic figure, idea of regretfulness and
self-accusation. The male lover is aware of his guilt over his faithful lady’s

7 distant journey alters girl.

8 The work of elegists provides fascinating examples of gender reversal. When they use mythological exampla,
the man always gets a role of heroine. Therefore the main concept of the love relationship in this poetry is that
the man is servus (slave) and the woman is domina (mistress).

9 Tune igitur demens, nec te mea cura moratur? / an tibi sum gelida vilior illyria? / et tibi iam tanti, quicumquest,
iste videtur, / ut sine me vento quolibet ire velis? […] / 'dicite, quo portu clausa puella meast?', / et dicam 'licet
Artaciis considat in oris, / et licet Hylaeis, illa futura meast.' / Hic erit! hic iurata manet! rumpantur iniqui! /
vicimus: assiduas non tulit illa preces. / falsa licet cupidus deponat gaudia livor: / destitit ire novas Cynthia
nostra vias. see also Prop 1.11 and 1.15.

10 Bele rode odletele, / sobom drago njoj odnele, / oh, daleko, predaleko!
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transformation into a stone. radicevic, using this kind of idea inside his
poetic text, has tried to question “certain segments of humanity which
shouldn’t be repeated”.11 Finally, radicevic has finished story with an eti-
ological point, like many classical authors before him, including ovid:
„Yon two stones still stand together, brother; Yon spring still breaks from
the stone and has not run dry; When it runs dry, there will be no more un-
faithfulness.“12

now let’s take a look at another Propertius’ poem, in which, besides a
prominent topos of fidelity, we are faced with a similar connection be-
tween (in)fidelity and symbol of a stone: “no woman will leave a trace
in my bed: i’ll be alone, since i can’t be yours. And i wish, if perhaps i’ve
lead a pious life, for that man, in the midst of love, to turn to stone!”13 Al-
though Propertius uses the idea of metamorphosis associated to a curse,
because lapis is a stone thought to have divine or magical properties, the
implication here is that the speaker pictures the other man not only being
unable to satisfy the puella, but also turning into a lifeless statue (Greene,
2005: 235). All considered motifs could be named “infidelity – reason for
dying”, but there are also many others marking the idea of “fidelity until
death”. The second group of the motifs will be observed in the following
lines. Considering the motif of “fidelity until death” in classical literature,
we can’t skip so easily Propertius’ poems. in Propertius’ poetry topos of
lovers’ fidelity is the most dominant poetic motif. He claimed himself to
be a faithfull lover: „no wife or mistress will ever seduce me: you’ll al-
ways be my mistress, and my wife”;14 „But it is impossible for me ever to
love another, or part from her. Cynthia was love’s beginning: Cynthia will
be its end.”15 The same motif could be seen in radicevic: „You are mine
from before, / now and forever.“16 Both poets recognize love as the spring
of all life’s excitements and happiness.17 Propertius has even claimed that
he could touch the stars and the sky with his feet, just as a result of being
in love. Then he concludes: „You’re my only home, my only parents, Cyn-
thia: you, every moment of my happiness. if i am joyful or sad with the
friends i meet, however i feel, i say: ‘Cynthia is the reason.”18

11 That actually means to create following Plato’s idea referring to turning away from mimesis.

12 Jošte stoje zagrljena / Tamo, brate, dva kamena; / Još iz kama voda bije, / Još usala nikad nije; / Al kad
voda ta usane, / nevere će da nestane. (Радичевић, 1999: 227).

13 nec domina ulla meo ponet vestigia lecto: / solus ero, quoniam non licet esse tuum. / atque utinam, si forte
pios eduximus annos, / ille vir in medio fiat amore lapis (Prop. 2.9.45–48).

14 nos uxor numquam, numquam seducet amica: / simper amica mihi, simper et uxor eris (Prop. 2.6.41–42).
Confer with radicevic’s Darling.

15 Cynthia prima fuit, Cynthia finis erit (Prop. 1.12.20).

16 Ti si moja odnekada, / Moja sada, pa svakada.

17 it could be concluded that if our loved person dies, we are losing our existential conditio sine qua non. For
exemple, in radicevic's poem Griefs a young man dies, after having been wounded in battle, and his last words
are: „i don’t mind to die if i’m yours.“ she dies immediately after him.
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radicevic as well refers to the loved person as unique and necessary
part of enjoyment in his, already cited, well-known poem Sadness and
Warning: „When you are with me my darling heart, / The whole wide
world is mine, / but when your visage, darling, is away, / the sky spreads
the star wreaths all in vain/ the green woods offer their bounty in vain /
Zephyr whispers its light flight in vain / The varied flowers bloom then
all in vain / for then all for me is in vain.” The preceding verses illustrate
that to the romantic poet, in the case of separations, even nature doesn’t
seem to comfort him (“for then all for me is in vain”). The poetry of ro-
mantic period contains the idea of nature as a tool for acquiring meaning-
ful insight into the human condition. it was often a source of respite, both
for body and for soul. Therefore, radicevic’s poetic idea and expression
are stronger – he warns us that if we lose our loved person, we are also
losing tranquil joy and eternal happiness. it isn’t surprising that also in
roman love elegy description of nature could be found, if we take in con-
sideration elegy’s connection with pastoral poetry and its common topics:
love, seduction, nature, the purity of idealized country life, and in the end,
pathetic fallacy. The last mentioned is dominant and vivid in Propertius
poem 1.18:

“Truly this is a silent, lonely place for grieving, and the breath of the West Wind owns
the empty wood. Here i could speak my secret sorrows freely, if only these solitary
cliffs could be trusted. […] i am used to suffering your tyrannous orders with diffi-
dence, without moaning about it in noisy complaint. For this i win sacred springs,
cold rocks, and rough sleep by a wilderness track: and whatever my complaint can
tell of must be uttered alone to melodious birds. Yet whatever you may be, let the
woods echo ‘Cynthia’ to me, and let not the wild cliffs be free of your name.”19

idea of grieving nature, named pathetic fallacy, asserted in this poem,
derives in the first place from virgil’s Tenth Eclogue, where we see Gallus
who decided to go alone in the woods and to endure in solitude the suf-
fering caused by unrequited love. of course, virgil also had a model for
this literary image – Hellenistic poetry and Calymachus.20 Propertius 1.18,
however, expresses poet's prerogative – a bid for originality (kenney,

18 Tu mihi sola domus, tu, Cynthia, sola parentes, / omnia tu nostrae tempora laetitiae. / seu tristis veniam seu
contra laetus amicis, / quicquid ero, dicam ‘Cynthia causa fuit’ (Prop. 1.11.23–26).

19 Haec certe deserta loca et taciturna querenti, / et vacuum Zephyri possidet aura nemus. / hic licet occultos
proferre impune dolores, / si modo sola queant saxa tenere fidem. (1–4) […] omnia consuevi timidus perferre
superbae / iussa neque arguto facta dolore queri. / pro quo continui montes et frigida rupes / et datur inculto
tramite dura quies; / et quodcumque meae possunt narrare querelae, / cogor ad argutas dicere solus aves. / sed
qualiscumque's, resonent mihi 'Cynthia' silvae, / nec deserta tuo nomine saxa vacent. (25–32.)

20 in Calimachus (Aristaenetus, 1.10) Accontius appeals to the trees. “do you feel this passion? does the cy-
press feel love for the pine? no, i do not believe it; for in that case you would not simply shed your leaves in
your grief, but the sickness of love would burn you right down to trunk and roots.” virgil develops the idea of
alienation even further. in his poem Corydon seems to stand outside the nature: as he sings, time for him stands
still.
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1999: 48), because he transforms lover’s soliloquy into “a speech for the
defence”. But, as in virgil, in Propertius also, and in radicevic finally,
the prominent aim is the sense of a lover’s isolation: “Haec certe deserta
loca et taciturna querenti, / et vacuum Zephyri possidet aura nemus”
(Prop. 1.18.1–2); “ibi haec incondita solus / montibus et silvis studio
iactabat inani” (verg. ecl. 2.4–5)“; “[…] then all in vain / for then all for
me is in vain” (radicevic 1999: 239).

2. Topos of death

Parallel reading of these two poetries poses the readers a question: “What
happens when death comes?” it forces us to mention Highet’s explanation
of romantic escape into Graeco-roman world as a poetic medium used
in poetry of romanticism:

„For the Greeks death was as natural a process as birth: mournful, no doubt, but not
to be resisted, not to be hated and vainly shunned. its symbols were not the crowned
skeleton, the corpse crawling with maggots, the dust-covered chapfallen skull, but
the quiet urn, the marble relief on which the dead and the living clasp hands with an
affection too deep and tranquil for any display of lamentation (Highet, 1985: 365).“

in the same manner as the Greeks, romans were expressing without
fear and reserve the thought of death and mortality. it is well illustrated
in Propertius 2.13:

“Then when the fire beneath turns me to ashes let the little jar receive my shade, and
over my poor tomb add a laurel, to cast shadow on the place where my flame died,
and let there be this solitary couplet: He WHo lies Here, noW, BUT CoArse
dUsT, onCe served one love, And one Alone. so the fame of my tomb
will be no less than that of the grave of blood, of Achilles the hero. And when you
too approach your end, remember: come, grey-haired, this way, to the stones of mem-
ory. For the rest, beware of being unkind to my tomb: earth is aware and never wholly
ignorant of truth.”21

Hence, poet has no fear at all about what is going to happen, or about
uncertain future. romantic poet’s sensibility and spiritual reaction to
processes found in nature are actually the key concept derived from clas-
sical tradition. That explains why radicevic’s consideration about all kind
of loss is reflected in his own sense for nature and in his inclination for

21 et sit in exiguo laurus super addita busto, / quae tegat exstincti funeris umbra locum, / et duo sint versus:
Qvi nvnC iACeT HorridA Pvlvis, / vnivs HiC QvondAM servvs AMoris erAT. / nec minus
haec nostri notescet fama sepulcri, / quam fuerant Pthii busta cruenta viri. / tu quoque si quando venies ad
fata, memento, / hoc iter ad lapides cana veni memores (v. 17–26).
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observing it. death and an overall ending are always on radicevic’s mind,
despite of his intensive desire for life. This kind of poet’s inner discord
can fortunately be tranquilized by looking at domestic landscapes, which
was described by isidora sekulic: „The eyes are never forced to strain by
looking at this landscape. it fills them with a calmness. it doesn’t disturb
a man’s spirit, and doesn’t force one to ’put up with a world’s orders‘”
(Илић, 1986: 49). one of radicevic’s poetic realizations of a vital tran-
quility found in native place, similar to the one described with sekulic’s
words, in the poem School departure reads as follows: „oh, day, you are
so bright! / if only i could stay to see you still, / But if i have to leave to
die now, / let these hills not see you any more.“22 Poet has obviously been
defeated by the fact that it isn’t possible for humans to touch any part of
eternity. However, he never gives up, and with attempts to get over the
fact just stated, he actually builds a whole poetic world of values which is
„intimate, reduced to everything which has something in common with a
wish, pleasure, delight, desire and with a life by itself“ (Иванић, 1999:
Xiii).

newly built poetic world leads right to the concept exemplified by fa-
mous quote from the Antiquity: “carpe diem”. What defines this world
could be also described as an eruption of eroticism (Gvozden, 2013: 61).
is scholar Gvozden correct when he in his study interprets the motif of
death in radicevic’s poetry as a consequence of losing love? or maybe,
on the other hand, death is the cause of the loss? Both could be the answer.
First will be observed the other of these two probabilities.

death is a natural unavoidable process and the chance for humans to
go beyond it unfortunately doesn’t exist. radicevic confirms our assertion:
„What cold grave seizes once, / Will never be released again.“23 in the An-
tiquity we are facing the same opinion (although later we are going to see
a bit of distinction between radicevic’s opinion and the one prevalent in
the Antiquity), therefore poets are inclined toward enjoyment of eroticism.
They are pointing their readers to the new call for a full sensual enjoyment,
and opening the door for the sweet sensuality. The first to open it was poet
Catullus, whose motif of kisses counting has influenced poetry of many
others, including radicevic: „if something here was wrong on my behalf,
/ i want to right my wrong this way: / For, all the kisses i gifted him with
/ Will be returned to you in measure, / All the pressures i pressured him
with / Will not be denied you either, / And i will add a great multitude, /
so as to repay what i owe to you.“24 Within the topos of death it can be
22 Ao, danče, ala si mi beo! / Još bi dugo gledati te teo, / Al kad mi se veće smrći mora, / nek se smrkne izmeđ
ovih gora. (Радичевић, 1999: 65.)

23 što grob ladni jednom svati, / nazad više on ne prati. (Радичевић, 1999: 43).

24 i ako sam ja e(v)o ovde štogod kriva, / krivicu moju oću da ti platim: / sve poljupce što njemu ja dariva /
ja oću tebi redom da ih vratim / sve pretiskaje s čim ga pretiskava / i te ti neću, zlato, da zakratim, / Još dodaću
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recognize more similar motifs in our two poets: Propertius compares
human life with petals which have fallen off its flower,25 and radicevic,
similarly, parallels human life with autumn trees and its yellow leaves
(Sadness and Warning, If I die Young). Behind this comparison stands a
long tradition which we mustn’t lose from our sight, because it gives a
special kind of beauty and essence to the poems — Homerus as well as
Mimnermus have already made the same resemblance.26 Because of the
fact that human life isn’t long-lasting, poets realize that to love someone
arduously means to love vigorously a life.

now, we’ll move on to another plausible thesis previously mentioned,
which implies that a death is nothing else but the lack of love. We’ll pre-
sumptively consider it correct if we once again turn upon Propertius’
verses: “A great love crosses the shores of death. […] so, while we can,
let there be joy between lovers: no length of time’s enough for lasting
love” (Prop. 1.19.12; 25–26);27 “While the fates allow, we’ll sate our eyes
with love: the long night comes, the day does not return. And i wish you’d
bind us like this, clinging together, in chains that no day might ever un-
loose! let doves coupled together in love prove your image: male and fe-
male wholly joined. He’s wrong who looks for an end to love’s madness:
true love has no knowledge of limits” (Prop. 2.15.23–30.).28 death, ac-
cordingly, doesn't have sufficient capacity to separate the two lovers and
thus lovers are the only beings on the earth who could touch a small part
of immortality. And what form does immortality take in radicevic's po-
etry? At the end of the poem as a poetic device for romantic world outlook,
the poet gives his vision of imperishableness:

„Here, brothers, is a song without an end, / Here, brothers, are a few sighs, / Here,
brothers, are some humble flowers, / To weave a wreath for you, / But i have not
found any by the spring, / And so my life ends there. / The sun sets and rises again,
/ Brightness of day follows the night, / Mayhap my sun will rise again, / Mayhap my
dawn will come again, / The sun will rise to announce the day, / new flowers will
bloom at the spring, / so i can finish the wreath i have started, / so i can sing this
blessed song to the end, / in my lifetime.”29 Wreath weaving is obviosly a metaphor

ti veliku mložinu, / da tako skinem s mene svu krivinu.

25 ac veluti folia arentis liquere corollas, / quae passim calathis strata natare vides, / sic nobis, qui nunc ma-
gnum spiramus amantes, / forsitan includet crastina fata dies (2.15.51–54).

26 Hom. Il. 6. 146–149; Mimn. Fr. 2. 1–5 (West).

27 traicit et fati litora magnus amor / […] / quare, dum licet, inter nos laetemur amantes: / non satis est ullo
tempore longus amor.

28 dum nos fata sinunt, oculos satiemus amore: / nox tibi longa venit, nec reditura dies. / atque utinam haerentis
sic nos vincire catena / velles, ut numquam solveret ulla dies! / exemplo iunctae tibi sint in amore columbae,
/ masculus et totum femina coniugium. / errat, qui finem vesani quaerit amoris: / verus amor nullum novit ha-
bere modum.

29 eto, braćo, pesme bez svršetka, / eto, braćo, dva-tri uzdisaja, / eto, braćo, do dva, do tri cvetka, / Tedo
vama da opletem venca, / Al' ne nađo više kraj studenca, / kraj studenca za života svoga. / sunce seda, pa se
opet diže, / Posle noći beli danak stiže, / šat i mene moje sunce dođe, / šat i mene danak ne mimođe, / doće
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for the poetry itself and its making. But, what is interesting here, is the idea of an
„endless song“.

nikola strajnic splendidly explains that idea:

„Weaving a floral wreath is the same process as making a verbal poetic wreath. The
difference is just in a fact that the first one is always done by a man, and the second
one by a god’s intervention. More precisely, the god endows man with the art and
ability for weaving,30 which means that a god with his mighty spirit impresses in a
man’s spirit his own language [...]”31 (Страјнић, 2013: 97).

Therefore, whenever a poet is in the full capacity of his creative
process, behind which the poem remains, he is somehow outside himself,
he approaches the transcendence, and creates something which cannot be
of profane nature. it’s definitely something bigger, something pervaded
by immortal will of gods. so, poetry never can be subject to decay. As
long as radicevic loves his life dearly, he also sings, similarly to Proper-
tius, who never definitely gives up of his Cynthia. in radicevic’s case,
strajnic concludes that “to sing and to exist in a poem means to sing and
to exist in a world”.

The motif of wreath weaving and its classical origin is fully explained
in Pilipovic’s amazing study Towards Beauty. she connects the beaty cre-
ated in nature with the one produced artificially by human artistry in a
sapphic poetic image of woman with a floral wreath. she considers sap-
pho’s idea unique because this motif, even though it can be traced in po-
etry of Alcman, Archylochus, Alcaeus and Anacreon, up till sappho had
always been connected to ritual and symposium. As an interesting place
Pilipovic asserts Hesiod’s Works and Days and image of Pandora with a
floral corona, where she recognizes intersection of natural and cultural
sphere — Pandora is also created by god’s artistry, but still her figure is
adorned with artificial ornament, wreath. Finally, Pilipovic comes to the
conclusion, which we would like to point out: “not just the flowers but
the flower wreath also, bear a metapoetic semantics: the arche-weaving
that creates a wreath also shows itself as the arche-beginning of all weav-
ing and interweaving of the sounds, voices, syllables, and words in a
poem.” Before it entered latin elegy, the idea of weaving, litteral and
metaphorical, had already been produced in virgil’s Eclogues. For exam-
ple, in Tenth Eclogue, when Gallus finished his song with a verse: “love
conquers all: and let us give way to love”, virgil continues his own poem

danak, sunce će se dići, / na studencu još će cveća nići, / da dopletem venac započeti, / da dopevam pojak
ovaj sveti, / Braćo mila, za života svoga.

30 Theory of divine origin of the inspiration is based on Plato’s Ion.

31 As a language of gods strajnic designates a hyponoetic language meaning and the deepest sense of the
words.
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and says: “divine Muses, it will be enough for your poet to have sung /
these verses, while he sits and weaves a basket of slender hibiscus”32

(verg. Ecl. 10. 73–74). so, one more time we see, both in classical liter-
ature and in radicevic’s poetic work, the idea of love right next to the
idea of poetry making.

All three topos discussed, in our opinion, could be considered marks
of universality successfully achieved in radicevic’s poetry. He has drawn
on literary expressions and motifs present in previous poetry, classical
particularly, and has showed that, although he uses new and unusual poetic
devices, such as the common language for example, his poetry is saturated
with old poetic ideas belonging to classicism. romantic poets, and
radicevic among them, place a great importance on beauty and all its
manifestations through nature and love, which results in their turning to-
wards the Antiquity, Greeks and romans in the first place. These two so-
cieties considered beauty the only truth, and the truth for them was the
eternal reality. To preserve that reality, those cultures have used the power
of imagination and have created the arts, and, using the arts, they have
preserved the whole humanity and civilization. Therefore, we have reason
to believe that radicevic might have been very gratefull to classical poets,
in the same way as today we should be gratefull both to them and to
radicevic.
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Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία: An Intertextual
Approach

This paper seeks to present the intertextual aspects of the dialogue Μένιππος
ἤ νεκυομαντεία,1 by lucian of samosata. Considering the complexity of the
term intertextual, we will not aim to explain its origin or interpretations, but
to emphasise the importance of allusion as an element of intertextuality in a
literary piece.The basis of this paper will be the opposition between stances
on allusion as an intertextual and as an extratextual component of a work.
The dialogue Μένιππος ἤ νεκυομαντεία will be analysed in order to demon-
strate the significance allusion can have in a literary text. This dialogue dis-
tinctly illustrates the significance of earlier art, philosophy and history for
literature, thus making an appropriate ground for such a discussion. Aside
from the allusion, this paper encompasses numerous quotations, found in lu-
cian's dialogue, considering their great value for the intertextual features of
ancient literature.Moreover, a short overview of the dialogue's summary will
be included, in order to aid the intertextual analysis and illustrate the influence
of literary paragons on this work, with emphasis on Homer and the tragedio-
graphers, especially euripides, as well as the depiction of the underworld and
the deceased. Most aspects of intertextuality within Μένιππος ἤ νεκυομαντεία
can be clarified with the help of the text itself, with regard for individual fea-
tures of the chosen examples.

Keywords: κατάβασις, summum bonum, intertextuality, allusion, quotation,
Homer, euripides.

Lucian and the intertextuality of allusion

When considering the intertextuality of a certain literary piece, we often
observe that the frequent and common use of that term impedes its ap-
propriate understanding. Bearing that in mind, and in order to choose a
suitable textual approach, we must specify which aspect of intertextuality
is the object of our interest.2

1 Menippus or The Descent Into Hades.

2 Bauks 2003, 28.



Considering that our subject is a work of an ancient author, we should
adapt our approach to its contents and the common features of ancient
texts. We must not overlook that, in antiquity, we sometimes examine a
work of an unknown author, or one that is a result of a few centuries old
tradition. in such circumstances, we can find it extremely difficult to speak
with certainty of a single author, an original version of the work, or its lit-
erary predecessors. Moreover, ancient literature often differs from the con-
temporary in its original purpose. For example, ancient texts are often
written as a part of a religious practice, or bear didactic intentions.3

Thankfully, it is well known that lucian is the author of the dialogue
Μένιππος ἤ νεκυομαντεία, and his sources and predecessors are mostly
recognizable, which greatly helps when it comes to observing and
analysing the intertextual features of this work. Paraphrases, allusions and
quotations are most frequently considered to be the components of a
work's intertextuality, both in ancient and contemporary texts.4 Many
scholars, however, argue that this cannot be the only intertextual elements
of a work, but their opinions vary when it comes to the questions to what
degree each of these components affects the work's intertextual aspect,
and whether they surpass the intertextuality, thus becoming solely extra-
textual.

Bearing that in mind, we should consider the role of allusion in inter-
and extratextual aspects of a work. if we seek to differentiate allusion from
intertextuality, we must assume the following: intertextuality is constituted
only by those components of the work which have an active role within
the text itself, such as the elements which develop and deepen the plot,
change its meaning, connect different parts of the text, et cetera.5 in that
sense, we should see allusion as an extratextual act of the author, who uses
it to achieve goals not concerning the text— to honour a certain individual,
reprimand his opponent, recent events or other literary works. if we do
accept this point of view, we admit that allusion belongs entirely to the
extratextual sphere of a work.6

However, lucian's Μένιππος will undoubtedly demonstrate that this
cannot be the case. We can easily find an allusion referring to an extra-
textual element there. nevertheless, the allusion remains intertextual. Fur-
thermore, it is not possible to isolate a single part of a work which
wouldnot have its own irreplaceable function within the very text. There-
fore, we cansee that allusion, too, cannot possibly represent a solely ex-
tratextual element. if we want to argue that intertextuality is broader than

3 Ibid. 29–30.

4 Fowler 1997, 13.

5 Ibid. 18.

6 Ibid. 15.
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literature itself, and that it can be understood as the permeation of previous
culture and philosophical thought within the work, we still cannot deny
that intertextual elements of this sort are, in fact, an essential part of the
text. every allusion is a meeting point between different texts7 and, at the
same time, a dialogue between several instances (e.g. between the reader,
the text as an entity, the author,8 the other works the text in question is
connected to…).9

When speaking of the plot of Μένιππος, we must notice that the plot
itself is an allusion, primarily to Homer's Odyssey. namely, the hero trav-
els to the underworld, in order to obtain advice from Tiresias. This is
enough for us to accept that this allusion, pervading the whole dialogue,
is in fact an integral part of the plot, which undeniably makes it a vital el-
ement of the text.

during the intertextual analysis of any text, we often try to specify
which earlier text the author bears in mind. However, there might be no
answer, as some expressions or scenes can be the result of the author's
knowledge of earlier literature and the influence it has on his vocabulary
and expression, used without any intention to quote a specific literary
piece. The question is whether this kind of places within the texts are a
part of its intertextual features or not.10

Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία: the plot summary

Before we focus on the main intertextual points of this work, we should
briefly outline it's summary. The main subjects are, as we will surely see,
the moral and philosophical criticism, invective against the rich, and the
thought of brevity of human life.

Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία is a dialogue led by Menippus and his friend.
As we find out in the very beginning, Menippus has recently returned
after a long absence, wearing a felt cap and a lion's skin and carrying a
lyre. soon, he explains how he went to the underworld, looking for advice
from the famous Tiresias. The reason for this venture was that, having
read Homer and Hesiod, Menippus realised gods have done many deeds,
some of which are forbidden in the human society. Therefore he thought
that gods must have considered those deeds to be just, otherwise they

7 What one chooses to perceive as a text is, however, a completely different issue.

8 No matter what our stance on the significance of the author for the text is, we must admit that there is a

person holding the pen.

9 Allen 2000, 18.

10 Fowler 1997, 17.
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wouldn't have done it. All of this puzzled and distressed our hero, as he
could not understand what just life really was.11

searching for an answer, Menippus visits the philosophers, since they
ought to be the wisest of men. However, he found out that they cannot
help, as their solutions for his issue considerably differed from one an-
other, and were even mutually exclusive. some considered that one
achieves the just life when seeking enjoyment and pleasure, others that
one must suffer and strain his body or that one is to despise money and
live in poverty. After he realised that philosophers themselves were very
confused and knew much less than the ordinary folk, Menippus noticed
that they almost never lived according to their stance on the just life.12

The next stage of Menippus' journey was the venture to the nether-
world, with the help of Mithrobarzanes, an oriental magus. After long and
complex rituals, he received a lion's skin, a felt cap and a lyre, so he could,
reminding us of Heracles, odysseus or orpheus, gain the permission to
enter Hades.

in the underworld, Menippus witnesses the judgment of Minos, and
finds out that people's own shadows testify of their deeds during their life-
time, and that the rich are judged just as rigorously as the traitors, the adul-
terers or the flatterers. seeing how the shadows of many beautiful and
courageous heroes look alike, and spend the eternity no different from the
ordinary people, he realises that in death everyone becomes equal.13

Furthermore, Menippus explains how the feasts on the graves of the
dead have no influence on their destiny in the netherworld. The best ex-
ample is the great Mausol, whose soul lays in a gutter, among other dead.
Beside him, there are Philip ii, who spends his eternity as a cobbler,
Xerxes, darius and Polycrates, who beg for money at the crossroads of
the underworld.14 Aside from them, Menippus met socrates, odysseus,
nestor and Palamedes, who wander through the lands of the dead together,
arguing and questioning the souls. At the end of his expedition to the un-
derworld, Menipuss witnessed a council of the dead, and listened to a bill
to return the souls of the rich to life, but as donkeys, not humans. such
souls should, according to the bill, spend 250 thousand years as donkeys
before returning to the netherworld.

After the council was over, Menippus found Tiresias and asked for his
advice. The prophet answered that the best life is that of an ordinary man,
who does not bother himself with celestial spheres and the nature of
things, but tries to make the best of what he's got. in the end, Mithro-

11 Luc. Necyom. 1  ̶3.

12 Ibid. 4  ̶5.

13 Ibid. 14  ̶16.

14 Ibid. 17.
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barzanes shows Menippus a secret passage, leading back to Greece, and
the dialogue ends with Menippus coming out of the underworld through
a hole in lebadeia.15

Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία: quotation, paraphrasis and
allusion as essential features of intertextuality

The plot summary itself is enough for us to understand that intertextuality
is one of the main traits of this dialogue. Therefore, the text's intertextual
elements are to be expected from the very beginning. The opening line of
the dialogue is a quotation from euripides' Madness of Herakles, suggest-
ing the reader that Menippus has returned from the netherworld, just like
Herakles did.16

ὦ χαῖρε, μέλαθρον πρόπυλά θ᾽ ἑστίας ἐμῆς,
ὡς ἄσμενός σ᾽ ἐσεῖδον ἐς φάος μολών.17

What happened to Menippus was surely evident to anyone who had
read these lines, even without considering any other part of the dialogue.
Therefore, besides the obvious comical effect, this quotation has the pur-
pose to disclose the work's summary. After the opening, Menippus' friend
notices our hero's peculiar look ̶a felt cap, a lion's skin and a lyre. relying
on mythology and literature, lucian once more emphasizes that Menippus
is coming back from the underworld, since he is carrying the easily rec-
ognizable symbols of odysseus, Herakles and orpheus. A similar motive
appears in Aristofanes' Frogs. in the first scene of this comedy, we can
see dionysus, disguised as Herakles, in order to obtain a safe passage to
the netherworld.18 it is possible that similar motives existed in other come-
dies. However, we have no fragments confirming that possibility.

After the first line, Menippus continues to quote euripides' tragedies,
citing Hecuba, and trying to explain where he comes from:

Ἥκω νεκρῶν κευθμῶνα καὶ σκότου πύλας
λιπών, ἵν᾽ Ἅιδης χωρὶς ᾤκισται θεῶν.19

15 Ibid. 18  ̶22.

16 Mackie 1892, 57.

17 Luc. Necyom. 1; Eur. Her. 524  ̶525; 'Hail the halls and the gates of my home! How pleased I am to look

upon you, having returned to the light!’

18 Mackie 1892, 57.

19 Luc. Necyom. 1; Eur. Hec. 1  ̶2; “I come, having left the shelters of the dead and the gates of darkness,

where Hades dwells, faraway from gods.”
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The next quotation is also coming from Menippus, further clarifying
the nature of his venture:

οὔκ, ἀλλ’ ἔτ’ ἔμπνουν Ἀΐδης μ’ἐδέξατο.20

it is believed that this line belongs to one of euripides' lost works,
which continues the sequence of quotations from euripides' tragedies,
found in the first part of Μένιππος.21 A verse from euripides' Andromeda,
of which only fragments remain, reveals a part of the reason for Menippus'
journey to the Hades' land:

Νεότης μ’ἐπῆρε καὶ θράσος τοῦ νοῦ πλέον.22

Although his friend protests because of Menippus's exclusive use of
poetry in their conversation, our hero continues with a paraphrase of Ho-
meric verses. That way he discloses the goal of his journey, revealing that
a large part of this dialogue will be an allusion to the odyssey.

Ὠ φιλότης, χρειώ με κατήγαγεν εἰς Ἀίδαο / ψυχῇ χρησόμενον Θηβαίου Τειρεσίαο.23

‘μῆτερ ἐμή, χρειώ με κατήγαγεν εἰς Ἀίδαο / ψυχῇ χρησόμενον Θηβαίου Τειρεσίαο.24

After this part of the dialogue, the quotations become much less fre-
quent, in fact, they can be foundalmost entirely at the beginning of the
work. Thereafter, we should focus on the terms lucian uses to describe
the details of Menippus' journey. First of all, Menippus applies the term
τὰ ἀπόρρητα when speaking about the events from the underworld. This
term should remind us of the mystery cults, being commonly used to name
the rites which took place in such cults. in order to emphasize the word
ἀπόρρητα, purposely chosen to denote the secrecy of the happenings
within the world of the dead, lucian writes that Menippus' friend is capa-
ble of keeping a secret, as he is μεμυμένος.25 Although we could be
tempted to do so, we should not consider the use of these terms to be an
intertextual element, since they do not refer to a specific text or a certain
author, and are simply technical terms common to mystery cults.

The idea that the life of an ordinary man is the best, which is the con-
clusion of our hero after having questioned the philosophers and the soul
of Tiresias, is fairly common in antiquity and can be found in works of

20 luc. necyom. 1; “no, i was alive as Hades welcomed me.”

21 Mackie, 1892, 60; Nauck, Snell, 1964, 663.

22 Luc. Necyom. 1; Nauck, Snell op. cit, 403. “I was encouraged by my youth and bravery stronger than mind.”

23 Luc. Necyom. 1; “My friend, I had to venture to Hades, to seek the soul of the Theban Tiresias.”

24 Hom. Od. XI 164–165; “Mother, I had to venture to Hades, to seek the soul of the Theban Tiresias.”

25 Mackie, 1892, 60.
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several poets or philosophers.26 We could consider this element of the di-
alogue to be an allusion to some of those authors, but it could also be pos-
sible to regard it as something that reveals itself as a result of our author's
knowledge of earlier literature and philosophy.

The passage which describes Menippus' experience with different
philosophers is a brief outline of the view of a few schools of thought on
the question of the best way of living. We should recognize the epicureans
(τὸ πᾶν ἥδεσθαι καὶ μόνον τοῦτο μετιέναι),27 the cynics (πονεῖν τὰ πάντα
καὶ τὸ σῶμα καταναγκάζειν),28 the stoics (καταφρονεῖν χρημάτων)29 and
others. This section of the text is the central part of lucian's criticism of
philosophy and the morality of philosophers in this work.30 should we be
tempted to claim this part of the dialogue is not an intertextual, but an ex-
tratextual element, we could easily be proven wrong. As we already know,
the philosophers' inability to help Menippus is the reason for his daring
travel to the netherworld. Considering the fact that Tiresias answers that
the life of an ordinary man is the best way of living, which is the belief
Menippus himself has had before the beginning of the journey, itmight
seem the text brings us back to where we set off from, and compels us to
think that neither philosophy nor mysteries can reveal the truth, as every-
one ought to find it within themselves. Therefore, it is impossible to con-
sider the passage about philosophers to be anything else than an essential
and also intertextual31 element of the dialogue.

Aside from that, in the passage with the philosophers, lucian uses a
few well-known terms (ἰδέας, ἀσώματα, ἀτόμους) in a fashion similar to
what we have already seen in the example with mystery cults. This should
not be regarded as intertext, since it is probably a mere use of technical
terms.32

The sixth and seventh passages are dedicated to Menippus' prepara-
tions for entering the netherworld. This part of the dialogue mostly alludes
to the Odyssey, but also containscriticism of the oriental cults invading
the Greco-roman world in lucian's time. We see that the magus is named
Mithrobarzanes, which is a compositum, consisting of two parts. The first
is, of course, the name Mithras, and the other is the ending barzanes,
which should emphasise its oriental origin, reminding the reader of other
names with this ending, such as Ariobarzanes. lucian describes a series

26 Such as Aristotle or Horace.

27 Luc. Necyom. 4. “To enjoy everything and seek only that.”

28 Ibid. “To suffer everything and torture the body.”

29 Ibid. “To despise money.”

30 Mackie, 1892, 63–64.

31 Intertextual, as it purposely reffers to a text.

32 Mackie, 1892, 64.
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of unusual and secretive rites performed by the magus. However, we
should not think that these rites represent any of the rituals carried out by
the adepts engaged in Mithras' cult. on the contrary, the name Mithras is
used to denounce all eastern cults, which influenced the religious practices
of the Greco-roman world, and not only mithraism. Furthermore, the rit-
uals in question are much more similar to the ones mentioned in the
Odyssey than to anything else.33 Here we encounter a quote from the
Odyssey

βαίνομεν ἀχνύμενοι θαλερὸν κατὰ δάκρυ χέοντες.34

and an unknown verse, very similar to a Homeric one, probably written
by lucian himself:

καὶ νυχίαν Ἑκάτην καὶ ἐπαινὴν Περσεφονείαν.35

describing the journey towards the gates of Hades, lucian quotes The
Illiad:

ἔδεισεν δ᾽ ὑπένερθεν ἄναξ ἐνέρων Ἀϊδωνεύς.36

The sources for lucian's depiction of the underworld are clear, but we
must notice that the land of the dead is much more similar to vergil's de-
scription of it than to Homer’s. Both lucian and vergil portray the under-
world as a gloomy place where every soul has its place and sometimes
even duties.

However, the description of the underworld is even more similar to de-
pictions featured in other lucian's works than to any of eariler author's
portrayals. We could even notice that this is not just an intertextual, but
an intratextual element of Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία. For example, the
scene in which our hero meets socrates, nestor and odysseus or the one
with the council of the dead remind us much more of lucian's Dialogues
of the Dead than of vergil or Homer.

As we approach the ending of the work, we observe that quotations
and allusions become much rarer or less noticeable. That is when the true
lucian emerges, openly disclosing his opinions, hidden until then in the
euripides' or Homeric verses. Those quotations and allusions were nec-
essary for creating a frame for the depiction of lucian's own criticism of
philosophy and wealth, and also because they are an essential part of both
33 Ibid. 68.

34 Hom. Od. XI 5. “And greaving, we advanced, shedding many tears.”

35 Luc. Necyom. 9. “(He evoked) the dark Hecate and the terrible Persephone.”

36 Hom. Il. XX 61. “And the Aidoneus, the king of the dead, feared in the netherworld ...”
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tradition and lucian's literary style.
Aside from that, we should not forget to pay attention to the hero of

our story, whose character is, at the same time, both intertextual and in-
tratextual. The intertextuality lies within the fact that this character was
based on Menippus from Gadara, a cynic and a satirist, who undoubtedly
influenced lucian's works. seeking to discover the intratextual features
of Menippus as a character, we find that Menippus is the main protagonist
of another lucian's dialogue, Icaromenippus, or The Sky-man, and also
one of the characters in the Dialogues of the Dead.

since some scholars consider that one of the main aspects of speech is
that it is in a constant dialogue with the formerly developed types of
speech, the intertextual analysis of this dialogue does not have to end
here.37 However, we should refrain from further inquiries, as we have
reached the very end of the text, proving that allusion can not be seen as
an extratextual element of a literary piece.

Conclusion

Having analysed the intertextual aspect of lucian's dialogue Μένιππος ἢ
νεκυομαντεία, mainly with the help of quotations and allusions, we see
that these elements are essential for the development of the plot and un-
derstanding of the text. Any extratextual function they might have does
not deny their intertextuality.

The quotations are mostly used as a part of main hero's speech, thus
being inseparable from the text itself. The greatest number of quotations
come from euripides' tragedies and from Homer. Quoting the grim and
serious phrases of famous tragic heroes in such a satirical environment
was surely a part of the comical effect. Allusion is an all-present element
of lucian's dialogue, referring mostly to the odyssey, but also to the other
ancient literary works, historical events, schools of thought and religious
syncretism. Aside from intertextuality, one ought not forget the inratextual
aspect of Μένιππος ἢ νεκυομαντεία, reflected in the portrayal of the un-
derworld and the protagonist himself.

37 Allen 2000, 19.
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Particularisation and the locus amoenus
motive in Horace’s Odes: tradition
and innovation

The purpose of this paper is to show that a) Horace used particularisation as
a stylistic and poetic device to give logical structure, but also surprising turns
to his individual poems; b) that this “art of particularisation” was successfully
used by the poet in order to introduce significant innovations to the motive
and respond to the underlying traditions. in the paper, i first offer a definition
of the term particularisation. Then, i discuss the Horatian locus amoenus
against the backdrop of his immediate models. Thirdly, i analyse structural
patterns and, finally, some instances of the Horatian play that are apparent in
the interplay of the locus amoenus motive and particularisation.

Keywords: Horace, Odes, particularisation, locus amoenus, inconsistences

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how Horace transformed the
traditional locus amoenus motive by using his favourite poetic device of
particularisation. First, i give a working definition of particularisation.
Then, i argue that Horace conscientiously and purposefully added partic-
ularisations to his Greek models which did not make similar use of the
device. Finally, i also discuss some interpretational effects that Horace’s
innovative approach to locus amoenus led to.

Particularisation as a Stylistic Device

By particularisation (a term i coined) all those instances in ancient liter-
ature are to be understood where the poet, instead of using a common
noun (a villain, for instance, a river or a plant) uses a particular one (for
example, Hannibal, Tiber, myrtle) to make his writing more vivid or
colourful, whenever this is not made necessary by the context. note that
the particularisation does not have to include a proper noun or a name
(like Hannibal). in certain cases, even more specific common nouns (such
as “bear” or “laurel” in opposition to “beast” or “plant”) can be considered
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particularisations. While particularisations containing proper names can
perhaps be usefully called strong particularisations, other may be referred
to as weak particularisations. The particularisation can appear in many
forms, as exemplum, as metonymy or as a part of a catalogue, to name but
a handful.

Additionally, it ought to be mentioned that the printed text of some ed-
itors incorrectly assume that certain particularisations have become so
hackneyed that they do not constitute a real proper name at all any more.
occasionally editors print these particularisations which are in fact gen-
eralities in minuscule letters; cf. West 2002, ad 3. 13. 5 (venerem). simi-
larly, nisbet–Hubbard 2004, ad 3. 1. 24 print zephyris agitata tempe
instead of Tempe (presumably assuming that the Thessalian locality be-
came a general term for a locus amoenus). This practice is a very mis-
leading one and does not do justice to the poetic art of periphrasis.

Tradition and innovation in Horatian instances of the
locus amoenus motive

The locus amoenus is a symbolic landscape presenting the reader with an
idealised scenery, calculated to set the tone and the atmosphere of the ac-
tion developing at such a place. it was not by accident that one of the ear-
liest instances of the motive was Homer’s description of Alcinous’
paradisiac gardens or that it was of paramount importance for the shady
bosquets of the bucolic poetry. With examples ranging from Homer to
Horace and beyond,1 the motive was so widespread in ancient texts that
it nearly became a commonplace.

There are some obligatory or, at least, common elements of a locus
amoenus, appearing in all or most of the instances. some of the main el-
ements of a locus amoenus are the presence of flowers, gentle breezes and
clear water (schönbeck 1962, 18–31). one could argue that, especially in
later instances, wine became an element that was almost as indispensable
as the ones previously mentioned. i argue that while Horace did adopt all
these traditional elements and honoured their conventional aspects stem-
ming all the way back to Homer, he also introduced something essentially
new by laying heavy emphasis on particularisation.

Before delving into the discussion of the Odes it might be useful to
consider an indicative passage near the beginning of the Ars poetica where
Horace discusses the locus amoenos motive more directly than anywhere
else. in a depiction of a prototypical literary “pretty spot” (AP 14 – 21),

1 see Curtius 2013, 183–202 for a discussion of many medieval examples in latin.



Horace mentions many of the traditional elements of such depictions –
there is a water flow, flora and even a secluded sylvan pavilion. However,
all these elements are particularised in Horace’s account – the river is
specified as rhine, the picturesque plant as cypress, while the temple is
that of diana. now, let us consider how this works in the Odes.

ode 2.6. presents us with a catalogue of stereotypical features of a
locus amoenus. Horace reiterates his well-known advice to seize the day
to a certain dellius, whose notorious defections and unloyalties in the
Civil Wars are recorded by the elder seneca together with an unflattering
nickname of desultor bellorum civilium (Suas. 1.7.). Horace assures him
that all men are destined to die – they might as well enjoy life while it
lasts. Commentators indicate that the tradition influencing Horace’s locus
amoenus here starts with Homer and his description of Calypso’s cove in
Book 5 of the Odyssey and Alcinous’ garden in the Book 7 (cf. nisbet–
Hubbard 1978, intro ad loc). in both descriptions Homer mentions par-
ticular trees and plants:

ἀμφὶ δὲ λειμῶνες μαλακοὶ ἴου ἠδὲ σελίνου
θήλεον.
(ε 72–73)

ἔνθα δὲ δένδρεα μακρὰ πεφύκασι τηλεθόωντα,
ὄγχναι καὶ ῥοιαὶ καὶ μηλέαι ἀγλαόκαρποι
συκέαι τε γλυκεραὶ καὶ ἐλαῖαι τηλεθόωσαι...
ὄγχνη ἐπ᾽ ὄγχνῃ γηράσκει, μῆλον δ᾽ ἐπὶ μήλῳ,
αὐτὰρ ἐπὶ σταφυλῇ σταφυλή, σῦκον δ᾽ ἐπὶ σύκῳ.
(η 114–116, 120–121)

it can be observed that Callypso’s grotto contains violets and celery,
while Alcinous’ garden, more spectacularly, prides itself with abundant
pears, pomegranates, apples, figs and olives. relatable description of par-
ticular plants in beauty spots can be observed in sappho, while lucretius,
who is also mentioned as a particular inspiration for 2.3,2 mentions flora
only generally (in gramine molli, sub ramis arboris altae, viridantis
floribus), without particularisation.3

ὄππ[ᾳ τοι] χάριεν μὲν ἄλσος
μαλί[αν], βῶμοι δὲ τεθυμιάμε-

2 This influence is betrayed, for instance, by Horace’s use of words ramis (11) and rivo (12) which are traceable
to lucr. 2. 30. Cf. Harrison 2017 ad loc.

3 That these particular sources are cited here is largely dependent on the fact that they have been established
as texts of influence and importance for the particular ode 2.3 by previous scholarship. it is by no means as-
sumed that all loci amoeni of Ancient literature – or even all those that Horace might have had in mind – are
exhausted by this article. A more extensive discussion of this immensely influential ancient tradition would
largely defeat the purpose of this brief survey which must only deal with strictly parallel places in Horace and
his sources and look for particularisations in them.
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νοι [λι]βανώτῳ·
... βρόδοισι δὲ παῖς ὀ χῶρος
ἐσκίαστ᾿
(sappho fr.2. 2–4, 6–7)

cum tamen inter se prostrati in gramine molli
... sub ramis arboris altae...
praesertim cum tempestas adridet et anni
tempora conspergunt viridantis floribus herbas.
(lucr. 2. 29, 30, 32–33)

When it comes to water, the other sine qua non of a proper locus
amoenus, all four aforementioned sources indeed contain a brook of some
sort, but none of them offers any particularisations to go with it. While
Homer’s narrative epic was less likely to do so from the outset (although
a particularised simile would, for instance, be fully available), sappho’s
and lucretius’ contexts (and means of particularising made available by
those contexts) are overwhelmingly similar to Horace’s.

if we now take a look at Horace, we will see that he is using particu-
larisations for both trees and waters in his ideal landscape. i quote the re-
spective passages separately:

Quo pinus ingens albaque populus
umbram hospitalem consociare amant
ramis?...
Huc vina et unguenta et nimium brevis
flores amoenae ferre iube rosae...
(2. 3. 9–11, 12–13).

... Quid obliquo laborat
lympha fugax trepidare rivo?
...
Cedes coemptis saltibus et domo
villaque, flavus quam Tiberis lavit...
(2. 3. 11–12, 16–17)

κρῆναι δ᾽ ἑξείης πίσυρες ῥέον ὕδατι
λευκῷ,
πλησίαι ἀλλήλων τετραμμέναι ἄλλυδις
ἄλλη.

(ε 70)

ἐν δ᾿ ὔδωρ ψῦχρον κελάδει δι᾿ ὔσδων
μαλίνων...
(sappho fr. 2. 5–6)

ἐν δὲ δύω κρῆναι ἡ μέν τ᾽ ἀνὰ κῆπον
ἅπαντα
σκίδναται, ἡ δ᾽ ἑτέρωθεν ὑπ᾽ αὐλῆς
οὐδὸν ἵησι
πρὸς δόμον ὑψηλόν, ὅθεν ὑδρεύοντο
πολῖται.
(η 129–131)

propter aquae rivum...

(lucr. 2. 30)



Horace’s rose has a direct parallel in sappho (fr. 2. 6. βρόδοισι). it is
particularly worthwhile to observe how Horace reacts to lucretius’ de-
scription of trees. While the didactic poet speaks of unspecific “tall trees”
(30 arboris altae), Horace speaks of a very specific “tall pine” (9 pinus
ingens).4 Finally, it is also apparent that Horace was the only one to use a
particularisation in the description of the water – while vv. 11–12 are more
general, in v. 17 we learn that the coastline of dellius’ dream estate is
washed by the specific river Tiber, which in turn gives a novel, italian,
dimension to the traditional landscape.

let us now turn to the wine. sappho does seem to talk about wine (al-
though in very general terms), while Horace introduces the very particular
Falernian wine in his landscape.

έλοισα Κύπρι
χρυσίαισιν ἐν κυλίκεσσιν ἄβρως
ὀμμεμείχμενον θαλίαισι νέκταρ
οἰνοχόαισον
(sappho 2. 13–16)

... bearis
interiore nota Falerni.
(2. 3. 7–8)

While lucretius makes no mention of wine, Homer talks of high qual-
ity vineyards. The two therefore offer no basis for comparison.

Horace was – understandably – less eager to imitate prose authors, but
there are, for example, cases where Plato’s influence can be discerned,
for instance in the case of the ode 2. 11. This time focus is on the cheerful
atmosphere of a banquet. The loan is easy to notice since Horace took
over Plato’s demonstrative pronoun (230b πλάτανος αὕτη, 2. 11. 13–14
hac pinu), which denotes the trees and conveys the real-time atmosphere
of a casual walk.

ἥ τε γὰρ πλάτανος αὕτη μάλ᾽ ἀμφιλαφής τε καὶ ὑψηλή, τοῦ τε ἄγνου τὸ ὕψος καὶ τὸ
σύσκιον πάγκαλον, καὶ ὡς ἀκμὴν ἔχει τῆς ἄνθης...
(Pl. Phd. 230b)

Cur non sub alta vel platano vel hac
pinu iacentes sic temere...
(2. 11. 13–14)

4 Additionally, it should be noted that the other tree mentioned by Horace – populus or the poplar tree – is
also exceptionally high (cf. epod. 2. 10. altas maritat populos) and thus also particularises lucretius’ general
category of altae arbores. An early editor of Horace, denis lambin, even conjectured that our verse could
read altaque populus (“ut respondeat pariter inter se pinus ingens altaque populus”), but kept the transmitted
text due to some parallels in virgil. (lambin 1546, ad epod. 2. 10.)
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While the plane tree had been taken over, the chaste tree was exchanged
for the more neutral pine (remember that Horace included the pine in 2.
3. 9 as well).

Another important element of locus amoenus is aura, the soft breeze,
as argued by schönbeck (1962, 18). Homer mentions a particular wind
that blows in the Gardens of scheria (η 119 Ζεφυρίη). in descriptions of
their beauty spots, both sappho and Plato mention the breeze, but neither
particularises it (sappho fr.2.10–11 αἰ δ᾿ ἄηται μέλλιχα πνέοισιν; Plat.
Phaedr. 230c τὸ εὔπνουν τοῦ τόπου). Horace does not mention any winds
in 2.3 but it should be noted that Horace particularises Zephirus, i.e. Favo-
nius (the kind west wind mentioned by Homer) at various other occasions,
mainly in association with the arrival of the spring (1.4.1, 3.1.24, 3.7.2,
4.7.9).

Finally, one may cast a glance at the opposite phenomenon of the one
just discussed, namely the locus terribilis, in order to observe Horace’s
technique of including particularisations in locus amoenus on the backdrop
of a wider context. lucretius’ moral discussion at the beginning of the
Book 2 has already been reviewed in terms of the locus amoenus in Ho-
race’s ode 2. 3. other portions of the same text may now be put to further
use, since they seem to have influenced Horace’s tirade against wealth in
odes 2. 16 and 2. 18. The general impression that lucretius does not favour
particularisations nearly as much as Horace can be corroborated when the
two poets criticise the same thing – for example, lucretius attacks the use-
lessness of the incredibly costly purple pigment, but does not reveal the
provenance of the pigment (2. 35 ostroque rubenti). Horace denounces
the same extravagance in both odes, never neglecting to mention their
provenance (2. 16. 35–36 Afro murice, 2. 18. 7–8 Laconicas... purpuras).
similarly, lucretius criticises excessively luxurious architecture of aris-
tocratic villas by mentioning gold and silver decorations in the halls (2.
27 nec domus argento fulget auroque renidet) which are furthermore
ceiled in panels (2. 28 laqueata aurataque templa). Horace picks up the
criticism of architectural deviations, but makes sure to provide the reader
with the exact origins of the materials, which of course intensifies the im-
pression of needy aristocratic pickiness (2. 18. 3 trabes Hymettiae, 4–5
columnas ultima recisas Africa, 5–6 Attali... regiam). These examples
served well to show how Horace systematically picked elements from lu-
cretius’ rebuke and intensifies them by adding particularisation.5

5 virgil’s castigation of luxury in the Georgics certainly belongs to the same tradition, but it is next to impossible
to ascertain whether it had been written before or after 2. 18 (the ode which resembles it most). nisbet–Hubbard
posited (very carefully) Horace’s priority on grounds that Horace is imitating Bacchylides and deriving at (9)
from him, while vergil imitates lucretius and not Bacchylides and could therefore derive his own at (467)
only from Horace. However, the whole structure is very fragile indeed by their own admission. one could
notice that nec casia liquidi corrumpitur usus olivi (verg. G. 2. 466) bears a strong enough resemblance to 2.
15. 7–8 (omnis copia narium | spargent olivetis odorem | fertilibus domini prisco) to suggest imitation. now,
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Organisation of particularisation in Horatian locus
amoenus descriptions

it is a general feature of Horace’s Odes that particularisations and non-
particularisations are deftly arranged in order to yield strongest effects. i
discuss elsewhere (vitas 2017) the important role that sequences of two,
three and four elements, either all particularisations or containing a care-
fully balanced mixture of particularisations and non-particularisations,
have in composition of Horace’s individual odes. Here, i will present ex-
amples of some of these typical structures when they are applied to the
locus amoenus motive in order to show that Horace’s bold take on tradi-
tion of the motive permeated its structural aspects as well. While in the
main text i discuss instances of the Horatian locus amoenus, in the foot-
notes i discuss structurally similar instances which, although unrelated to
the locus amoenus motive, set the Horatian innovation against the back-
drop of his general poetic technique.

The fourfold sequences of particularisations often follow different log-
ical patterns and revolve around a chiastic organisation. Chiasm is not al-
ways achieved in the same way – as always, Horace prefers variation.
Most often, a chiastic structure is achieved by organizing a fourfold se-
quence in such a way as to place two particularisations on the extreme
positions and two non-particularisations in the middle, or (much less fre-
quently) vice versa. Below are characteristic examples (relevant for the
locus amoenus motive) of both types.

Vides ut alta stet nive candidum
Soracte nec iam sustineant onus
silvae laborantes geluque
flumina constiterint acuto?
Dissolve frigus ligna super foco
large reponens atque benignius
deprome quadrimum Sabina,
o Thaliarche, merum diota.
(1. 9. 1–8)

seu maestus omni tempore vixeris
seu te in remoto gramine per dies
festos reclinatum bearis
interiore nota Falerni.
Quo pinus ingens albaque populus
umbram hospitalem consociare amant

Georgics were probably published in 29 BC, while 2. 15 probably comes after that (cf. Günther 2013, 317–
318).
in any event, even if sparingly, vergil does use particularisation in the mentioned passage in the Georgics (cf.
2. 464 Ephyreiaque aera, 465 Assyrio... veneno).
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ramis? Quid obliquo laborat
lympha fugax trepidare rivo?
(2. 3. 5–12)

in the winter landscape of 1. 9 the snow-covered peaks of the italian
mountain soracte at the beginning are paired with the concrete advice to
bring out the sabine wine in the end. inserted between these two particu-
larisations are the description of a nameless frozen river and a general ad-
vice to pile up unspecified wood on the fireplace. Conversely, in 2. 3 two
pairs of statements are conjoined. The first pair describes an unhappy life
in the first statement, and the happy life in the second. The second pair,
essentially an invitation to merriment, relates of the trees typical for a
locus amoenus in the first statement, and of the homey little brook in the
second. only the inner two statements contain particularisations (4
Falerni, 5 pinus... populus). The impression that one should look at these
four statements jointly is reinforced by the presence of “connectors” (if i
may call them so), namely the fact that the first two statements share the
opening conjunction seu, while the second two are connected by similar
forms of the opening question pronouns (5 quo, 10 quid).6 The two ex-
amples are representatives of a type of chiasm produced by the calculated
disposition of particularisations and non-particularisations.7

in another kind of chiasm, the length of examples sometimes served
as a basis for the chiasm: two lengthier examples are placed on the ex-
tremities and two shorter ones in between, or vice versa. All the elements
of the chiasm are not always particularised.

quam domus Albuneae resonantis
et praeceps Anio et Tiburni lucus et uda
mobilibus pomaria rivis
(1. 7. 12–14)

Hic vivum mihi caespitem, hic
verbenas, pueri, ponite turaque
bimi cum patera meri...   (1. 19. 13–15)

6 Both examples, especially the second one, are highly relevant for the discussion of pairs of particularisations
(and of combinations of one particularisation and one non-particularisation) that will ensue later in this Chapter,
cf. section 3. 3. 3. The “connectors” that we have noted in connection with the second pair will also be shown
to play a crucial role in the disposition of such pairs.

7 Additional examples are: a) with particularisations on the outside, and non-particularisations on the inside:
1. 16. 9–12 (a fourfold list of mythological pacifiers), 3. 1. 18–24 (a pair of unnecessary riches with a parti-
cularised and a non-particularised element, a pair of things sufficient for happiness with a non-particularised
and a particularised element), 3. 19. 5–8 (a fourfold list of questions pertinent to the upcoming party). There
are also some doubtful cases, for instance 2. 1. 1–4 (a chiastic structure in a fourfold list of Polio’s literary to-
pics; the fourfold list is however embedded in a larger list which contains more than four elements); b) with
non-particularisations on the outside, and particularisations on the inside: 4. 2. 10–24 (a fourfold catalogue of
Pindaric genres: dithyrambs and threnoi, on the extremities of the list, are bereft of particularisation, hymns
and epinicians on the inside are particularised).



in both cases the last element is conspicuously non-particularised (a
tendency to be discussed later in the same Chapter, cf. section 3. 2. 2).
The first and the last element in both comprise of one full line each, while
the two middle elements are tucked in the central line.8

sometimes the contrast is made between a single particularisation and
a single non-particularisation. The sequences containing one particulari-
sation and one non-particularisation can also appear in two possible forms,
depending on whether particularisation is positioned in the front or in the
rear part of the sequence. The two types are of comparable frequency. it
appears that the difference between them is a lot less important one than
the difference between a particular and a general element. The poetic in-
tention in combining a particular and a non-particular element seems first
and foremost to be in surprising the reader and drawing his attention to
the particular element – namely, the surprising occurrence of the non-par-
ticular element is likely to invite the reader to devote more serious atten-
tion to the particularised element, provided that there is a strict parallelism
to underline the unity of the structure.

in the following examples the non-particularised element is placed
first:

it is fairly easy to see how particularisations leads to culmination. The
plain notions valles, rivum and nemus are good enough and traditional el-
ements of a locus amoenus (schönbeck 1962, 19–33, 52–53, 55–56), but
once they are particularised to the well-known italian localities they be-
come more real and they benefit from association with the italian local
patriotism of the day. in 1. 23 a twofold comparison is given, whereby
against a backdrop of the very vague first clause the loving detail of the
second acquires even more charm.9

8 Additional examples are: 1. 16. 9–12, 2. 1. 1–4, 3. 19. 5–8 (all three were mentioned in the last footnote as
examples of the previous type of chiasm, since in all the three cases both types are in fact combined).
As a related type of chiasm, one may bring up 1. 15. 21–24, a fourfold list of Greek heroes embedded in the
longer catalogue. Two heroes inserted in the middle of the list are characterized not only by their names, but
also by their origin (22 Pylium Nestora, 23–23 Salaminius Teucer) while the outer two are only named (21
Laertiden, 24 Sthenelus).

9 Additional examples are: 1. 9. 5–8 (a non-particularised wood is combined with the particularised wine:
ligna... Sabina diota), 2. 7. 4 (dis patriis Italoque caelo), 3. 4. 69–72 (centimanus gigas... integrae temptator
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utcumque dulci, Tyndari, fistula
valles et Usticae cubantis
levia personuere saxa
(1. 17. 11–12)

nam seu mobilibus vepris inhorruit
ad ventum folliis, seu virides rubum
dimovere lacertae...
(1. 23. 5–7)

rivumque fessus quaerit et horridi
dumeta Silvani...

(3. 29. 22–23)

... circa nemus uvidique
Tiburis ripas operosa parvus
carmina fingo.
(4. 2. 30–32)
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in the following examples the particularised element is placed first:

sed quae Tibur aquae fertile praefluunt
et spissae nemorum comae
(4. 3. 10–11)

in 4. 3 the text is strikingly similar to 4. 2 quoted above, the only es-
sential difference being in the disposition of the two elements. in general,
here the cosy description of the dense treetops serves to reaffirm the im-
pression left by the particularisation.10

sometimes, instead of contrasting particularisations with non-particu-
larisations, strong particularisations are juxtaposed with weak particular-
isations to the same effect, as in the following examples relevant for the
locus amoenus motive.11

While the profligate spendthrift from the foil longs only for the Cal-
abrian flocks, only for that specific pasture by the river liri, Horace does
not insist that his olives must come from Venafrum or Tarentum (the two
towns were praised for their baca in 2. 6. 16), any olives will do. A weak
particularisation bears no trace of strong particularisation’s fastidiousness
and choosiness. on top of that, the non-particularized parva rura from
the cap of another priamel (2. 16. 37) pointedly match the particular rura
(7) washed by the river liri from the present foil (cf. vitas 2017). Another
indicator of the weak particularisation’s inherent simplicity is that the

Orion Dianae), 3. 11. 50 (nox et Venus), 3. 17. 14–15 (cras Genium mero curabis et porco bimestri), 3. 24.
36–38 (si neque fervidis / pars inclusa calloribus / mundi nec Boreae finitimum latus / durataeque solo nives),
4. 12. 11–12 (cui pecus et nigri / colles Arcadiae placent).

10 Additional examples are: 1. 18. 13–14 (tene cum Berecyntia / cornu tympana), 1. 28. 17–18 (dant alios Fu-
riae torvo spectacula Marti, / exitio est avidum mare nautis), 3. 23. 3–4 (si ture placaris et horna / fruge), 6–
7 (nec pestilentem sentiet Africum / fecunda vitis nec sterilem seges / robaginem), 4. 1. 22 (tyra lyraque).

11 in truth, a weak particularisation can sometimes be more endearing than a non-particularisation. For in-
stance, in 2. 17. 30–32 it is proposed that the rich Maecenas should offer unspecified victimas and also attach
a votive building to his sacrifice, while for Horace a humilis agnus would have to do. The reader is left with
the impression that Maecenas can afford to offer almost anything in the world, countless animals the poet can-
not even begin to enumerate. Horace’s weakly particularised lamb conveys the impression that he already has
a particular animal on mind, perhaps one that he had himself nurtured to maturity and this gives the whole
image a winsome imprint.

...non opimae
Sardiniae segetes feraces,
non aestuosae grata Calabriae
armenta, non aurum aut ebur Indicum,
non rura, quae Liris quieta
mordet aqua taciturnus amnis...
... me pascunt olivae,
me cichorea levesque malvae.
(1. 31. 3–8, 15–16) 

ludit herboso pecus omne campo,
cum tibi nonae redeunt decembres,
festus in pratis vacat otioso
cum bove pagus;
inter audacis lupus errat agnos,
spargit agrestis tibi silva frondes,
gaudet invisam pepulisse fossor
ter pede terram.
(3. 18. 9–16)



poems which are imagined as idyllic vignettes or pastiches on the topic
of locus amoenus usually contain no strong particularisations at all. such
is the case with 3. 18 where only weak particularisations representing
calm and soothing cattle imagery are found throughout the poem.12

Inconsistencies in the use of particularisations for the
locus amoenus

All this talk of connecting particularisations and their role in a coherent
system of particularisations should by no means invite us to believe that
there were no inconsistencies.13 There were many inconsistencies, most of
them intentionally contrived by the poet if only so that he could indulge in
a goodhearted laugh at his own expense.14 Again, in the main text i will
provide a discussion of instances of locus amoenus, while the more general
background will be elaborated in the footnotes.

in 2. 15 Horace virulently attacks the living standards of his day. He
describes a prototypical estate of whom he perceives as a typical represen-
tative of the lazy and spoilt upper class. When it comes to the plants that
are growing on this estate, Horace disgustedly complains about the pla-
tanus caelebs (4), about violets and myrtle, and about a laurel that shields
its sleek owner from the sun. However, what was conceived as a locus ter-
ribilis appears at closer observation to be in fact more like a prototypical
locus amoenus. The plants which are here so severely criticised appear
elsewhere in Horace’s own descriptions of utopian beauty spots.

in 2. 7 two of these plants (19 laurel and 25 myrtle) are already com-
bined in an idyllic landscape welcoming the return of the revenant Pompey.
Characteristically Horace invites his friend to latus depone sub lauru mea
(19–20), presumably to hide from the sun, which is precisely what is being
criticised in 2. 15. They are combined again in a symbolic landscape of 3.
4. 19 where they represent the poetic gift awarded to Horace by the Muses.
laurel is further associated with military glory and conquest (cf. 2. 1. 15–
16, 3. 14. 2) and with true virtue (2. 2. 22).15 Furthermore, the critique of
12 A comparable case is 3. 22, an intriguingly short invocation of diana, where the whole landscape is reduced
to a single particularised tree – a pinus (5), which here probably represents trees in general as pinus sometimes
does in vergil (cf. Mynors 1990 ad 2.389).

13 it is amazing how scholars have repeatedly tried to sweep all contradictions under the carpet. nisbet–rudd
(2004, intro ad 3. 23) claimed that the estate described on the margins of 3. 23 as winegrowing (6 fecunda
vitis) cannot be Horace’s sabine estate, since no wine was grown there according to one fairly unrelated text
(Epist. 1. 14. 23–25). surely, we cannot expect any consistency when it comes to such trivial details.
However, in recent times, excellent studies on literary inconsistencies have appeared – most notably, volk
(2009, 112ff; 2011, 114–119)

14 Johnson (2012, 24–25) makes inconsistencies (which he calls “double talk”) central to his interpretation of
the epodes.

15 Myrtle seems to be contradictorily described even if this ode is neglected. in 1. 38. 5–8 it is contrasted to
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platanus caelebs is a double contradiction. First, it is elsewhere explicitly
included in locus amoenus (2. 11. 13 cur non sub alta vel platano vel hac
/ pinu iacentes...). second, it seems rather awkward that Horace, a proud
bachelor, should attack the poor tree for its attachment problems.

one could perhaps argue that here Horace actually is denouncing a tra-
ditional locus amoenus in favour of rough rocky land that nurtures tough
and virtuous men. The plants are, however, symbolically too closely con-
nected to notions he could never seriously think to denounce (such as po-
etry) for the poem not to be loaded with humorous self-irony.

Comparably, in 3. 5 the proud regulus renounces going to Taranto and
venafro (3. 5. 55–56) and instead heads directly to Carthage where he is
to be tortured and killed. Conversely, in 2. 6 Horace explicitly renounces
going to Syrtis (3 a place quite close to Carthage and equally dangerous; it
is related to Carthage in Aen 4. 41 with view on connecting the inhospitable
terrain with the inhospitable people inhabiting it, cf. Pease 1935 ad loc),
but instead chooses to go precisely to Tarento (9ff. which is, to make the
irony complete, in the scope of the same poem compared to venafro for
the quality of their baca).16

the Persicos apparatus as a simple joyful commodity of life. in 3. 23. 16, quite on the contrary, it is described
as fragilis and listed among the luxury plants the poor do not have to worry about. Additionally, it bears positive
connotations in 1. 4. 9 and 1. 25. 18.

16 As a comparable inconsistency may be quoted Horace’s treatment of lion as particularisation. The presup-
posed associations that it entails differ depending on the case.

As it can be observed, in certain cases lion is described as madness itself. in 1. 16 in his (otherwise unattested)
myth on the creation of humankind, Horace posits that Prometheus (who plays the role of a demiurge in the
poem) inserted a particle of a rabid lion into humans, which is why they are so violent most of the time. Furt-
hermore, in 1. 23, as we already reminded elsewhere (cf. p. 38), Horace assures a girl that he is not like a lion,
meaning that he is not wild and uncontrolled. in other cases, conversely, valorous soldiers are compared to
lions (3. 2) and even drusus in 4. 4. 
other cases for the unfavourable representation of lions in particularisations are: 1. 22. 15, 3. 27. 52, 3. 29.
19. Another positive representation is to be found in 2. 19. 23.
Another case of inconsistency plagues the relation between 1. 12 and 4. 5. namely, in the former, Hercules,
Castor and Pollux were presented as worthy heroes of Greece, but nonetheless rejected as topics for Horace’s
poem as rome could offer a greater line of heroes, concluding with Augustus (25–32). in 4. 5 the same three
heroes are, in converse order, explicitly likened to Augustus. reader will do well to remember that Heracles
served in fact as a negative exemplum in 1. 3. 36. since then his situation had changed dramatically and he be-
came frequently identified with Augustus (cf. 3. 12. 1, 4. 5. 36).

Fertur Prometheus addere principi
limo coactus particulam undique
desectam et insani leonis
vim stomacho apposuisse nostro.
(1. 16. 13–16)

Atqui non ego te, tigris ut aspera
Gaetulusve leo, frangere persequor...
(1. 23. 9–10)

suspiret, eheu, ne rudis agminum
sponsus lacessat regius asperum
tactu leonem, quem cruenta
per medias rapit ira caedes.
(3. 2. 9–12)

qualemue laetis caprea pascuis
intenta fulvae matris ab ubere
iam lacte depulsum leonem
dente novo peritura vidit.
(4. 4. 13–16)



Conclusions

in this paper, i have discussed several features of the Horatian locus
amoenus from perspective of the great poet’s stylistic innovations. i have
shown that Horace consistently used more particularisations in his descrip-
tions of the locus amoenus than his direct predecessors and models. Fur-
thermore, i have argued that Horace used structural, stylistic and poetic
patterns, present in his treatment of particularisations elsewhere, also in
his treatment of the locus amoenus motive.

it appears from the discussion that Horace might have been one of the
landmark poets both in the domain of poetic particularisation and in the
locus amoenus tradition. in future, it would be interesting to analyse all
the major instances of the motive emerging before (which has partially
been accomplished in this article) and after Horace, with a particular em-
phasis on the role of particularisation in those descriptions, in order to fur-
ther assess the art of particularisation of rome’s greatest bard.
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Herodotus at the Zoo: Unusual Descriptions
of Animals in Herodotus' Histories

Herodotus, probably one of the most interesting ancient writers, in his His-
tories brings us much more than a simple description of the Persian wars.
While reading his work, it is impossible to disregard the unbelievable stories
about the ancient Greeks, practically unknown landscapes, regions, nations
and their customs. in this paper, i will be talking about the unusual animals
hailing from faraway lands which Herodotus writes about in his work. From
the giant gold-digging ants in india to the flying snakes in Arabia, as well as
horned snakes in Thebes, Herodotus presents a whole zoo of unusual animals
from even more unusual regions. some of them are familiar to us (for exam-
ple the ibis in egypt), we can only guess what some were (e.g. the ants which
dig for gold), and others are obviously mythical creatures (like the Phoenix).
Be that as it may, Herodotus' ability to entertain as well as teach his readers
cannot be denied.

Keywords: Herodotus, The Histories, faraway lands and animals

Herodotus was a Greek historian, also known as “The Father of History”.
He was born in Halicarnassus (today’s Bodrum in Turkey), which is lo-
cated in southwest Caria and he lived in 5th century BC. Herodotus’ His-
tories were written in the ionic dialect and are divided into the nine books
named after the nine Muses. His work is supposed to be about Persian
wars, but he also wrote about ancient traditions, geography, and various
cultures and nations that lived in Western Asia, northern Africa, Greece
and Central europe and that is what makes it so interesting. in this paper,
i will be talking about the unusual way he describes some of the animals,
even the ones that we know exist.



Crocodiles

in the second book, Herodotus describes crocodiles, but what makes his
description so interesting is that he also makes a few mistakes in it. He
says that “it is the only animal that has no tongue” (γλῶσσαν δὲ μοῦνον
θηρίων οὐκ ἔφυσε).1 This is, of course, not true. Crocodiles do have
tongues, but they are built in such a way that makes it impossible for them
to poke tongue out of their mouths. Another interesting thing to know is
that their tongues are typically coloured yellow or orange. The tongue’s
colour may provide a social or warning signal when the crocodile’s jaws
are opened.

in this description, he also adds that “it is blind in the water” (τυφλὸν
δὲ ἐν ὕδατι).2 This, too, is not accurate. Crocodiles, in fact, have two sets
of eyelids and the inner eyelids keep water from blurring their vision.

Thirdly, he says that “the sandpiper goes into its mouth and eats the
leeches” (ἐνθαῦτα ὁ τροχίλος ἐσδύνων ἐς τὸ στόμα αὐτοῦ καταπίνει τὰς
βδέλλας),3 which is only partly true. There are no leeches in the nile, but
it is a fact that small birds pick flies and other insects out of crocodiles’
mouth.

The Phoenix

The Phoenix is a long-lived bird that is cyclically reborn from the ashes
of its predecessor, and it is associated with the sun. Herodotus says that
it comes to egypt once in five hundred years, that it is partly golden and
partly red, and that it is as big as an eagle: δι᾽ ἐτέων, ὡς Ἡλιοπολῖται
λέγουσι, πεντακοσίων (…) τὰ μὲν αὐτοῦ χρυσόκομα τῶν πτερῶν τὰ δὲ
ἐρυθρὰ ἐς τὰ μάλιστα: αἰετῷ περιήγησιν ὁμοιότατος καὶ τὸ μέγαθος.4

The Phoenix is usually linked to the Bennu, an ancient egyptian deity,
which represents the sun, creation, and rebirth. The Bennu was a self-cre-
ated being that played a role in the creation of the world. it was said to
have flown over the waters of the nun, which existed before the creation,
landed on a rock and issued a call that determined the nature of the cre-
ation.5 The Bennu was especially reverenced at Heliopolis.

However, the Bennu on the monuments does not have the colours that

1 Hdt, 2.68.3.

2 ibid., 4.

3 ibid., 5.

4 ibid., 2.73.1–2.

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bennu.
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Herodotus describes, so some suppose that he confused the Phoenix with
a golden pheasant.6

Horned snakes

According to Herodotus, horned snakes live near Thebes in egypt. He de-
scribes them as “harmless to men, small in size, and bearing two horns
on the top of their heads” and adds that they are sacred to Zeus and buried
in his temple when they die: εἰσὶ δὲ περὶ Θήβας ἱροὶ ὄφιες, ἀνθρώπων
οὐδαμῶς δηλήμονες, οἳ μεγάθεϊ ἐόντες μικροὶ δύο κέρεα φορέουσι
πεφυκότα ἐξ ἄκρης τῆς κεφαλῆς: τοὺς θάπτουσι ἀποθανόντας ἐν τῷ ἱρῷ
τοῦ Διoς.7 He is actually talking here about Cerastes (saharan horned
viper), venomous viper species, native to the deserts of nothern Africa
and the Middle east.8

Flying snakes

Herodotus mentions these flying snakes twice. First, in the second book,
where he says that “winged serpents are said to fly from Arabia at the be-
ginning of spring, making for egypt; but the ibis birds encounter the in-
vaders in this pass and kill them” (λόγος δὲ ἐστὶ ἅμα τῷ ἔαρι πτερωτοὺς
ὄφις ἐκ τῆς Ἀραβίης πέτεσθαι ἐπ᾽ Αἰγύπτου, τὰς δὲ ἴβις τὰς ὄρνιθας
ἀπαντώσας ἐς τὴν ἐσβολὴν ταύτης τῆς χώρης οὐ παριέναι τοὺς ὄφις ἀλλὰ
κατακτείνειν).9

He mentions them again in the third book, where he says that he went
to Arabia, near the city Buto, and saw a number of snake bones piled up,
but he is careful here not to mention the wings, which probably did not
exist. He also says that, after they copulate, the female snake grabs the
male by his neck and kills him. However, the female suffers for it later:
avenging their father, the young snakes, while within the womb, eat her
bowls and thus make their way out.

The story of flying snakes probably has a mythological origin. The
goddess of Buto was represented as a snake with the wings.

6 W. W. How, J. Wells. A Commentary on Herodotus.

7 ibid., 2.74.

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerastes_(genus)

9 ibid., 2.75.3.
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Ibis

Herodotus says that there are two types of ibis, and the descriptions of
them are accurate. The black one is called Geronticus Calvus and
Herodotus describes him like this: “it is all quite black, with the legs of a
crane, and a beak sharply hooked and is as big as a landrail. such is the
appearance of the ibis which fights the serpents” (μέλαινα δεινῶς πᾶσα,
σκέλεα δὲ φορέει γεράνου, πρόσωπον δὲ ἐς τὰ μάλιστα ἐπίγρυπον,
μέγαθος ὅσον κρέξ. τῶν μὲν δὴμελαινέων τῶν μαχομενέων πρὸς τοὺς
ὄφις ἥδε ἰδέη).10

The other one is ibis Aethiopica. it has white feathers and black head
and legs (λευκὴ πτεροῖσι πλὴν κεφαλῆς καὶ αὐχένος καὶ ἀκρέων τῶν
πτερύγων καὶ τοῦ πυγαίου ἄκρου).11 He is only wrong when he says that
the black ibis was the sacred one.

Gold-digging ants

in his third book, Herodotus describes some kind of ants that live in india
and dig the sand which is full of gold. He says that they are “not as big as
dogs, but bigger than foxes” (μύρμηκες μεγάθεα ἔχοντες κυνῶν μὲν
ἐλάσσονα ἀλωπέκων δὲ μέζονα).12 However, it is noticeable that he does
not say that he saw these ants with his own eyes, so he is probably report-
ing what others have told him. There is a chance that he confused these
“ants” with the Himalayan marmot, although a few paragraphs later, he
says that these ants had a habit of attacking people and that they are really
fast. neither is typical for marmots.

Camels

After the gold-digging ants, Herodotus talks about camels. He emphasizes
that he would not give a full description of camels since the Greeks know
how they look, but that he will tell them something that they do not know:
“The hind legs of the camel have four thighbones and four knee joints;
its genitals are turned towards the tail between the hind legs” (κάμηλος
ἐν τοῖσι ὀπισθίοισι σκέλεσι ἔχει τέσσερας μηροὺς καὶ γούνατα τέσσερα,
τά τε αἰδοῖα διὰ τῶν ὀπισθίων σκελέων πρὸς τὴν οὐρὴν τετραμμένα).13

10 ibid., 2.76.1.

11 ibid., 2.76.2.

12 ibid., 3.102.2. 

13 ibid., 3.103.



This is a mistake made by an observation. He probably took the heel of
the camel for a second knee owing to the length of the camel's metatarsal
bone. Because of that, he concludes that if it had two knees in each leg, it
would also have two thighs. However, he is right when he says that its
genitals are turned towards the tail.

Besides these, Herodotus briefly mentions a lot of other animals. some
are completely unknown, like birds that collect cinnamon or sheep with
long tales in Arabia. others exist, like lions or hippopotamuses. in regard
to lions, he says that they lived in europe during his time and Aristotle
confirms that information.14 it is true that the fossils of lions have been
found in europe, but they all date back to prehistory.15

All of these descriptions of animals which Herodotus gives in his work
are more interesting than scientifically useful and approved. However, we
cannot deny that he was able, maybe like no other ancient writer, to bring
us closer to the people, customs and beliefs of his time.
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The Problem of Iota in ἰχθῦς

The aim of the paper is to suggest a few possible sources of the word-initial
ἰ- in Ancient Greek ἰχθῦς 'fish', which has not yet received a completely sat-
isfactory explanation. With the aid of the internal Greek and the relevant ex-
ternal comparative data, solutions will be sought which do not simply assume
sporadic and irregular prothesis. As the starting point, a hysterokinetic ablaut
pattern is suggested. In such a paradigm the strong cases provided the pho-
netic environment in which anaptyxis of the so-called "schwa secundum"
regularly took place. Since the conditions for anaptyxis were not met in the
oblique cases of this noun, the inherited paradigm was subject to allomorphy.
The difference in the onsets of the strong vs. the oblique cases was increased
by the metathesis of the Proto-Indo-European “thorn”-clusters (i.e., consonant
clusters of a dental and a velar), an otherwise perfectly regular development
in Greek—which under new phonetic conditions (the cluster was now inter-
rupted by a schwa) could not take place in the strong cases. The difference
between the strong and the oblique cases was remedied by paradigmatic lev-
elling. In terms of relative chronology there are multiple ways in which sub-
sequent analogical levelling could have progressed (e.g., which phonemes or
groups of phonemes were affected by the metathesis, how the synchronic
strong and oblique grades of the root affected each other, etc.). The linguis-
tically most convincing alternative will be singled out and elaborated.

Keywords: ἰχθῦς, Ancient Greek, Proto-Indo-European, anaptyxis, "schwa
secundum", "thorn"-clusters

Definition and Etymology

The word ἰχθῦς, -ῠ́ος, ὁ, nom. sg. -ῦς and -ῡ́ς, acc. sg. -ῡ́ν, -ῠ́ν and -ῠ́α,
nom. pl. -ῠές and -ῦς, acc. pl. -ῠάς and -ῦς, meaning 'fish', metaphorically
'a stupid fellow', in pl. also 'the fish-market (in Athens)' and 'the constel-
lation Pisces', is attested in Ancient Greek sources since Homer.1 Its yp-
1 This paper is based on a discussion that occurred in a class on historical phonology of Indo-European lan-
guages, between Asst. Prof. Luka Repanšek, colleague Rok Kuntner and the authors. We would like to thank
them for the discussion that made this paper possible and especially to Prof. Repanšek, for the encouragement



silon is long in the disyllabic forms and short in the polysyllabic forms of
the word or when it appears as the first member of a compound (ἰχθῠ-,
ἰχθῠο-)—the exception being acc. sg., where both long and short ypsilon
are attested, the pressure of analogical levelling later culminating in the
remodelled ending -ῠ́α.2

Based on the identified cognates in Armenian jowkn and Baltic *žuu̯-
i- (Lithuanian žuvì̇s, gen. pl. žuvų,̃ Latvian zivs, dialectal zuvs, zuve [i.a.],
Old Prussian suckis), an etymology going back to the Indo-European
proto-form *dhg̑h-uH- is traditionally suggested.3

While initially Frisk (1960–1972, 1: 745f.) only cited the connection
between the cognates, without positing any kind of reconstruction to the
proto-language, he later (1960–1972, 3: 114) expanded the entry, adding
Szemerényi’s suggestion that the Gk. form goes back to the combination
of the Proto-Indo-European roots for 'water' *ud- and 'fish' *ghū- (a sug-
gestion towards which Frisk himself seems to have been rather ambiva-
lent). Chantraine (1999, 474) writes that the Gk. initial χθ- cluster must
be traced back to PIE *gzh-, while Arm. j- and Balt. ž/z- go back to PIE
*ghū-.4 He also explains the length of ypsilon as an IE development that
seems to have operated in monosyllables.

It is now known that the correspondence between Gk. χθ-, Arm. j- and
Balt. ž/z- reflects a PIE "thorn"-cluster—a consonant cluster of a dental
and a velar (*TK), which underwent specific developments in different
branches of IE.5 The seemingly divergent origins of the initial consonant
(or consonant cluster) in the cognate words proposed by Chantraine (*gzh-
and *gh-) can be easily reconciled taking into account this information,
as the reflex of the cluster *Tg̑h6 (Chantraine’s *gzh) is the same as the re-
flex of the single *g̑h (Chantraine’s *gh) in Baltic and Armenian.7 The

and help provided in the course of its creation. We would also like to thank the participants at the GLAS 2017
conference for their remarks and the discussion following the presentation of the paper, which made us dive
(even) deeper into the waters surrounding the issue of iota in ἰχθῦς, thus augmenting the quality of the paper.
2 LSJ, 846; for the allomorphy of -ῡ- vs. -ῠ-, see note 25.
3 Frisk, 1960–1972, 1: 745f.; Chantraine, 1999, 474; Schindler, 1977, 32; Lipp, 2009, 45f.; alternatively Beekes
2010, 606f., and Derksen 2015, 523, reconstructing *dg̑h-uH-, as explained in Kloekhorst 2016, 56–60 (see
note 18). Martirosyan 2009, 439f., doesn't seem entirely convinced of the relatedness between the Arm. word
and the others.
4 Certain authors do not distinguish—in notation, at least—between the palatovelar and plain velar series,
especially in discussions of Greek, denoting both with the same signs (thus Lejeune 1987, 36f.). Based on the
cognates, however, it is clear that the palatal quality is implied here.
5 Schindler 1977. It was previously believed that these clusters were composed of a velar and a spirant *þ
called "thorn", which gave the phenomenon its name, but has since been practically abandoned as an allophone
reconstructible for PIE; these clusters can be shown to reflect originally unmetathesized sequences of a dental
(*t, *d, *dh) and a velar (palatovelar: *k̑, *g̑, *g̑h, plain velar: *k, *g, *gh, or labiovelar *ku̯, *gu̯, *gu̯h).
6 Due to the root constraints in PIE, the cover symbol for dentals (T) here stands for *d and *dh only.
7 The dental is regularly dropped in such clusters in Balto-Slavic, while in Armenian a dissimilation of the
dental in front of a palatal velar (but not in front of other types of velars) can be assumed: *dhg̑h->*d͓hdzh->*dzh-
>dz- ⟨j-⟩, producing the same reflex as a single palatal velar.
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aforementioned suggestion by Szemerényi (apud Frisk, op. cit.) can like-
wise be cast aside as there is no need to introduce another root (*ud-) into
the picture to explain away the dental in the Gk. cognate. It is also known
now that the length indicated by the Gk. long ypsilon can be traced to a
sequence of a vowel and a laryngeal, here *-uH-.8 All things considered,
the data alone allows for the minimal reconstruction of the PIE word for
'fish' as *Tg̑h-uH-.

Vowel Prothesis in Greek

In a not insignificant portion of the Gk. vocabulary inherited from PIE, a
short vowel often appears word-initially—i.e., some kind of vowel proth-
esis—usually in the form of ἐ-, ἀ- or ὀ-. It rarely occurs in front of stops
or clusters involving stops, but rather often in front of liquids and nasals.
These descriptively prothetic vowels sometimes have possible analogues
in Armenian and Albanian and can be shown to go back to PIE laryngeals,
with the signature triple reflex9 in Greek.10 However, descriptions of vowel
prothesis in Greek include an additional type of prothesis, one restricted
to Greek and manifest in the form of ἰ-. Schwyzer (1939, 413), for exam-
ple, designates this ἰ- as the unetymological "supporting vowel" in front
of clusters of PIE palatals (velars) and spirants11 (i.e. Gk. dentals), pro-
viding only ἰχθῦς, ἰκτῖνος and ἴκτις as evidence for the phenomenon. Sim-
ilarly, Lejeune mentions the mysterious prothetic iota with regard to the
examples ἰχθῦς and ἰκτῖνος, while Rix (19922, 58), although describing
it as appearing nur vor Okklusiven, only puts forth ἰχθῦς as the significant
example. It is clear that the prothetic iota, which only appears in the spe-
cific environment in front of a cluster of a velar and a dental, is an odd
fish compared to the prothetic ἐ-, ἀ- and ὀ-, which systematically reflect
PIE laryngeals. None of the authors provide a satisfactory explanation for
the emergence of the prothetic iota in this specific environment and the
much too general description of the phenomenon, exemplified by two or
three words at most, does not hold water.

8 Beekes 2010, 606f.; Lipp 2009, 45f.
9 Laryngeals (*h1, *h2, *h3) are PIE consonants that were not directly preserved in the daughter languages,
bar the Anatolian branch, where *h2 and *h3 (the latter in a more limited scope) survive as phonemes. The in-
direct traces of laryngeals are most easily recognized in the effect they had on the adjoining vowels (in po-
stvocalic position they tend to cause compensatory lengthening, while *h2 and *h3 additionally colour the
adjacent vowel to a and o respectively) and in the anaptyxis of the so-called "schwa primum" that developed
preconsonantally prior to their loss (here, only Greek famously reflects the colouring effect, all the other IE
languages reflecting a singular outcome of schwa).
10 Rix 19922, 58; Lejeune 1987, 211.
11 Spirant here refers to "thorn" – *þ (see note 5).



All the etymological dictionaries12 mention the prothetic iota in ἰχθῦς
in connection with ἰκτῖνος 'kite (a bird of prey)', due to similar root struc-
ture (#ἰKT-). Beekes (2010, 585f.)13 cites the reconstruction as *tk̑-iH-in-14

with an initial "thorn"-cluster, cognate with Arm. c῾in 'kite (a bird of prey)',
Sanskrit śyená- 'eagle, falcon, a bird of prey' and Avestan saēna- 'a big
bird of prey'. Although Indo-Iranian poses certain problems,15 even the
Gk. and Arm. correspondence alone is solid enough to assume an IE origin
of the word. Therefore, even though ἰκτῖνος is often tied to ἴκτις 'marten'
and ἴκτερος 'jaundice', for which Grošelj apud Frisk (1960–1972, 1: 719)16

proposes a common colour root ἰκ- 'yellow, green' (possibly from some
pre-Greek substrate), the connection remains highly speculative and in
light of the relatively certain IE origin also quite unlikely—in any case, it
is a whole other kettle of fish compared to the iota in ἰχθῦς.

Semantics and the Root

The identification of the reconstructed root *Teg̑h- with a known PIE
root has been suggested by Neri apud Lipp (2009, 45f.), who proposes
that the root *dheg̑h- with the meaning ‘to shine’ might lie at the source of
multiple words with seemingly unrelated meanings: *dhégh̑-om-/*dhg̑h-m-
´ 'earth', *dhógh̑-o- 'day', *dhgh̑-i̯és- 'yesterday' and no other than our *dhgh̑-
ué̯h2-/*dhgh̑-uh2-´ 'fish'.17 The word for 'fish', in this interpretation, is traced

12 Frisk 1960–1972, 1: 745f.; Chantraine 19992, 474; Beekes 2010, 606f.
13 Likewise Martirosyan 2009, 627.
14 Alternatively Kloekhorst 2016, 56–60 (see note 17).
15 The IIr. examples do not exhibit the expected reflexes of the "thorn"-cluster, but see note 22.
16 And later also Beekes 2010, 585.
17 Lipp further specifies the word for 'earth' as derived from the deverbal abstractum *dhégh̑-m-̥/*dhg̑h-ém- 'shi-
ning', probably referring to dry or wet ground (cf. Latin terra < *ters-eh2- 'drought'; it also seems interesting
to point out the telling semantic shift of Gk. πλοῦτος 'riches' (and then Πλοῦτος 'god of riches') to Πλούτων
'god of the underworld'. The word for 'earth' is widely attested in the individual IE languages: Gk. χθών, Lat.
humus, Hittite tēkan, Skt. kṣā́s, Av. zā̊, Tocharian A tkaṃ, Proto-Slavic *zemĺa,̍ Lith. žẽmė, Alb. dhe, Old Irish
dú, as well as words for 'human' < *'earthling', Proto-Italic *hemō (Lat. nēmō < *ne hemō), Proto-Germanic
*gumo (> Eng. bridegroom), Lith. žmuõ. The connection between 'to shine' and the meanings 'day' and 'ye-
sterday' seems clear; Eng. day (and Gothic dags etc.) itself reflects *dhóg̑h-o-, while Gk. χθές, Lat. herī, Skt.
hyás, OIr. in-dé, Goth. gistra-dagis ('morning'), Eng. yesterday reflect *dhgh̑-i̯és- (or similar, as a reconstruction
that would precisely account for all the listed forms remains elusive, but see Lipp 2009, 189–198, and Kloek-
horst 2016, 44f.).
An alternative view is presented in Kloekhorst 2016, 53ff., where a root *degh̑- is proposed—with plain voiced
dental *d, the glottalic element (that in the framework of the assumed version of the glottalic theory features
only in front of plain voiced stops) of which would in the course of metathesis remain in front of the cluster
and be identified with *h1, a glottal stop [ʔ] (thus *dK > *h1Kd). The same explanation would, according to
Kloekhorst (relying on proposals by Kortlandt and van den Oever), account not only for ἰχθῦς (< *dg̑huH-),
but also for ἰκτῖνος (< *dk̑i(e)h2ino-) and ἑκατόν (< *dk̑mt̥om-). For this explanation to work, one has to assume
the veracity of both the glottalic theory and the phonetic interpretation of *h1 as [ʔ], but neither of the ideas
has found wider acceptance in the interpretations of the PIE phonemic inventory. They each present their own
problems, the issue of which is too extensive to be covered here (one counterargument on the basis of which
they can be problematized is Gk. τίπτε 'why then?' < *ku̯id-ku̯e (Beekes 2010, 1487), where, following the pro-
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back to a u-stem adjective *dhégh̑-u-/*dhgh̑-éu-̯ 'shiny', from which a neuter
collective *dhég̑h-uh2-/*dhg̑h-u̯éh2-18 'shine' is derived. Through the
process of internal derivation,19 the change of accent-ablaut paradigm from
proterokinetic to hysterokinetic brings about *dhg̑h-u̯éh2-/*dhg̑h-uh2-´
*'that which has shine = a shiny thing' > 'fish', obviously referring to the
scales of the fish, which are among their defining features.20 The process
is schematically presented below:

Table 1

"Schwa Secundum"

The term "schwa secundum" refers to an anaptyctic vowel inserted into
word initial consonant clusters consisting of two stops—and perhaps *s—
and a resonant (*#(s)PPR-/*#sPR- > *#(s)Pə₂PR-/*#sə₂PR-) in individual

posal, the intermediate form *ku̯ih1ku̯[t]e would demand **τῑ́πτε, which is not in fact attested—this is a non-
issue in the traditional reconstruction of PIE, where voicing assimilation means that *ku̯id-ku̯e, as well as
*dk̑i(e)h2ino- and *dk̑mt̥om-, are phonetically *kui̯[t]-kue̯, *[t]k̑i(e)h2ino- and *[t]k̑mt̥om-, with no glottalic ele-
ment either way).
18 The collectivizing suffix *-h2- is thus identified with the laryngeal causing length on the ypsilon of ἰχθῦς.
19 The Indo-European athematic declension was based on alternation of position of accent and thus ablaut
grade between the strong and oblique cases. In the generally accepted Erlangen model (as developed since the
1960s, initially by a group of scholars including Schindler, Eichner, Rix and Hoffmann), there are four reco-
gnized types of accent-ablaut paradigms: the acrostatic, where the accent is stationary on the root and only
ablaut grade alternates (*R(ó/ḗ)-S(∅)-T(∅)/*R(é)-S(∅)-T(∅)), the proterokinetic, with the accent alternating
between the root and the suffix (*R(é)-S(∅)-T(∅)/*R(∅)-S(é)-T(∅)), the hysterokinetic, where the accent shifts
from the suffix in strong cases to the final affix in the oblique (*R(∅)-S(é)-T(∅)/*R(∅)-S(∅)-T(é)), and finally
the holokinetic, where the accent alternates between the root and the final affix (*R(é)-S(o)-T(∅)/*R(∅)-S(∅)-
T(é)). Nominals may pass from one accent-ablaut paradigm to another (acrostatic → proterokinetic, protero-
kinetic → hysterokinetic and acrostatic, proterokinetic or hysterokinetic → holokinetic), thereby changing
their meaning—with no external modification in the form of suffixes, in a process called internal derivation.
20 Along with fins, gills, and the fact they live in water.
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proterokinetic
u-stem 
adjective 'shiny'

proterokinetic
neuter collective
noun 'shine'

hysterokinetic
animate noun
'fish'

*dhég̑h-u-
><(((°>

*dhég̑h-uh2-

*dhg̑h-éu̯- *dhg̑h-u̯éh2- ><(((°> *dhg̑h-u̯éh2-

*dhg̑h-uh2-
external derivation

(suffixation with *-h2-)
internal derivation
(proterokinetic →
hysterokinetic)



languages, where the zero grade ablaut would otherwise be expected21 (the
language-specific reflex of "schwa secundum" generally tends to [a],
while Greek here regularly exhibits [i]—the iota). Mayrhofer gives the
example of the numeral 'four', where along with the normal zero grade
stem, *kut̯- (*ku̯tru- seen in Gk. τρυ-φάλεια 'helmet'), there seemingly ex-
isted another, *ku̯ə₂t- (*ku̯ǝ₂tru-, seen in Lat. quadru-, and the cardinal
*ku̯ǝ₂tu̯or > Lat. quattuor, Aeolic Gk. πίσυρες, etc.). Based on his recon-
struction of ῥίζα (see note 22), where the phonological environment re-
quired for the anaptyxis developed only in Proto-Greek, Vine (1999, 19)
suggests the "schwa secundum" might not be as old as PIE and could be
better explained as a later language-specific phenomenon—a reaction to
the consonant-heavy onsets reflecting the inherited zero grade stems of
PIE. Exceptions notwithstanding,22 it is, however, attractive to posit the
anaptyxis of "schwa secundum" for (Late) PIE, given the widespread ap-
pearance of this phenomenon.23 The particularity of Greek in this scenario
might be the productivity of this rule stretching well into the PGr. period.

Etymology Revised

If we build on the hysterokinetic reconstruction of ἰχθῦς, i.e., *dhg̑h-u̯éh2-
/*dhg̑h-uh2-´, the strong stem would provide the appropriate environment
for the anaptyxis of "schwa secundum" into the root, whereas such con-
ditions would not be met in the oblique forms, subjecting the paradigm to
allomorphy. The difference between the stems would only be amplified
by the regular Gk. metathesis of dentals and velars (including the inherited
"thorn"-cluster)24 in the oblique stem, which under the new phonetic con-
ditions would not occur in the strong alternant:

21 Mayrhofer 1986, 175f.; Byrd 2010, 23; Vine (1999, 10–12), as well as Schindler (1977, 31), treat such pho-
netic conditioning of the rule as too restrictive. Vine builds his case with the reconstruction of Gk. ῥίζα 'root'
as *u̯ridi̯-, an alternative of the oblique stem of a proterokinetic noun *ur̯éh2d-ih2-/*u̯rh̥2d-i̯éh2- (Welsh gwrysg
'branches', the root being also found in Lat. rādix) particular to Greek. An alternative stem would be needed
to differentiate between the strong and the oblique stems in Proto-Greek, since the given PIE reconstruction
would regularly yield *u̯rā́di̯a-/*u̯rādi̯ā́-, with no differentiation between the stems. Vine proposes that an al-
ternative oblique stem with "morphological zero grade" was formed, i.e., *u̯rǝ₂di̯ā, which would then develop
as other examples with the almost identical phonetic environment (*pǝ₂tnā > πίτνημι 'to spread out', *sǝ₂drū-
> ἱδρύω 'to seat'), "…with a widely-acknowledged treatment calling for an epenthetic vowel (corresponding
to an entity traditionally referred to as "schwa secundum")…"
22 Indo-Iranian sought a different solution to the problem. As mentioned by Lipp (2009, 74), while the regular
reflex of the "thorn"-cluster in Indo-Aryan is kṣ, in a more complex cluster (*TKC- instead of simply *TK-)
the initial dental is deleted, regularly reflecting the simplified cluster (*KC-). This can be seen in the cognates
of ἰκτῖνος above: *tk̑-i̯éH-in- > śyená-, where *t is lost, regularly reflecting *k̑i̯-. The same applies to Iranian
with Av. saēna-, also exhibiting subsequent dissimilation *si̯ai̯- > *sai̯-.
23 Mayrhofer 1986, 175f.; Byrd 2010, 23.
24 Rix 1992, 96.
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Table 225

In order to eliminate the discrepancy between the stems, the forms
would be prone to paradigmatic levelling, which could proceed in various
different ways:

α.
Table 3

In the first (α) scenario, the metathesis would happen regularly,
whereas the anaptyctic iota could have been felt as an element that had to
occur before chi (in accordance with the strong stem) and would therefore
also appear in the oblique one, despite regular metathesis. Later on, the
oblique stem would be generalized throughout the whole paradigm.26

However, although it is impossible to predict the direction analogical lev-
elling will take, the suggested analogy is not obvious.

β.
Table 4

According to the second (β) and in fact more likely scenario, the allo-
morphy caused by the metathesis in the oblique cases would motivate the
generalization of the χθ cluster (= oblique root) throughout the paradigm.
The iota in the strong stem would be preserved because of its function in
25 The ypsilon in *θχυ- and in the following examples is used as shorthand for both the preconsonantal -ῡ-C-
(< *-uH-C-) and the prevocalic -ῠ-V- < *-ῠϝ-V- (< *-uH-V-), the allomorphy explaining the difference in
length between the disyllabic and polysyllabic forms (as synchronically perceived) of the word (Rix 1992,
71).
26 Cf. the structurally similar ὀφρῦς 'brow' < *(H)o-bhruH- (cf. Beekes 2010, 1135), with the generalized
oblique stem.
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*dhg̑h-u̯éh2-
><(((°>

*dhǝ₂g̑h-u̯éh2-
><(((°>

*θιχϝᾱ́-
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easing the pronunciation (#ἰχ.θϝV- vs. #χθϝV-),27 its word-initial position
further corroborated by the high frequency of #ἰCC- stems in Greek. Since
the driving force behind the analogical restructuring of the stems is the
tendency to rectify the allomorphy that arose between them, a reinsertion
of the iota in the middle of the stem—a solution that would likewise pre-
vent the existence of an over-heavy onset, but would again disrupt the uni-
formity of the paradigm—was probably disfavoured. To further eliminate
the difference between the stems, iota would also spread to the oblique
alternant.

γ.
Table 5

In the third (γ) scenario, following regular metathesis, iota would first
appear in the oblique stem by analogy with the strong one. The opposition
in the structure of the stems *θιχ- vs. *χιθ- (in this case, perhaps with the
*χθ- stem coexisting still, which would add to the instability) would have
to be resolved—by expelling the iota from the middle of the stem to the
front, achieving the desired uniformity of the strong and the oblique stems
(regular metathesis in the strong stem would ensue, as **ἰθχ- is impossi-
ble). The motivation behind the initial analogy that would insert iota into
the oblique stem seems lacking, however, as it does nothing to resolve the
allomorphic divergence between the stems.

It seems that though there are salvageable qualities in each of the sug-
gested scenarios, the only actually viable solution is the second proposed
(β). The preservation—instead of simple elimination—of the word-initial
iota is well motivated by the phonotactic constraint on over-heavy onsets
and the generalization of the oblique stem rather than the strong one finds
credence in similar cases that are not rare in Greek.28

Alternative Origins of the Iota

An alternative solution, suggested by Rok Kuntner (at the conference),
would be to consider the possibility of a similar origin of iota in ἰχθῦς as

27 Generally, Ancient Greek only allows for onsets with the maximum structure of #σCC- and #CC- (Goldstein
2014, 96f.).
28 Rau 2010, 180; see note 27.
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in Gk. ἰγνύη 'the part behind the thigh and knee; ham', which the etymo-
logical dictionaries29 explain as univerbisation of *ἐν γνύη, literally 'in the
knee' (*ἐ[γ] γνύη > *ἐγγνύη > *ἰγγνύη30 > ἰγνύη31, 32). The main problem
that we find with this idea is not only in the semantics (note that in such
a case the meaning could not have developed at the PIE level and 'fish'
would consequently have to be derived from a noun already meaning 'that
which is charactarized by shine'), but also lies in the fact that were ἰχθῦς
to develop from **ἐν χθυ-, the expected resulting form would be **ἰγχθύ-
, for which cf. ἴγκρος 'brain' from ἐν 'in' + κάρη 'head' (with κρ- in the ex-
pected zero grade), without dissimilation of the nasal apparent in ἰγνύη.

Another possible source that was brought to our attention are the forms
in contact with prepositions ending in -ι (ἐπί, περί), where the final iota
of the preposition might have been misanalysed as belonging to the fol-
lowing word (e.g., ἐπὶ χθύων ~ ἐπ’ ἰχθύων). Of the 983 instances of ἰχθῦς
accessible in the Perseus database, the word appears 11 times in contact
with ἐπί and 36 times with περί:33 elision never occurs with περί and even
though 8 of the 11 cases of ἐπί do indeed exhibit elision, the relatively
small number of occurrences speaks strongly against it being the origin
of the word-initial iota in ἰχθῦς.

Conclusion

According to the initially proposed reconstruction, the iota in ἰχθῦς sticks
out like a western spy trying to squat in a group of authentic gopniks.
However, as shown in our interpretation above, its origin can be explained
by the anaptyxis of "schwa secundum" into the strong stem, while its un-
expected position can be accounted for by the proposed paradigmatic lev-
elling incurred by the heavily divergent allomorphy. This explanation
renders the inclusion of ἰ- in descriptions of Gk. prothesis unnecessary.
29 Frisk 1960–1972, 1: 708; Chantraine 19992, 455; Beekes 2010, 576.
30 Solmsen, 1909, 214, writes about the tendency of Gk. dialects to raise ε to ι before a consonant cluster con-
sisting of velar nasal, velar, and another consonant; more generally about the same phenomenon also Schwyzer
1939, 275.
31 According to Allen, 19873, 35, the γν cluster would almost certainly be pronounced as [gn] (as opposed to
γμ [ŋm]); although he notes the suggestion by Threatte, 1980, 531, that an instance of gemminate gamma in
Ἁγγνούσιος for Ἁγνούσιος is "an attempt to indicate [ŋ]", he points out the scarcity of evidence that would in-
dicate such reading, thus ultimately rejecting the reading [ŋn]. In the case of ἰγνύη, however, the γν cluster
would probably be pronounced as [gn] regardless, especially considering its relatively transparent synchronic
connection with γόνυ 'knee'.
32 To get from γγν [ŋgn] to γν [gn], dissimilatory deletion of the velar nasal must be assumed. In view of
Allen 19873, 35 (see note 31), a scenario such as [ŋgn] > [ŋŋn] > [ŋn] can be abandoned.
33 ἐπ᾽ ἰχθύσι Ael. NA 9.5, Anth. Gr. 6.4, Anth. Gr. 9.442, Hom. Il. 24.64, Plut. De Soll. 1; ἐπ̓ ἰχθύων Demetr.
Eloc. 3.151, Paus. 2.30; ἐπ᾽ ἰχθύες Ps. Plut. Plac. 1.6; ἐπὶ ἰχθύων Ath. 7.65, Paus. 6.11, 10.31; περὶ ἰχθύων
Ath. 3.87, 7.172, 22, 27, 28, 43, 49, 50, 58, 59, 67, 68, 70, 73, 77, 83, 90, 94, 98, 99, 111, 112, 114, 115, 117,
120, 134, 136, 1372, 139, 140, 8.20, 51, D.Chr. 32.38.
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Nevertheless, "thorn"-clusters, "schwa secundum" and language-specific
paradigmatic levelling of inherited IE accent-ablaut paradigms all remain
complex areas of study and we can only hope to have elucidated some as-
pects of how they might have affected one another.
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A Short Insight on how Internet Memes Help
to Save Ancient Culture

Memes are cultural phenomena of the last 10 years, that give us an insight
into how we understand culture, history, and legacy as a whole as well as an
insight into how we preserve that knowledge and how we save what would
otherwise be forgotten. They are the cultural fragments of information that
we intertwine with who we are, and what we believe in and that we share
with the rest of the world. Antiquity memes, in that note, are a different type
of form with interesting history and creation. Cultural fragments beyond the
reach of the pop-culture of today. By intertwining Antiquity’s historical, cul-
tural, and literary data with the minds of 21st century people in the pool of
mass media, we produce and reproduce significant value of thoughts of this
“lost world” that we should cherish, now, even more in this modern times of
natural science. A curious reference that could be found connected to the
core semantics of memes are the famous graffiti on the walls of Pompeii
where the common people could tell their own story, regardless of their status
in the society, which gave us an insight into the myriad of those that have
been forgotten by time.

Keywords: meme, ancient, Pompeii, graffiti, culture.

An evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins first introduced the word
"meme" in 1976. The word comes from the Greek word mimema 'some-
thing imitated'.1

Dawkins described2 memes as a form of cultural propagation, which
is a way for people to transmit social memories and cultural ideas to each
other. Not unlike the way that DNA and life will spread from location to
location, a meme idea will also travel from mind to mind. The Internet,
by sheer virtue of its instant communication, is how we now spread mod-
ern memes to each other's inboxes. A link to a YouTube video of cats, a
file attachment with the Stars Wars Kid, an email signature with a Chuck
1 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 5th ed., s.v. "meme,"
https://ahdictionary.com/word/search.html?q=meme.
2 R. Dawkins, "The Internet's Hijacking of the Word 'Meme'," 20 June 2013, Wired, accessed 11 December
2017, http://www.wired.co.uk/article/richard-dawkins-memes.



Norris quote, Vines, GIF images, etc. These are a few examples of modern
meme symbols and culture spreading through online media.

The bulk of internet memes will continue to be humor and shock-value
curiosities, as these grab people's attention more quickly than deeper
meme content.3

Antiquity memes, in that note, are a curious version of the base idea
but with a more interesting story and reason behind them. From chrono-
logical perspective, people have been creating them since internet memes
won the popularity of people globally. The difference is that for the cre-
ating of antiquity memes we extend our choice of cultural fragments be-
yond the present life stream and into times not really forgotten but barely
mentioned—Antiquity. It should be noted that the term "Antiquity" does
not encapsulate the pool of "DNA" fragments from this particular period.
It goes further back or beyond it. This is valid for the times of Ancient
Greece as well as for Ancient Rome. In antiquity memes we see an un-
charted territory of interesting and brand new ways of expressing one’s
self, that nobody used since now. We see in them this uncharted territory
of interesting and brand new way of expressing one’s self that nobody
used since now. By using its historical, cultural and literary treasures in
context of internet media stream, we popularise its value in modern life.
In the long run, memes might not be influential enough, but they are ca-
pable of giving a fresh insight into the ancient world. Now that we live in
a digital world, where natural sciences are dominating with their accuracy
and factual stability, the "good fight" for saving ancient culture is even
more thrilling. Digitising content (images, literacy, laws, etc.) is the main
method for sustaining the memory of the old-world person and their life.

In that note, we then acknowledge that memes are not an idea of pres-
ent influence of the world around us, but have been long ago the only way
of freely verbalizing one’s thoughts. Great sights of the phenomena are
the famous graffiti on the walls of Pompeii. Susanna Pilny, scientist work-
ing for redOrbit,4 writes about the importance of those graffiti.5

Due to the structure of Roman law and social hierarchy, not every per-
son could leave a legacy that would be preserved. That was possible only
for one small group—wealthy free men. Graffiti, however, was the tool
of saying what the commoners thought. Man, woman, child, slave, poor,
rich, illiterate—it did not matter, so long as there was an empty spot on a
wall. Ideas of love, hatred, affection, sex, politics, and friendship im-
3 P. Gil, "What Are Some Examples?", last modified 2 November 2017, https://www.cteonline.org/cabinet/file/4d15d029-
9b2b-4545-9f36-0eeb9f24d22e/lifewire.com_What_Are_Some_Examples.pdf.
4 Website accessible at the following link: https://www.redorbit.com/.
5 S. Pilny, "Why Ancient Roman Graffiti is so Important to Archaeologists," 5 January 2016, RedOrbit, last
modified 12 November 2017. http://www.redorbit.com/news/science/1113411831/why-ancient-roman-graf-
fiti-is-so-important-to-archaeologists-010516/.
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printed on walls for everyone to see and experience. There is a lot to be
explored and admired. The common ancient people gave us an uncensored
opinion on everything happening in those times.

As for voices of the voiceless, Pompeii may house some extraordinary
pieces of graffiti. In theory, lost written works from the past could be
somewhere there on the walls. Better yet, though, is a definite lost voice:
Pompeii contains what seems to be the only female homoerotic love poem
in the entire empire.

Oh, would that it were permitted to grasp with my arms your little neck
as they entwine [it] and to give kisses to your delicate little lips.
Come now, my little darling, entrust your pleasures to the winds.
(En)trust me, the nature of men is insubstantial.
Often as I have been awake, lovesick, at midnight,
you think on these things with me: many are they whom Fortune lifted high;
these, suddenly thrown down headlong, she now oppresses.
Thus, just as Venus suddenly joined the bodies of lovers,
daylight divides them and if…6

Another interesting example has to do with the extremely disliked
Nero—the infamous Christian persecutor, who was suspected of burning
Rome down and who had his own mother murdered. Amazingly, accord-
ing to the graffiti around Pompeii, Romans actually still liked Nero, as
historians have believed. In fact, it has been estimated that more than half
of the graffiti found praising emperors lauds Nero. His popularity appar-
ently only took a sharp, permanent downturn when he kicked his pregnant
wife, Poppaea, to death. Yet, when the Senate condemned his memory
following his death and his portraits were effaced in accordance with the
verdict damnatio memoriae, it appears that the people of Pompeii did not
destroy the graffiti that praised him. We might therefore assume that, in
spite of everything, he still was in favour with the people.

Two cultural fragments—graffiti and memes—two phenomena from
two different worlds working to preserve what needs to be preserved: the
ancient world. By its rising popularity, ancient memes make ancient cul-
ture a global interest and graffiti provide individual thoughts and ideas of
ancient men and women that we did not know before. in other words, they
give an insight into the lives of people that have been forgotten by time.

6 Pompeii in Pictures. "A Complete Photographic Plan of Ancient Pompeii as it is Today." https://www.pom-
peiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R9/9%2013%2004.htm.
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SOME GRAFFITI FROM POMPEII7

II.2.3 (Bar of Athictus; right of the door); 8442: I screwed the barmaid
III.4.2 (House of the Moralist); 7698a: Let water wash your feet clean

and a slave wipe them dry; let a cloth cover the couch; take care of our
linens.

V.5 (near the Vesuvius Gate); 7086: Marcus loves Spendusa
VIII.2 (in the basilica); 1816: Epaphra, you are bald!
VIII.2 (in the basilica); 1852: Pyrrhus to his colleague Chius: I grieve

because I hear you have died; and so farewell.
VIII.2 (in the basilica); 1864: Samius to Cornelius: go hang yourself!

Further graffiti from Pompeii available on 
https://www.cteonline.org/cabinet/file/4d15d029-9b2b-4545-9f36-
0eeb9f24d22e/lifewire.com_What_Are_Some_Examples.pdf
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The Curious Cases of ἐάσας and ἐξελαύνοια,
two Archaisms in the Arcadian Verbal System

The paper focuses on the two perhaps most characteristic archaisms of Proto-
Indo-European date in the Arcadian verbal system attested on the inscriptions
IG 262 from Mantineia (5th cent. B.C.) and IG 343 from Orchomenos (4th
cent. B.C.), viz. (1) the archaic acc. pl. fem. act. ptcp. praes. of the verb 'to
be' in Arc. ἐάσας), and (2) the 1 sg. act. opt. ending of Arc. ἐξελαύνοια. The
archaisms are considered from the diachronic point of view by means of the
comparative method and linguistic reconstruction. The aim of this paper is
to reconstruct, when feasible, the individual lexemes and segments at the rel-
evant prehistoric stages (Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Greek and Proto-Ar-
cado-Cypriot/Proto-Arcadian), and to point out the correlation between the
respective Arcadian archaism(s) and the innovative forms attested in the
greater part of other Ancient Greek dialects.

Keywords: Greek dialectology, Arcadian, Mycenian, Peloponnese, isoglosses

Arcadian is an Ancient Greek dialect of the 1st millennium B.C. which
was spoken in the highlands of central Peloponnese and is epigraphically
attested from the 6th cent. B.C. until the beginning of the 2nd cent. B.C.
Its disappearance is due to the expansion and universal adoption of κοινή
as the common idiom of the eastern Mediterranean basin. Together with
the ancient Cypriot dialect spoken on Cyprus (and most probably with
the Pamphylian dialect spoken in southern Asia Minor) Arcadian consti-
tutes the conservative subgroup of East Greek as opposed to the Attic-
Ionic subgroup, which in many respects can be considered innovative.
The communis opinio among the dialectologists is that among all the An-
cient Greek dialects Arcadian is, both in its phonetical and morphological
features, the most closely related to Mycenaean, a chronolect not affected
by common Greek innovations though clearly part of the East Greek di-
alect continuum.

The Arcadian corpus predominantly consists of short votive or dedi-
catory inscriptions and a small number of lengthier documents of official
nature (regulations, laws, decrees etc.) inscribed on slabs, which were in



subsequent periods very often reused as building material (spolia). A great
majority of dialectal inscriptions originate from the East Arcadian Basin,
specifically from Tegea, Mantineia, and Orchomenos.

It is a long established fact that the relatively modest corpus of Arca-
dian nevertheless reveals several morphological and word-formational
peculiarities that from the point of view of language development are
justly recognized as archaisms. In the following survey particular attention
will be paid to a pair of especially noteworthy archaisms attested in the
Arcadian verbal system.

1. ACC. PL. F. ACT. PTCP. PRAES. ἐάσας (V εἰμι 'to
be')

In Proto-Indo-European (henceforth PIE) the non-feminine stem of the
active present participle to an athematic verb such as *h1es- 'to be' was
built with the ablauting suffix *-ent-/-ont-/-n̥t-. More specifically, the
strong cases took the full-grade of the root (*h1es-) combined with the o-
grade in the suffix (*-ont-), while in the weak cases both the verbal root
and the suffix took regular zero-grade (*h1s-n̥t-), with the ending
(desinence) appearing in the full-grade (e.g. *-és in the genitive singular).
This accent-ablaut pattern corresponds to the so-called holodynamic
scheme: nom. sg. masc. PIE *h1és-ont-s (Ved. sán and, with analogical
generalisation of the weak-stem vocalism in the suffix, Lat. (ab)-sēns),
gen. sg. masc. PIE *h1s-n̥t-és (Lat. (ab)-sentis, Ved. satás). The corre-
sponding feminine stem is built by the means of the PIE motion suffix *-
i̯éh2-/-ih2- attached to the zero-grade root, thus adopting a mesodynamic
accent-ablaut pattern: nom. sg. fem. PIE *h1s-ént-ih2-ø → Proto-Greek
(henceforth PG) *es-n̥t-i̯a (with the generalisation of the weak-case real-
isation of the primary suffix and specific Greek development of the word-
final sequence *-ih2#) > *ehas(s)a (cf. Myc. e-a-sa- = ehas(s)a-); gen.
sg. fem. PIE *h1s-n̥t-i̯éh2-s > PG *es-at-i̯ā-s > *eas(s)ās (attested in the
Messenian gen. sg. fem. ἐάσ(σ)ᾱς, an exact cognate of Ved. satyā́s); acc.
pl. fem. PIE *h1s-n̥t-iéh2-ns > PG *es-at-i̯ā-ns >* es-at-i̯a-ns (with sub-
sequent shortening in the final sequence *-ā-ns > *-a-ns by Osthoff’s
Law) > *eas(s)as. It is precisely the latter form that seems to be retained
in the Arcadian acc. pl. fem. ptcp. praes. act. ἐάσας attested on the in-
scription from Mantineia IG 262 dating back to the 5th cent. B.C. The
form appears with regular and, at least as far as Arcadian is concerned,
expected deletion of the desinential nasal in the acc. pl. ending *-Vns with-
out compensatory lengthening.
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On other early non-Arcadian inscriptions further reflexes of compara-
ble archaisms in the word formation of the present participle are sporad-
ically recorded, whereas all later inscriptions clearly attest to the
generalised strong-case also in the feminine form of the active participle,
viz. οὖσα (as a reflex of the transposit *-ont-ih2), which should be attrib-
uted to the analogy with the masculine and neuter forms ἐών/ὤν and
ἐόν/ὄν. The latter forms might have been partly influenced by the pro-
ductive immobile pattern – Nom. Sg. M. φέρων < PIE. *bhér-o-nt-s; Gen.
Sg. M. φέροντος < PIE. *bhér-o-nt-os as attested for thematic verbs.

Table 1 provides a concise diachronic overview of the development of
the Arcadian active feminine present participle of the verb εἰμι 'to be' in
juxtaposition with its direct cognates in other Greek dialects.

Table 11

2. 1 SG. ACT. OPT. PRAES. ἐξελαύνοια (V ἐξελαύνω 'to
expel')

In Proto-Indo-European the optative stem was built from the primary as-
pectual/temporal stem with the help of the ablauting suffix *-i̯eh1-/-ih1-,
followed by the so-called secondary personal endings. While athematic
stems were liable to ablaut alternation (athematic optative built to a mobile
stem is descriptively hysterodynamic, while underlying immobile stems
take equally immobile optatives), thematic stems were a priori immobile

1The attested Arcadian forms (= those written without the asterisk) cited in this survey follow the critical edi-
tion in Dubois II (see Sources and Literature). For ape(h)as(s)ai see Bartoněk, p. 329.



and displayed the typical columnar pattern *-o-ih1- (i.e. an originally di-
syllabic sequence of the thematic vowel and the zero-grade optative suffix),
which resulted in the characteristic Greek optative “marker” -ο-ι-. The
shape of the 1 sg. act. opt. ending in Proto-Greek depends on the actual
ablaut grade of the optative suffix: in athematic optative stems that termi-
nate in a long vowel *-i̯ē- < *-i̯eh1- the final grammatical morpheme is
realised as *-n < *-m (e.g. τι-θε-ίη-ν), whereas thematic optatives take the
standard primary 1 sg. act. ending -μι (e.g. γράφοιμι), attached to the con-
sonant-final optative stem *-o-i̯- < *-o-ih1-). From the point of view of
Indo-European historical phonology, however, the shape of the latter se-
quence as it surfaces in Ancient Greek is in fact unexpected and must be
ascribed to secondary substitution of the expected word-final **-a < *-m̥
with the standard primary personal ending of athematic verbs.

As opposed to the usual -ο-ι-μι, however, the Orchomenian inscription
IG 343 attests to an isolated Arcadian sequence -ο-ι-α. In the 19th century,
i. e. before the publication of the aforementioned inscription in 1909, some
renowned comparative linguists including Brugmann, Osthoff, and Wack-
ernagel conjectured on the basis of the comparative method and linguistic
reconstruction the theoretical existence of exactly such a sequence, a direct
cognate of Ved. -e-y-am, and assumed its subsequent general substitution
by the standard and morphologically considerably more transparent -ο-ι-μι.
When Premerstein published the bottom part of the aforementioned Or-
chomenian inscription in 1909 which revealed the unusual form
ἐξελαύνοια,2 their prediction was confimed. The optative reading of Arc.
ἐξελαύνοια is indubitable and can be corroborated by the context in which
the form appears. The context is namely that of a strictly formulaic oath
sworn by the citizens of Euaimon and Orchomenos seriatim. The oath is
bipartite and both parts conveniently display identical structure:

Ὤμοσαν οὶ Εὐα[ι] |59 μνιο<ι> τάδε· ἀψευ[δ] |60 ήω νὰ<ν> τὰν συϝοι[κί] |61 αν τοῖς
Ἐρχομινίο[ι] |62 ς πὸς τὰς συνθέ[σ |63 ι]ς, νεὶ τὸν Δία τὸν Ἄρ[η |64 α, νεὶ τὰν Ἀθάναν
τ |65 ὰν Ἀρείαν, νεὶ τὸν [Ἰ] |66 νυάλιον τὸν Ἄρηα· |67 [ο]ὔ δαν ἀνισταίμα |68 ν ἀπὺ
τοῖς Ἐρχομιν |69 [ί]οις οὔποτε, οὐ τὸν |70 [Δ]ία τὸν Ἄρηα, οὐ τὰ |71 ν Ἀθάναν τὰν
Ἄρε[ι |72 αν, οὐ τὸν Ἰνυάλιο |73 ν τὸν Ἄρηα· κεὐορ |74 κέντι μὲν τἀγαθά, |75

[ἐ]πιορκέντι δὲ ἐξο |76 [λέ]σθαι αὐτὸγ καὶ γ |77 ένος.

Ὤμοσαν Ἐρχ̣ |78 [ο]μίνιοι τάδε· ἀψευ |79 δήω νὰν τὰν συϝο |80 [ι]κίαν τοῖς Εὐαιμν[ί]
|81 οις πὸς τὰς συνθέ |82 [σ]ις, νεὶ τὸν Δία τὸν Ἄ |83 [ρ]ηα, νεὶ τὰν Ἀθάναν |84 τὰν
Ἄρηαν, νεὶ τὸν Ἰν |85 [υ]άλιον τὸν Ἄρηα· οὔ |86 δαν ἐξελαύνοια τ |87 ὸς Εὐαιμνίος
οὔπο |88 τε, οὐ τὸν Δία τὸν Ἄ[ρ] |89 ηα, οὐ τὰν Ἀθάναν |90 [τ]ὰν Ἄρηαν, οὐ τὸν Ἰν |91

υάλιον τὸν Ἄρηα. vac. |92 κεὐο[ρκέντι] μὲν [τ] |93 ἀγαθά, ἐπιορκέντ[ι] |94 δὲ ἐξολέσαι
κα[ὐ] |95 τὸν καὶ γένος. (Dubois II, pp. 146–149)

2 The verb ἐξελαύνω is a compound verb of ἐλαύνω (verbal root ἐλᾰ- < PIE. *h1elh2-), which in turn seems
to be derived from the heteroclite deverbative *ἐλα-Ϝαρ, ἐλα-υν-ος. (see, e.g., Beekes, pp. 401–402).
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In the two corresponding places in the text (marked in bold) one finds
[ο]ὔ δαν ἀνισταίμαν, which formally is an unmistakable case of an opta-
tive form, and οὔ δαν ἐξελαύνοια, which, considering the obvious paral-
lelism, one is forced to recognize as an optative as well.

The ending -οια = Ved. -eyam, Proto-Iranian *-ai̯i̯am < PIE *-o-ih1-m̥
may be explained in the following manner: the word-final -α originates
in the PIE secondary ending 1 sg. act. *-m̥ as it was realized in post-con-
sonantal position (*-C-m)̥. The retention of the intervocalic -ι-, which is
unexpected from the point of view of Greek historical phonology and as
such clearly must go back to the sequence *-ij-, should be ascribed to the
analogical tendency towards general columnarity in the paradigm of the
PIE thematic optative, with the resulting originally trisyllabic sequence
*-o.ï.h1m̥# yielding *-o.ï.i̯m̥ (with secondary *i̯ as hiatus-filler after reg-
ular deletion of the laryngeal) and lastly *-oi̯i̯m ̥(with late desyllabification
of post-vocalic *-i- and corresponding elimination of hiatus in the first
syllable) > PG *-oi̯i̯a > *-oi̯a → *-oi̯-mi (analogical substitution).

Table 2 provides a diachronic overview of the development in the 1
sg. act. personal ending of thematic vs. athematic optative stems.

Table 23

3 The innovation in the case of φέροιν : φέροι should be ascribed to the analogy with the athematic forms of
type εἴην (< *H1s-i̯éH1-m) : εἴη (< *H1s-i̯éH1-t).
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The Interpretation of Catharsis as
an Ethical Balance

Catharsis is a term that has been occupying scholars' minds for decades. This
mysterious concept gave rise to a lot of interpretations and theories and
among them there is even the one according to which the whole concept of
catharsis is a mere interpolation. The main problem surrounding this term is
the fact that in Poetics it appears only once, without further references to it
in the rest of this work. something like that is very untypical of Aristotle, and
besides being untypical, it is also strange, given the fact that it appears in the
very definition of tragedy. However, the assumption that this term is an in-
terpolation is a bit exaggerated, and that is because of the important role that
the core of catharsis plays in this work. That core consists of emotions of pity
and fear. Also, this concept was mentioned not only in Poetics, but in a couple
of other Aristotle's works, too. if we bear in mind that references to previous
works are something quite common for Aristotle and his consistent philoso-
phy, we can come to the conclusion that an assumption that such an important
term didn't belong here cannot be true.
Besides this extreme interpretation, there are various theories concerning this
peculiar term. However, there is one theory that has very appealing starting
points. it assumes that Poetics in its entirety is a response to Plato's views on
poetry. Also, this theory considers important mentions of catharsis in other
works and the role emotions play in Aristotle's ethical philosophy. Finally, it
is the only theory that takes into account the incredibly important role that
theatre and poetry had in Athens. it is the interpretation of catharsis as a type
of ethical balance. in my study, i will try to point out and explain the main
starting points of this theory.

Keywords: Aristotle, Plato, Poetics, Catharsis, ethical interpretation

Catharsis has been occupying scholars’ minds for decades. various the-
ories have been formed about the role of this mysterious term, among
which is even the one that treats it as an interpolation. When it comes to
catharsis, the biggest enigma is the fact that it appears only once in the
entire Poetics, and that is in the very definition of tragedy. At first sight
it may seem strange and untypical for Aristotle, but if we consider some



aspects of his philosophy and some aspects of the Greek society as a
whole, we can come to a pretty satisfying conclusion.

The theory that takes into consideration all those important aspects is
the theory of catharsis as an ethical balance. some of its starting points
are of incredible importance for determining what the exact function that
Aristotle ascribed to catharsis in Greek society was. However, to claim
that Aristotle assumed a social function for catharsis in the first place, it
is important to take into consideration the place of poetry and theatre in
the Greek society in general. even if we judge only by Plato’s and Aris-
totle’s polemics on their role and potential influence on society, which we
will later come back to, we can conclude that Greek attitude towards po-
etry was more ethical than the modern one.

Poetry had an important place in life of an average Athenian citizen,
since his early childhood. it was an integral part of Greek education, start-
ing with Homer’s works, that were read, remembered, and recited. Besides
its role in teaching children practical skills of reading and writing, this
practice was important for setting moral and religious values, too. We
know this for certain because even the writers who were against this kind
of setting acknowledged poetry’s educational role. When it comes to tragic
poets’ teaching, the best source is the comedy Frogs by Aristophanes. As
we know, the greater part of this comedy is a competition between Aeschy-
lus and euripides—the competition in usefulness and educational value
of their own tragedies. Although we feel there is a definite enmity between
them, there is one thing they both agree on: teaching is the main task of
tragedy.1

The possibility that this was just a typical Aristophanes’ parody of
tragedy’s teaching is not excluded, but this problem is deeply rooted even
in the Frogs’ plot, so we cannot entirely throw it away as irrelevant.

Judging by all this, we can conclude that poetry was not considered
important in kids’ education only, but that it had an important role as some
kind of moral guidance for Greek adults, too. even Greek poets them-
selves considered that part of their task is a renewal or correction of social
and religious standards in the society they were part of. Besides that, the-

1 Aeschylus
For little boys
Have a teacher who advises them,
And grown-ups have poets.
We have a serious obligation to speak
of honourable things. (Aristophanes, Ranae 1054–1056)

euripides
(People should admire poets)
For cleverness, and giving good advice,
since we improve
The people in the cities. (Aristophanes, Ranae 1009–1010)
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atre was the only place where Athenian people were able to listen about
certain problems that were not necessarily of political nature.

Today it is widely accepted that the aim of performing tragedy in an-
cient Athens was not just a mere aesthetic pleasure and that tragedies had
some kind of political and social function as well. it is believed so because
tragedies’ plots questioned democracy, foreign policy and other important
aspects of Greek society. Also, mythical stories mainly used as elements
of tragedies involved universal subjects and common problems in human
lives.

it was necessary to show that tragedy had a big potential for influence
on society in order to prove that catharsis, as an important part of that in-
fluence, had a social function as well. The main starting point of this the-
ory is the assumption that Aristotle’s treatise on poetry was actually an
answer to Plato’s condemnation of it. First of all, Plato condemned poetry
on the basis of his mimetic theory. He considered that everything in the
world is a copy of the eternally same ideas: hence, since poetry is an im-
itation of human reality, it is therefore the imitation of an imitation. Being
that way, poetry is completely useless, because we cannot learn anything
new from it. Besides that, he denied poets’ skills, saying that their inspi-
ration is completely external—coming from the gods. However, for our
subject, this intellectual side of his condemnation of poetry is not as im-
portant as the ethical one. When it comes to the ethical side, Plato thought
that poets were a bad moral example for the audience, mostly because of
their representing gods with a lot of flaws that even human nature should
fight against.

What is more important for us is his attitude towards emotions. Ac-
cording to Plato, the soul consists of three parts: reason (λογιστικόν), will
(θυμοειδές), and lust (ἐπιθυμητικόν). For him, the good life in an ideal
society would mean a total domination of reason over the emotional parts
of the soul. There are three main emotions in the center of his attention
and those are pity, fear, and pleasure.

if we study Poetics carefully, we can see that Aristotle answered all of
Plato’s objections against poetry. By simply writing this treatise, full of
rules and principles that should be used as a guidance for writing success-
fully, he answered one of the biggest objections—denial of a poetical skill.
When it comes to Plato’s mimetic theory, Aristotle agrees that poetry is
an imitation, however, on the contrary, he thinks that we actually can learn
a lot from it. imitation is according to Aristotle something embedded in
human nature so much that the first knowledge we gain comes exactly
through it. For him, mimesis is of great importance when it comes to re-
lationship between pleasure and learning, because audience takes pleasure
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in learning during the observation of mimesis’ results. According to Aris-
totle, poetry creates universal types through mimesis and those types are
completely in line with Plato’s concept of ideas.

When it comes to Plato’s objections against poetry on the ethical
ground, Aristotle has responses to them, too. Chapter 25 is almost entirely
concerned with accusation that poets represent Gods in a morally bad way.
To that, Aristotle has various answers. First of all, the rules of politics or
ethics do not apply for poetry. Also, it is a mistake if something impossible
is shown, but that mistake is justified if the art achieves its goal that way.
Finally, the most direct answer is that if someone condemns poetry for
showing something that is not true, we can object to that by saying that
maybe it is supposed to be that way, same as sophocles said that he dis-
plays people as they should be. Aristotle points out that this is the case es-
pecially when it comes to stories about gods.

since we have so far seen how Aristotle responded to almost all of
Plato’s objections, it is left to show how he responded to his teacher’s
biggest objection against poetry: evocation of emotions. scholars that in-
terpret catharsis as an ethical balance say that Aristotle’s teaching about
catharsis is an answer to Plato’s objection related to emotions. This seems
like a logical solution, since we can find in Poetics the precise answer to
every Plato’s objection. Also, the definition of catharsis actually contains
two emotions of Plato’s greatest concern: pity and fear.

As is the case with the rest of the responses, when it comes to emotions,
Aristotle agrees with Plato on a certain level. He also thinks that poetry
evokes emotions, that it offers pleasure, and, most importantly, that the
evocation of emotions through poetry has an influence on spectator’s per-
sonality and his emotional behaviour in reality. However, Aristotle denies
the assumption that poetry presents a potential danger of evoking an ex-
cess of emotions in reality. With this concept of catharsis, Aristotle wanted
to prove that emotions are not bad per se and that poetry has a very im-
portant place in human lives.

if we want to understand Poetics completely, we should bear in mind
that this treatise belongs to the final phase of Aristotle’s work. This fact is
important because Aristotle probably assumed that readers of his treatise
on poetry had knowledge about his philosophy developed in Politics and
Nicomachean Ethics. Also, his last works—among them Poetics—were
concerned with practical side, so he did not describe the details about
things that were not of primarily practical nature. Those are the reasons
that catharsis was mentioned only once in Poetics.

What we find in Poetics is the opinion that feelings of pity and fear, as
to say, catharsis, result in pleasure. now, this is difficult to understand if
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we do not take into consideration the main difference between Plato’s and
Aristotle’s attitude towards emotions. Plato does not make a difference
between emotions evoked by tragedy and the ones felt in reality, while
Aristotle does. His opinion is that the emotions aroused by tragedy result
in pleasure that is typical for it.

it is also important to point out that catharsis in medical use of the term
did not have the purgative sense only, but it also meant the establishment
of balance between warmth and coldness in the body. it is important to
bear this in mind because it may help clear out the relationship between
emotions with their influence on character in Nicomachean Ethics and
catharsis as the aim of watching tragedy in Poetics.

now that we explained why we cannot study Poetics separately from
other Aristotle’s works, we should see if Aristotle is consistent here about
his previously made statements about emotions. in Nicomachean Ethics,
Aristotle claims that the soul consists of two parts, one being reasonable
and the other unreasonable. However, in the unreasonable one there is a
part that is in charge of wishes and cravings and it can also take part in
reason if it is obedient to it. if that irrational part of the soul is governed
well, the greatest virtue can be achieved. That virtue is σωφροσύνη (pru-
dence). While for Plato emotions belong to the irrational part of the soul
exclusively, for Aristotle they can be in accordance with reason and in
service to virtue. However, emotions are not easy to govern and doing so
requires constant effort and exercise. This is related to something called
ἐνέργεια. it is an important concept of Aristotle’s philosophy, according
to which everything is a consequence of an activity. People have to prac-
tice virtue in order to become morally perfect and they also have to ac-
quire good habits, which can be achieved by education. regarding
education, we have already shown the role of poetry in it, and the concept
of ἐνέργεια is also present in Poetics since tragedy is called πρᾶξις in its
definition. Also, it is pointed out that characters should act rather than
simply narrate. This concept is in accordance with another important con-
cept: pleasure. This, according to Aristotle, is and should be moral. every
activity results in its own type of pleasure, which is not only moral but
also crucial for correct building of a character, because children need to
be educated through pleasure and pain. This is the same in Poetics, where
Aristotle clearly points out that pleasure derives from pity and fear—typ-
ical emotions awakened by tragedy.

so far, it has been shown that Aristotle was consistent about two im-
portant concepts of his philosophy—pleasure and ἐνέργεια; but for a com-
plete understanding of these concepts there is one more concept left to
explain. it is Aristotle’s golden mean or μεσότης. We have seen that for
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Aristotle the basis of moral virtues contains feelings of pleasure or pain,
therefore the best education consists of directing children to feel pleasure
or pain when it is really needed. However, that directing is achieved by
practicing μεσότης, because virtues can be maintained only through it.
Hence, people should strive for measure to acquire the greatest virtue and,
most importantly, that measure should be achieved on the emotional field.

since we have shown that Aristotle remained faithful to his philosophy
when it comes to important concepts of it, there is no reason to study
catharsis separately from them. if we assume that teaching of tragic cathar-
sis arose as a response to Plato’s excluding emotions from his ideal society,
and if we apply the philosophy of emotions in Nicomachean Ethics, we
come to the conclusion that the role of catharsis was to help build a
morally perfect character by reducing those affects to their right measure.
Tragedy awakens emotions, takes control over them by directing them to
the right objects, thus achieving an emotional balance.

Finally, we have to mention one more thing that goes in favour of this
view. it is the contemplation of catharsis in relation with music in the
eighth book of Politics. We must not consider it irrelevant because in this
work Aristotle promises he will explain the concept of catharsis in detail
in Poetics. in this book, he points out that music has a mimetic character
and, as such, bears a big ethical influence on the soul. Music can also af-
fect our emotions and cause pleasure. Thus, music as an imitation (μίμη-
σις) can affect our emotions, which is very important for our character
because governing emotions is the most important thing in building a per-
fect character. if music, as a mimetic art whose main feature is causing
catharsis, can influence moral building of a character, why could the same
not apply to tragedy, too?
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A Seeming Contradiction in the Use
of Misericordia in Seneca's De Clementia

seneca’s dialogue De Clementia is dedicated to emperor nero. The text is
rightfully classified by modern scholars as the first european mirror of prince.
seneca’s ideas of a good personal governance are the focus of the dialogue.
They are based on traditional political ideas going back to Plato and Aristotle
and are inevitably influenced by his affiliation with stoicism. Clementia
(clemency) of the ruler is the basic concept of the text. To properly define
clementia, seneca outlines its equivalent as well as its opposite concepts. He
also pays special attention to misericordia (mercy) in this context. Book Two
of De Clementia contains an explanation claiming that misericordia is often
confused with clementia, but they have nothing more in common than reli-
gion and superstition. Clementia is a virtue, but misericordia is a vice, which
only emulates virtue in a misleading way.
But misericodia, castigated in Book Two, is mentioned in a seemingly favor-
able context in Book one. These two distinct uses of misericordia mark a
clear contradiction for the majority of modern commentators. We think that
this contradiction is only superficial and that seneca did not use misericordia
with different attitudes in Books one and Two. rhetorical considerations may
well explain the problematic use of misericordia in Book one. The passage
where misericordia is used in a positive context forms part of a fictitious con-
versation of nero with himself. The emperor mentions that in his urge to
spare all, he is constantly searching for every reason to practice misericordia,
yet this is nero still unaware of the real nature of misericordia. Up to this
point he did not "hear" his tutor’s explanation presented in Book Two. some
features of seneca’s style also corroborate the notion that there is no contra-
diction in his understanding of misericordia.

Keywords: seneca, De Clementia, misericordia, mirror of prince

seneca’s dialogue De Clementia dedicated to emperor nero is rightfully
classified by modern scholars as the first european mirror of prince.1

seneca is one of the few ancient and medieval authors paying special at-
tention to misericordia.2 The main meanings of misericordia are mercy,
1 only some of these authors are Hadot, Fuhrmann, Büchner, and Gerdjikov; see Bibliography.

2 Misericordia is also a special subject for Augustine and Bernard de Clairvaux.



compassion, sympathy, pity, and forgivingness.3 Misericordia denotes any
particular manifestation of these qualities as well as the will and the ability
to apply these qualities in life. Misericordia is mentioned in the other texts
by seneca, too,4 but the Philosopher discussed it most widely in De
Clementia. The reason for this is the similarity between clementia and
misericordia. The latter is often used as a synonym of clementia in many
latin texts before seneca. The meaning will not change if we replace mis-
ericordia with clementia in the following sentence: "denique ille ipse M.
Marcellus, cuius in sicilia virtutem hostes, misericordiam victi, fidem ce-
teri siculi perspexerunt, non solum sociis in eo bello consuluit, verum
etiam superatis hostibus temperavit."5 There are cases when both terms
are placed side by side as synonyms: "Quidquid dixi, ad unam summam
referri volo vel humanitatis vel clementiae vel misericordiae tuae!"6 The
two terms are completely interchangeable when a merciful attitude of the
ruler towards his subject has to be indicated, especially when the subject
is conquered in war or has offended the ruler. Following his stoic beliefs,
seneca tries to persuade his powerful reader that mixing together the
meanings of clementia and misericordia is not just incorrect, but has to
be avoided. Misericordia is mentioned in two seemingly very different
meanings in the two extant books of De Clementia. The surviving parts
of Book Two are largely dedicated to revealing misericordia as a vice (vi-
tium), but the same term is used in a positive context in Book one. seneca
tries to define misericordia in Book Two. This is necessary for two rea-
sons: (1) it helps to make a better definition of clementia, and (2) it out-
lines for the emperor a common deception: "Ad rem pertinet quaerere hoc
loco, quid sit misericordia; plerique enim ut virtutem eam laudant et
bonum hominem vocant misericordem. et haec vitium animi est. Utraque
circa severitatem circaque clementiam posita sunt, quae vitare debemus;
per speciem enim severitatis in crudelitatem incidimus, per speciem
clementiae in misericordiam."7 We understand that misericordia was com-

3 Oxford Latin Dictionary, 1968: 1118.

4 sen. Ad Polyb. 6.5, 13.3; De Ira 1.16.3, 1.17.4, 2.15.3, 2.17.1, 2.17.2; De Ben. 3.7.5, 5.9.2, 6.19.1; Ad Lucill.
1.7.3, 6.37.2.

5 Cic. Verr. 2.2.4: "Afterwards that illustrious man, Marcus Marcellus himself, whose valour in sicily was felt
by his enemies, his mercy by the conquered, and his good faith by all the sicilians, not only provided in that
war for the advantage of his allies, but spared even his conquered enemies." M. Tullius Cicero, The Orations
of Marcus Tullius Cicero, trans. C. d. Yonge. (london: George Bell & sons, 1903).

6 Cic. Pro Lig. 29: "in whatever i have said, i have endeavoured to refer everything to the leading idea of
your humanity, or clemency, mercy, whichever may be its most proper name." M. Tullius Cicero, The Orations
of Marcus Tullius Cicero, trans. C. d. Yonge, (london: George Bell & sons, 1891).

7 sen. De Clem. 2.4.4: "At this point it is useful to inquire into what pity is; for many praise it as a virtue, and
say that a good man is full of pity. This also is a disease of the mind. Both of these stand close to mercy and
to strictness, and both ought to be avoided, lest under the name of strictness we be led into cruelty, and under
the name of mercy into pity." l. Annaeus seneca, Minor Dialogues Together with the Dialogue "On Clemency,"
trans. A. stewart. (london: G. Bell, 1889).
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monly accepted as a praiseworthy virtue and one of the inherent qualities
of every good man. seneca qualifies misericordia as vitium animi, which
ought to be avoided. every man willing to act with clemency risks to fall
victim to misericordia. seneca continues his explanation in the next chap-
ter8 stating that misericordia pertains to clementia and mansuetudo just
like superstition (superstitio) pertains to the proper honouring of the gods
(religio). This comparison corroborates the impression that misericordia
is something false and grounded on ignorance, a display of sensitivity dis-
guised as a virtue, which is improper for all good men (boni viri). seneca’s
first definition of misericordia is as follows: "vice incident to weak minds
which cannot endure the sight of another's sufferings"9 Here we recognise
the attitude of a stoic philosopher towards behavior which is incompatible
with the uncompromising and steady spirit of a sapiens. in his next sen-
tence seneca demonstrates how far misericordia is from justice: "itaque
pessimo cuique familiarissima est; anus et mulierculae sunt, quae lacrimis
nocentissimorum moventur, quae, si liceret, carcerem effringerent." Mis-
ericordia is easily moved by the misfortunes of other people and this is
the reason it is so close to the minds of the worst people. it is inherent to
old ladies and feeble women, who are easily touched by the tears of the
most dangerous criminals and they would destroy the prison, if this was
permitted. These people are antipode of a sapiens, but their feelings are
dangerous for the whole society, because the object of these feelings are
nocentissimi—extremely harmful individuals. seneca ends his explanation
with a statement that: "Pity considers a man’s misfortunes and does not
consider to what they are due: mercy is combined with reason."10 Accord-
ing to seneca, misericordia is not interested in the exact circumstances
which have led to misfortunes and it ignores the differences between just
and unjust.

seneca gives two more definitions of misericordia within the same
chapter: (1) "a disorder of the mind caused by the sight of other men’s
miseries" and (2) "a sadness caused by the evils with which it believes
others to be undeservedly afflicted."11 it seems that there is a contradiction
with the previous statement that "pity considers a man’s misfortunes and
does not consider to what they are due."12 This impression is not correct
because seneca points out only the extreme limit that can be reached in
exercising misericordia, which is losing the ability to distinguish between

8 ibid. 2.5.1: "ergo quemadmodum religio deos colit, superstitio violat, ita clementiam mansuetudinemque
omnes boni viri praestabunt, misericordiam autem vitabunt."

9 ibid. 2.5.1: "est enim vitium pusilli animi ad speciem alienorum malorum succidentis."

10 ibid. 2.5.1: "Misericordia non causam, sed fortunam spectat; clementia rationi accedit."

11ibid. 2.5.4: "Misericordia est aegritudo animi ob alienarum miseriarum speciem aut tristitia ex alienis malis
contracta, quae accidere immerentibus credit."

12 ibid. 2.5.1: "Misericordia non causam, sed fortunam spectat."
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just and unjust. seneca, in this part of the text, simply puts forward a com-
mon opinion, which is also shared by Cicero. even if some people affected
by misericordia fall in extreme sympathy to men stricken by hapless fate
for whatever reason, this does not remove the meaning of misericordia
as a compassion to unjustly suffering individuals. Actually, these fine nu-
ances are more interesting for us than they were for seneca. He does not
accept compassion on its own. it is incompatible with sapientia,13 it hin-
ders the application of iustitia and is unnecessary and useless when a man
is exercising real virtues like clementia, mansuetudo, humanitas. The
Philosopher is convinced that feeling compassion is harmful for the spirit:
"ergo non miseretur, quia id sine miseria animi non fit."14 Misericordia
not only does harm to the one who feels it, it is also of no use for people
who could receive it, because they need active help, not compassion.
Helping the needy is possible for the wise man (altus animo) too—his
spirit and face will remain appropriately calm15 and he will not offend the
dignity of those who take his help; like those who want to appear com-
passionate, but are in reality disgusted by the people, who receive their
misericordia. in contrast to this ideal conduct, "misericordia borders upon
misery: it is partly composed of it and partly derived from it."16 seneca
compares living with the misfortunes of others with other unhealthy states
of body and mind: "You know that eyes must be weak, if they fill with
rheum at the sight of another's blearedness, just as it is not real merriment
but hysteria which makes people laugh because others laugh, and yawn
whenever others open their jaws."17 This way he goes to his fourth defi-
nition of misericordia: "Pity is a defect in the mind of people who are ex-
traordinarily affected by suffering."18

We already witnessed seneca’s criticism of misericordia in Book Two
of De Clementia, which is strongly influenced by the author’s stoic out-
look. The ideal stoic wise man (sapiens)19 is unflappable. He can not be

13 ibid. 2.5.4: "Aegritudo autem in sapientem virum non cadit; serena eius mens est, nec quicquam incidere
potest, quod illam obducat."

14 ibid. 2.6.1: "The wise man will not feel pity, because this cannot happen to a man unless his mind is di-
sturbed." l. Annaeus seneca, Minor Dialogues Together with the Dialogue "On Clemency," trans. A. stewart.
(london: G. Bell, 1889).

15 ibid. 2.6.2: "Cetera omnia, quae, qui miserentur, volo facere, libens et altus animo faciet; succurret alienis
lacrimis, non accedet; dabit manum naufrago, exsuli hospitium, egenti stipem, non hanc contumeliosam, quam
pars maior horum, qui misericordes videri volunt, abicit et fastidit, quos adiuvat, contingique ab iis timet, sed
ut homo homini ex communi dabit; donabit lacrimis maternis filium et catenas solvi iubebit et ludo eximet et
cadaver etiam noxium sepeliet, sed faciet ista tranquilla mente, voltu suo."

16 ibid. 2.6.4: "Misericordia vicina est miseriae; habet enim aliquid trahitque ex ea."

17 ibid. 2.6.4: "imbecillos oculos esse scias, qui ad alienam lippitudinem et ipsi subfunduntur, tam mehercules
quam morbum esse, non hilaritatem, semper adridere ridentibus et ad omnium oscitationem ipsum quoque os
diducere."

18 ibid. 2.6.4: "Misericordia vitium est animorum nimis miseria paventium."

19 Gerdjikov, A. "Tryabva li vladetelyat da e sapiens?" in: Jubilaeus V, sofia, 2002: 101–108.
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influenced by opinions (opiniones).20 But misericordia suggests a level of
compassion to the misfortunes of other people. Being subject to emotions
is unworthy of a stoic; it is harmful for him because it darkens his mind.
if the stoic wise man is also a ruler, there is an additional risk for him if
emotions influence his decisions—he could lose his sober and rational
judgment and become unable to give justice. That’s why misericordia is
an affect for seneca; it is a manifestation of weakness, unwanted for any
wise man and for a ruler in particular.

Given this context, one use of misericordia in the beginning of Book
one is particularly strange. seneca invites nero to investigate good con-
science from every point of view.21 This part of the text contains a fictitious
conversation of nero with himself. in it he discusses the extent and exer-
cise of his power. When explaining how lenient he is as a ruler, nero says:
"Alterius aetate prima motus sum, alterius ultima; alium dignitati donavi,
alium humilitati; quotiens nullam inveneram misericordiae causam, mihi
peperci."22 We think that the impression of a contradiction in the use of
misericordia in this part of the text is misleading.23 We agree with Gerd-
jikov, who states that "there is no statement that nero is misericors, nor
that he is showing misericordia, he just tries to find excuses for pardoning
and he justifies his wish to pardon everybody with misericordia,"24 and
that nero’s real motive is "not a pitiful mercy, because misericordia is
only a justification for nero to pardon everybody he can. His real moti-
vation to show mercy is his sense of justice and responsibility"25

That being said, we think that the positive use of misericordia in Book
one can also be explained otherwise. The text in question is part of the
soliloquium of nero in the first place. The words do not belong to seneca

20 Cicero clearly outlines the characteristics of a stoic in his speech Pro Murena (63 BC). He confronts Cato
the Younger—the most famous stoic of his time and the accuser of Cicero’s client lucius Murena. The central
part of the argument between Cicero and Cato is the subject of misericordia. Cicero does not deny the extraor-
dinary personal qualities of Cato, but he speaks with irony for his rigorous attitude towards misericordia, which
is attributed to his inappropriate stoic mentors: " in: M. Catone, iudices, haec bona quae videmus divina et
egregia ipsius scitote esse propria; quae non numquam requirimus, ea sunt omnia non a natura verum a ma-
gistro." (Cic. Pro Mur. 61). The description of the Stoic wise man is the following: "sapientem gratia numquam
moveri, numquam cuiusquam delicto ignoscere; neminem misericordem esse nisi stultum et levem; viri non
esse neque exorari neque placari." (Cic. Pro Mur. 61).

21 sen. De Clem. 1.1.2–4.

22 ibid. 1.1.4: "i have been moved to compassion by the youth of one culprit, and the age of another: i have
spared one man because of his great place, another on account of his insignificance: when i could find no
reason for showing mercy, i have had mercy upon myself." l. Annaeus seneca, Minor Dialogues Together
with the Dialogue "On Clemency," trans. A. stewart (london: G. Bell, 1889).

23some scholars are misled by this passage to think that there is a contradiction between Book one and Book
Two of De Clementia. one such case, which was available to us, is J. dingel, "Misericordia neronis zur einheit
von senecas de Clementia," in Rheinisches Museum für Philologie, Neue Folge 132, 2 (1989):166–175. see
also A. Gerdjikov, Clementia. Obrazat na printsepsa v rimskata literatura i ideologiya na ranniya printsipat.
(sofia, 2004): 150–152.

24 ibid., 145.

25 ibid., 146.
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as a tutor of the young emperor like in Book Two, but to nero himself,
who, despite being remarkably virtuous, is still learning. nero is still not
aware of the real nature of misericordia in the beginning of Book one,
which will be revealed by seneca in the later parts of the text. De Clemen-
tia is probably the most non-dialogical dialogue by seneca, but in spite
of this, the text could still contain the hidden dialogism, which is so char-
acteristic for seneca’s style. Throughout his texts seneca often uses a lit-
erary technique called repetitio et correctio: he attributes to his addressee
an idea which is later analysed in other parts of the text and refuted.26

seneca’s reader is thus enriched and perfected in his quest for virtue. The
philosopher outlines the main ideas he is going to discuss exactly in the
beginning of Book one, containing the problematic use of misericordia,
which is seamlessly introduced to the reader’s attention.

Finding a contradiction seems to be the easiest solution for a modern
researcher well aware in advance of seneca’s critical attitude to miseri-
cordia. But the place of the positive use of misericordia in the beginning
of the text points to a rhetorical motivation for this arrangement and out-
lines the use of repetitio et correctio in the tradition of the diatribe of the
Cynic and stoic philosophical schools.
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